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PREFACE

These three volumes are the fourth and last of the publications in con
nection with the International Symposium on Jurassic Stratigraphy, Er
langen 1984. They contain the scientific papers, most of them presented 
orally during the sessions of the symposium, and the reports from the 
coordinators of the working groups of the Subcatmission on Jurassic 
Stratigraphy. Earlier in 1984 was published the volume of abstracts 
of the scientific papers, the list of Jurassic Stratigraphic Workers, 
and the guide-book for the excursions.

The papers and reports in these volumes concern many aspects of Jurassic 
stratigraphy: Radiometric methods, magnetostratigraphy, bio- and chrono- 
stratigraphy, macro- and micropaleontology, basin analysis, facies pat
tern, correlation of sedimentary events, regional and multidisciplinary 
stratigraphy, and datas base management.

Thus, a wide field of Jurassic Stratigraphy is covered by these contri
butions and we hope a lot of impetus will be given to stimulate further 
work on the Jurassic system and to initiate fruitful and prosperous co
operative work on the many open problems. The scientific papers of the 
volumes together with the scientific reports from the coordinators of the 
working groups present well an informative review about Jurassic strati
graphy today. By traditional reasons papers on bio- and chronostrati- 
graphy are in the majority. They document once more the importance of 
such studies; the specialist will find papers on ammonites, bivalves, 
brachiopods, echinoids, gastropods, corals, nannofossils, palyncmorphs, 
acritarchs, ostracods, foraminifera, radiolaria, dinoflagellates,. and 
trace fossils, a wonderful and in no kind old-fashioned bouquet of disci
plines. We hope that a first step towards a multidiciplinary stratigraphy 
and correlation of the Jurassic System has been taken.

Volume I is subdivided into two parts. The first part include short 
reports given by the coordinators of the working groups and reports 
on the working group meetings which took place during the symposium. 
The second part include papers dealing with the Lower Jurassic. Volume



II is subdivided into two parts dealing with Middle and Upper Jurassic 
respectively. Volume III includes general aspects as regional reviews, 
biogeographic and faunal problems, and various contributions to Jurassic 
stratigraphy.

To provide publication of the papers as quickly as possible all papers 
and reports are printed as received by the editors. Only technical treat
ment and necessary corrections have been carried out. In the guidelines 
given to the authors we asked for papers not larger than ten pages and 
written in English. However, two papers written in French have been 
accepted as well as several papers of more than ten pages.

The editoral work and the printing have been carried out at the Geo
logical Survey of Denmark. The technical preparation of the volumes 
has been carried out by Pia Andersen.

Olaf Michelsen Arnold Zeiss



The meeting and its history

After the International Subccrrmission on Jurassic Stratigraphy was 
established in 1978, we first tried to further international cooperation 
by initiating a joint research project, "Boreal-Mediterranean corre
lation in the Jurassic system (Jurassic biotic events"), open to all 
interested Jurassic stratigraphers. This did not prove to be possible 
however, because we could not get the approval of the IGCP-board in 
1980/81, so we decided to try and tackle sane of the major problems 
of Jurassic stratigraphy by establishing smaller working groups, which 
were to concentrate on only one stage or one fossil group or other 
stratigraphic disciplines. We discussed the problems with the coordi
nators of the working groups in Ludwigsburg 1983 after a planned meeting 
of the subcatmission in Copenhagen 1983 failed to materialize due to a 
lack of interest from our collegues. It was once again evident that 
only a personal contact among collegues could decide upon the further 
activity of the working groups.

As the last meeting of Jurassic stratigraphy was held in 1967 it was 
time to reassemble all Jurassic stratigraphers to give them a possi
bility to meet, discuss, and make plans for the future work on a co
operative basis. Therefore, we discussed organizing another full meeting 
of the subcaimission, combined with excursions and working group mee
tings. For organizational reasons, we decided to propose a Symposium 
on Jurassic Stratigraphy in Erlangen, BRD. Sufficient responses to 
the first announcement encouraged us to begin with the definitive or
ganisation in late autumn 1983. This was done with the kind assistance 
of our collegue J. Th. Groiss, the help in the secretariat by Mrs. 
Scholl, the technical work by Mrs. Spom and Mr. Gunther, and all mem
bers of the staff of the department of Palaeontology (Erlangen), and 
Mrs. Pia Andersen (Geological Survey of Denmark). Mrs. C. Munk, Mr. B. 
Lang and M. Fluclebaum helped to organize excursion A, as did G. Bloos 
from Stuttgart Museum, who kindly took over the guidance for the first 
day of this excursion. We also thank the administration of the Univer
sity of Erlangen-Niimberg and the directors of the departments of ana- 
tany, geology, palaeontology and zoology, who, free of charge, kindly



put the rooms necessary for our symposium at our disposal. Our cordial 
thanks are due to the president of the university, who helped to orga
nize a welcoming party at the beginning of symposium and also to the 
town-major of the city of Erlangen who invited the participants to 
a reception at the end of the symposium.

The meeting was attended by approximately 160 inscribed participants 
(only a very small number, mainly those of Africa and Asia were not 
able to attend), and by 20-30 students and collegues fran the geoscience 
departments of Erlangen. 10 students helped us during the symposium.

Almost all full members of the subcaxmission were present. Most parti
cipants came fran Europe. With the exception of the DDR, Yugoslavia, 
Greece and Turkey all European countries where Jurassic research work 
is going on were represented (Austria, CSSR, Denmark, Bulgaria, France, 
BRD, Great Britain, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Por
tugal, Ranania, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, USSR and Hungary). With 
much pleasure, we could also welcome guests fran Canada, U.S.A., Argen
tina and China.

Financial assistance was kindly supplied by the following institutions 
and companies:

International Catmission on Stratigraphy 
German Academic Exchange Services
International Geological Correlation Program (Project 171) 
Kraftwerk-Union A.G.
Heidelberger Portland-Zementwerke A.G.
Arcma-Chemie, G.m.b.H.

Fran the Kraftwerk-Union and the Raiffeisenbank, we also received other 
organizational help for the meeting in Erlangen. In addition we were 
guests for lunch at Sengenthal of the Heidelberger Portland Zementwerke, 
which is gratefully acknowledged.



Printing of this volume, as well as the abstract volume and the List of 
Jurassic Workers, was possible only with the kind assistance of the 
Geological Survey of Denmark to which we express our sincere thanks.

Finally, we thank all colleagues who attended our meeting, especially 
those who contributed towards the cooperative work in the working groups. 
We hope to see you again in Portugal in 1987.

0. Michelsen A. Zeiss
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Minutes of the Symposium

1st - 2nd September: Excursion to Northern Franconia (from Coburg to
Erlangen, night in Vierzehnheiligen near Staffelstein). - Objects:
Triassic/ Jurassic Boundary, Lower and Upper Jurassic.

3rd September:

833 Opening of the Symposium (Welcome addresses).

9-123(\  14-183  ̂ Scientific lectures (general thanes of Jurassic 
stratigraphy, chronology and stages; first part of reports 
on regional subjects (Eurasia - Africa).

20^ Reception of the President of the University, Erlangen - 
Numberg.

4th September:

8-123*̂, 14-183  ̂ Scientific lectures (Lower, Middle and Upper
Jurassic, and second part of reports on regional subjects 
(USSR and Circumpacific area)).

20^ Public lecture by H. Holder: Das Weltbild der Jurazeit.

5th September: Session of Working Groups

8-123^ Lower Jurassic Working Groups

14-173^ Upper Jurassic Working Groups

6th September: Session of Working Groups; informal and formal meetings.

830- 1230 Middle Jurassic; microfossils; brachiopods; corals.



14-17^ Open informal Meeting with the Circumpacific Jurassic 
Research Group, followed by the Formal Meeting of the Sub- 
ccmnission on Jurassic Stratigraphy.

20^ Reception of the Town Major of the City of Erlangen.

7th - 8th September: Excursion to Southern Franconia (from Erlangen to 
Neuburg/Donau; night in Eichstatt. Objects: Middle and Upper Juras
sic.



Publications of the Symposium

1) Abstract Volume, Copenhagen, August 1984, 75 p.
2) List of Jurassic Workers, Copenhagen, August 1984.
3) Guidebook to Excursions, Erlangen, August 1984, 205 p., 84 figs.
4) Symposium Volume (3 parts), 908 p., Copenhagen 1984.

5) Program of Symposium, 16 p., Erlangen, August 1984.
6) List of participants, 16 p., Erlangen, August 1984.
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Working groups on the Jurassic Stages, and on various non-ammonite 
taxa (Microfossils, brachiopods, corals & sponges)

Arnold Zeiss

The reports of the Working Groups are often twofold. The one presents 
a short review on the activities of the group, and the other deals 
with the present state of knowledge and/or open problems. The report 
on the working group meeting in Erlangen is included in the first or 
the second part, as the coordinator or reporter has found it appro
priate .

The meetings of the working groups was one of most important subjects 
of our symposium. Therefore we reserved one and a half day for this 
purpose. Only a personal contact between the members concerned could 
decide in which direction progress could be reached. Each coordinator 
gave a review of the present status and the open problems, and this 
was followed by an open discussion between the group members and other 
interested persons of the symposium.

In the Lower Jurassic working groups the need for further local studies 
was predominating, and even led to the dissolving of the Toarcian work
ing group. In the Middle and Upper Jurassic working groups the discus
sion on the already available data and their usefulness was opened. 
Of course also in these latter working groups basic data are needed, 
but the results of the discussions seem to be more prosperous for coming 
to a general agreement about future work and decisions than in the 
Lower Jurassic. Nevertheless, we hope that also the Lower Jurassic 
groups will reach seme results untill the next meeting in Lissabon. 
Real problems exist in the uppermost Jurassic stage working group, 
as basic data of the Upper Tithonian are still under study. This Working 
Group, whose general coordinator is John Cepe will be divided for prac
tical reasons into three branches: Kinmeridgian/Portlandian, Tithonian, 
and Volgian. Despite of the fact that the collegues from USSR have



now abondoned the term Volgian, the problems of correlation remain! 
The first branch will be directed by John Cepe, the second by Arnold 
Zeiss, and the third by M. Mesezhnikov.

As the working groups on the Jurassic Stages also handle with the Juras
sic ammonites as the most important fossil group for subdivision of 
this system, we have tried to establish working groups dealing with 
other fossil groups or other items. At the working group meetings the 
three following groups met: Micropalaeontology, brachiopods and corals 
and sponges (see reports). During the meeting for the members of the 
subccrmuLssion it was further proposed to establish a group on magneto
stratigraphy, which will be directed by J. Ogg.

A. Zeiss
Institut fur Palaontologie 

Universitat Erlangen-Nurnberg 
Loewenichstrasse 28 

8520 Erlangen 
BRD



Report of the Triassic-Jurassic Boundary Working Group 

R. Mouterde

The meeting of the Triassic-Jurassic boundary working group 
was held on Wednesday the 5 th of September 1984 during 
the symposium in Erlangen.

Many specialists of the Jurassic took part in the discus
sions. First, the question "How can we establish the bound
ary?" was longly debated.

- the juridical boundary is the basis of the 1 st zone of 
the Hettangian (Planorbis zone) or more precisely the 
basis of the 1st subzone (Planorbis subzone) in the type 
locality.

- a more efficient decision concerning the boundary and the
final choice of the type locality should be based on 
the knowledge of the evolution of the whole fauna and 
flora and also on the sedimentology of the beds located 
at the Trias-Jurassic boundary.

After this, we took an inventory of the possible sections 
and the important fossil groups. The names of the coordi
nators proposed for these workings are those underlined 
below.

A. The following sections were retained:
U.S.A.: New York Canyon (Guex, Smith, Taylor)
Slovakia: 2 continuous sections Rhaetian/Hettangian
in the sheet of Krizna ("nappe de Krizna"). Rakus 
et a l .,....There is a possibility of an excursion 
in 1986-1987, see P.S.
Chile-Peru: v. Hillebrandt, Prinz



Austrian Alps: Bloos, Krystyn (?) 
Great Britain: Donovan.
France (Lorraine): Franiatte, Muller. 

(Ardeche): Elmi, Mouterde.

B. For the different groups of fossils, the following names 
were kept back.

Palynology: Guy-Ohlson, Weiss 
Nannofossil: Lord
Ostracodes: Lord, Michelsen, Urlichs 
Foraminifera: Copestake, Ruget 
Radiolaria: Pessagno, Blome, Kozur 
Acritarchia: D o m i n g
Brachiopoda: Ager, Almeras, Dagis, Delance, Laurin 
Gastropoda: ?
Bivalvia: Hayaki, Troedsson 
Echinoderma & Crinoida: ?
Ammonites: Bloos, Elmi, Francatti, Guex, v. Hille- 

brandt, Mouterde, Repin, Tozer 
Nautiles: Tintant 
Magnetostratigraphy: Ogg?

It is evident that this list is incomplete. Please send 
us your suggestions. We demand to all the coordinators to 
write, as far as it is possible, a prereport upon the al
ready known results and the possible/eventual/contingent 
prospective.

P.S. Composition of the West Carpathian Rhaetian/uettangian 
working group which is able to organize an excursion 
in 1986/87.

Bivalvia: M. KOCHANOVA Brachiopods: M. MICHALIK
J. PEVNY



Foraminifera: GADZICKY 
Ammonite: M. RAKUS 
Lithology: M. SYKORA 
Coordinator: M. RAKUS

R . Mouterde 
Facultes Catholiques de Lyon 

Laboratoire de Geologie 
25, rue du Plat 

69288 Lyon Cedex 1 
France
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Report of the Hettangian-Sinemurian Working Group 
G. Bloos

First meeting, Sept, 5 ^  1984, at Erlangen

The session was held together with the working group on 
the Triassic/Jurassic boundary under the convenorship of col
league R. Mouterde.

The present state of ammonite stratigraphy and open pro
blems in Lower Lias stratigraphy are referred to at separate 
places of this volume and therefore not repeated here. In con
trary to other parts of the Jurassic there is still necessary 
a considerable amount of basic work in Lower Lias stratigraphy. 
Therefore no definitions of boundaries were proposed or fixed. 
It was proposed to provide compilations of important profiles, 
collections, originals and litterature in regional order as 
base of work in the future.

Staatliches Museum fur Naturkunde Stuttgart
Rosenstein 1 

7000 Stuttgart 
BRD



ON OPEN PROBLEMS IN LOWER LIAS STRATIGRAPHY 20

G. Bloos
Open problems in stratigraphy exist in every region, and 

the stratigraphers know the problems of their respective region 
of work best. Therefore a compilation of open problems is a ty
pical task of a working group. Compilations of a single author 
will mostly be one-sided more or less.

These problems are so closely related that they are not se
parated here.

Questions concerning the lower boundary of the Lias and 
the preplanorbis beds are here excluded.

The question if Neophyllites appears earlier than Psilo- 
ceras is not certainly solved. The limestone blocks with Neophyl
lites at the type locality Drove were crowded with Neophyllites, 
but without Psiloceras. Since such an occurrence of Neophyllites 
above Psiloceras is not known from anywhere it might be concluded 
that it must be a horizon below Psiloceras. The question of the 
relation between Neophyllites and Psiloceras in England is still 
open because of the bad preservation in most cases. In boreholes 
of NW Germany and in sections of S Germany both genera occur to
gether. A preliminary solution might be to regard the probable 
horizon of Neophyllites as a part of the planorbis Subzone.

In the planorbis Subzone in some regions Psiloceras planor
bis s.l. (Ps. psilonotum, Ps. sampsoni and similar forms) occurs 
earlier than Psiloceras plicatulum s.l., in others (e.g. Germany) 
these two groups occur together. It might be that there is an 
overlap of both groups and the earlier horizon without plicatulum 
is lacking in some regions. It might also be that plicatulum is 
still rare in the earlier horizon.

Waehneroceras s.l. is an important group of ammonites, but 
the systematica is partly too little known for stratigraphical 
purposes. Probably there can be distinguished Waehneroceras s.str. 
(=Curviceras BLIND 1963) and other "Waehneroceras” by means of the 
suture line (DONOVAN & BLOOS, in prep.). Waehneroceras s.str. oc
curs earlier than other "Waehneroceras” the correct name of which 
seems to be Kammerkarites BUCKMAN (type species Aegoceras diplo- 
ptychum WAEHNER).



In Germany Caloceraa and v/aehneroceras s.str. appear together. 
In England Caloceras appears earlier, hut sometimes also together 
with V/aehneroceras. The systematica of Caloceras should be revised 
in order to distinguish better different horizons. The revision 
is necessary especially in S Germany where different species oc
cur which are all determined "johnstoni" thus far.

In Germany within "Waehneroceras" there was distinguished 
besides Curviceras ( - Waehneroceras s.str.) Storthoceras (Mega- 
stomoceras) and Saxoceras (LANGE 1941). New studies have shown 
that there exist transitional forms so that it is nearly impossi
ble to find a good boundary between both groups. Therefore both 
could be comprised in one genus; this might be, as mentioned, 
Kammerkarites. LANGE's genera might be preserved as subgenera; 
Saxoceras has stratigraphical significance because it appears 
later than Storthoceras, in NW Germany together with Alsatites.
The stratigraohical sequence of species of Kammerkarites, espe
cially below Alsatites, should be better known in order to charac
terize this part of the Hettangian in a better way.

Psilophyllites hagenowi is an important index species, at 
least in Germany. It occurs before the appearance of Alsatites.
T^e beds between the first appearance of Kammerkarites and the 
first appearance of Alsatites can be regarded as a separate zone 
sensu ELMI & MOUTERDE 1965 within which Psilophyllites hagenowi 
characterizes the upper part.

The first appearance of Alsatites in relation to the sequence 
of Kammerkarites is not certainly known. There seem to be diffe
rences between different regions, e.g. Prance (Ardeche region) 
and Germany. Also the sequence of species of Alsatites is not 
sufficiently known. In the Ardeche region Alsatites laqueus appears 
earlier than the liasicus group, in Germany it appears later.
But sometimes both species occur also together (e.g. in Luxem
bourg) .

In NW Germany Schlotheimia angulata appears earlier than 
Schlotheimia extranodosa. This was confirmed by BUDWILL who col
lected more than 2000 specimens bed by bed at the locality of 
Oldentrup. It is the question if this horizon, called "Zone of 
Schlotheimia amblygonia" by LANGE, can be recognized in other re
gions, especially in England.

The horizons of Schlotheimia amblygonia and Schlotheimia 
extranodosa are absent in South Germany; also the ammonite as



semblage of Schlotheimia complanata in NW Germany is lacking in 
South Germany. In South Germany the Angulata Zone begins with 
an assemblage of extraordinary many species of Schlotheimia 
which was almost completely unknown thus far. Charateristic 
are especially forms with very densely ribbed inner whorls (ge
nerally determined "Schlotheimia striatissima"). These species 
are all different from those in NW Germany with a few exceptions: 
Schlotheimia angulosa s.l., Schlotheimia tenuis, Schlotheimia 
oxygonia. These few species occur in NW Germany in the complanata 
Subzone. Characteristic in South Germany is the frequency of 
early Arietitids in the complanata Subzone. There is no doubt 
that the fauna of the complanata Subzone in South Germany re
presents another time than the complanata Subzone of NW Germany. 
The differences are so considerable that one could regard the 
South German assemblage as a separate subzone. This was indica
ted already by JUNGST (1938).

In NW Germany the Angulata Zone ends with the complanata 
Subzone, sometimes already with the extranodosa Subzone. In 
South Germany above the complanata Subzone appears a new fauna 
characterized by Schlotheimia depressa and Schlotheimia marmorea. 
Arietitids are totally lacking herein. This horizon obviously 
represents a separate subzone. At the top of this subzone there 
is a gap which increases from west to east towards the ancient 
coast. That means the base of the Sinemurian rests on continuous
ly older beds towards east. Therefore the youngest beds of the 
Angulata zone can be expected in the upper Rhine valley, perhaps 
also in Lorraine. In England above Schlotheimia complanata ap
pears Schlotheimia pseudomoreana. This assemblage is too little 
known to be correlated with Germany.

The question of substages in the Hettangian seems not to be 
of major importance. The easiest compromise is certainly to re
tain the present solution not to introduce substages. The situ
ation is most similar to that in the Pliensbachian: there is one 
major break of fauna, that at the base of the Angulata Zone.

In the Hettangian of the Tethyan province the subdivision 
of the megastoma and the marmorea Zones should be studied. The 
investigations of LANGE (1952) and BLIND (1963) at the locality 
of Ponsjoch have yielded different results in the calliphyllum 
Zone; this should be controlled.

In spite of the large material published by^WAHNER it can



be expected that new localities will yield new forms because the 
ammonite-bearing Hettangian is condensed and horizons of different 
age might be renresented at different localities (lenticular oc
currences) .

There is little doubt that in NW Europe there is a more or 
less large gap between the Hettangian and the Sinemurian. There
fore it might be that in other parts of the world there occur 
beds which represent parts of this gap. If the fauna of these sup
posed beds is more of Hettangian or Sinemurian character is of 
course unknown.

The Sinemurian begins in SW-G-ermany with an assemblage of 
Verraiceras spiratissimum, V. rougemonti, Metophioceras brevidor- 
sale, M. longidomus, M. conybearoides, M. latisulcatum, and M. 
bonnardi. The index soecies LI. conybeari is lacking. At the type 
locality of the Sinemurian a similar assemblage seems to occur 
according to the collection in the Musee Municipal at Semur.

In South Germany there is found a sequence of four assemb
lages between the base of the Sinemurian and the first appearance 
of Coroniceras rotiforme. At least some of these assemblages oc
cur also in England and Prance. In England the locality of Nash 
Point (Glamorgan) seems to be especially suitable for a revision 
(TEUEMAN 1930).

There are still many open questions on the stratigraphic se
quence of Arietitidae which cannot be listed here in all detail. This 
is true especially in the Semicosta turn, Turneri, and Obtusum Zones.

In spite of the conclusion of the colloquy at Luxembourg 
1962 to fix the boundary Lower/Upper Sinemurian at the base of 
the Turneri Zone most stratigraphers follow the definition in 
DEAN et al. 1961 (base of Obtusum Zone). Since the base of the 
Obtusum Zone seems to be by far more easily and certainly recogni
zable than that of the Turneri Zone it seems reasonable to adopt 
the proposal of DEAN et al. 1962 it had been argued that in the Tur
neri Zone the Eoderoceratidae occur for the first time. But Micro- 
deroceras occurs already in the Semicostatum Zone and Promicro- 
ceras not earlier than in the upper part of the Turneri Zone 
(birchi Subzone). That means that the appearance of the Eodero
ceratidae is successive and does not mark a distinct boundary, 
especially not the base of the Turneri Zone.

The distribution of some groups in the Sinemurian is espe
cially little known. That are e.g. Arnioceras and the Schlotheimi- 
idae.



The Tethyan province has provided rich faunas in some re
gions; the material of older collections is mostly not horizonted. 
Such regions should he restudied (e.g. region of La Spezia, Italy),

Every section rich in ammonites can provide new results if 
intensively studied, independent of listed problems.
Problems_of_other_organisms

Though ammonites provide the most detailed subdivision of the 
Lower Lias other organisms might be of stratigraphical significanci 
especially in cases in which the ammonites are rare or absent or 
the samples are too small to provide ammonites. Other organisms 
were studied especially under the aspect if they are suitable to 
characterize the Triassic/Jurassic boundary. Questions concerning 
this complex are excluded here.

Most organisms are rather long-living and seem therefore un
suitable for stratigraphy. Many are additionally dependent on 
facies. But at least their first appearance could be useful in a 
restricted area if the appearance is not combined with a change 
of facies. A good example is the first appearance of Gryphaea in 
a distinct horizon of the Hettangian in whole South Germany.

A detailed list of problems of the different groups of or
ganisms, micro- and macrofossils, is not given here. This should be 
better coraoiled by the specialists. In regions in which ammonites 
are frequent the study of many other organisms, especially macro
fossils was somewhat neglected. But for correlation with regions 
in which ammonites are rare or absent the study of ammonite-bearing 
sections is necessary.
?I!25i£32_2£_i2£2E5§£i22

Bor work in stratigraphy informations should he made better 
available. This could be attained by compilations which are pro
vided by stratigraphers in their respective region of work.

Bor comparisons of sections with other regions most informa
tive would be drawn profiles in the same scale as far as possible. 
With indications of the found important fossils such drawn pro
files would show the distribution of fossils quickly and also - 
what seems important - the gaps of record. There should be taken 
in account also not published profiles, e.g. in theses and archi
ves. Indications where the collected material is keot today would 
be also important.



Useful would be also compilations of collections with indi
cations on the material, especially of originals. Of interest 
is also the availability of collections. If collections are not 
available there should be looked for possibilities to make them 
accessible for studies.

Another possibility to facilitate stratigraphical work 
could be compilations of literature on distinct regions. These 
compilations should contain also such publications which are 
difficult to obtain and manuscripts in archives, e.g. theses 
and similar works. Most references exist still in other publi
cations so that it should be not too difficult to obtain such 
compilations.
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Report of the Pliensbachian Working Group

Rudolf Schlatter, Naturhistorische Abteilung, Museum zu 
Allerheiligen, 8200 Schaffhausen, Schweiz

The idea to establish working groups is born before the 
arrangements of the planned and later postponed meeting 1983 
at Copenhagen.

In the beginning of 1983 the coordinator of the Pliensbachian 
working group has send out about eighty letters to persons in
quiring about interest for establish a Pliensbachian working 
group. The result of this inquiry is satisfactory. From about 
54 persons the coordinator has received a positive answer. A 
list of the members has been distributed during the session 
of the working group at Erlangen.

The activities of the interest persons show a great diversity. 
Unfortunately the majority has not indicate their current re
searches so it is impossible in the present time to summarize 
equivalent interest.

A successfull cooperation within the Pliensbachian working 
group I see as follows:

It would be a usefull action if everyone presents reference 
sections of his investigation area with precise indications of 
the fossil content, collected bed by bed, and lithological data.
In realizing a scheme of multidisciplinary stratigraphy it is 
necessary to summarize all the data. A good example is given in 
COPE et al. (1980)^) . This point has been emphasized by the 
present author at the meeting at Erlangen. In quoting a remark 
of Prof. Callomon, London, during the session it is of greatest 
importance to collect all the available data without looking 
over the shoulders of the colleague. In the present state of 
the Pliensbachian working group it is not yet the moment to 
enter into a discussion about special problems.

COPE, J.C.W. et al. (1980) : A correlation of Jurassic rocks 
in the British Isles. I: Introduction and Lower Jurassic. 
Spec. Rep. geol. Soc. London, 14. 73 pp.
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Report of the Toarcian Working Group 

R. Fischer

The Toarcian Working Group had its first meeting during 
the Erlangen Congress, Wednesday, 29th of August of 1984, 
at 11 a.m. The convenor gave a report about some problems 
of Toarcian biostratigraphy (see this volume). It seems, 
that all these problems should be solved by regional or 
local teams of experts: elaboration of local standards, 
of local reference-sections, detailed studies of the ranges 
of all mayor or important fossil groups in well zonated 
sections, etc. Of course, in some areas already exist these 
basic studies, but in general they are only in different 
stages of progress. To start with the elaboration of an in
ternationally usable Standard Zonation before finishing 
the local studies would be like to do the second step before 
the first one. At the moment, the Toarcian zonation proposed 
by HOWARTH (in DEAN,DONOVAN & HOWARTH 1961)for the NW European 
Province is used like an international standard. On the one 
hand this fact is favorable for the maintenance of uniformity 
in the different attempts of a Toarcian biostratigraphical 
subdivision. On the other hand this use makes believe in 
a precision of subdivision and correlation, with really does 
not exist at all.
The participant of the session of the Toarcian Working Group 
accepted the proposition of the convenor, to stop the acti
vities of the Working Group in favor of an intensification 
of local investigation with the aim to elaborate local stan
dards. Only one colleague, Mrs Guy-Ohlsen,Suede, deplored the 
loss of information about the activities of other Toarcian 
workers , which is connected with this decision. The content 
of the status report was not discussed.

Institut fur Geologie und Palaontologie 
der Universitat Hannover 

3000 Hannover 1 
Callinstrasse 30 
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SOME PROBLEMS OF TOARCIAN BIOSTRATIGRAPHY

Rudolf Fischer

Abstract: The actually used biostratigraphic sub
division of the Toarcian stage is discussed. Spe
cial emphasis is given to the definition of the 
base of the Toarcian and of its basal zone, and 
to its subdivision in substages. Open problems 
are the zonation of the Tethyan Province and its 
correlation with the NW European Standard; the 
determination and caracterisation of "horizons"; 
the study of the exact ranges of the fossils, 
which are used for the zonation and the study of 
the ranges of all other fossil groups in sections, 
with well known ammonite succession.

In the course of the last 2o years a lot of papers were published, 
which dealt with the biostratigraphic subdivision of the- Toarcian 
and with the definition of its limits, starting from local or re
gional stratigraphic field work. The starting-point of this proli
fic development was the elaboration of the Liassic zonal sequence 
of the NW European Ammonite Province by DEAN,DONOVAN & HOWARTH 1961. 
They also proposed a subdivision on the subzonal level, which was 
slightly modified for the Toarcian by HOWARTH 1973,1978 and 198o. 
Subsequently this zonation was generally accepted as a Standard 
Zonation, so that local subdivisions and zonations from other 
faunal provinces nearly always were correllated or at least com
pared with this standard. The result is a far reaching conformity 
in the basic structures of the subdivision of the Toarcian. The 
acceptance of the subdivision in the sense of a Standard Zonation 
is also reflected by the contributions of the (really very few) 
colleagues of the Toarcian Working Group, all of whom never dis
cussed the zonation itsself, which was always used as a basic 
calender.

Less uniformity exists respective to the subzonal subdivision.
An internationally applicable subzonal standard would lead to a 
generalization without scientific base: little is known about 
the temporal substitutes of characteristic species or assemblages 
and about their temporal succession(some attempts: GUEX 1972ff.;
E L M I ,ATROPS & MANGOLD 1974; GABILLY 1976; WIEDENMAYER 198o; HILLE-



BRANDT & SCHMIDT-EFFING 1981). Finally we have to mention the 
separation of "horizons" as elementary and undivisible biostra- 
tigraphic units (GABILLY 1976). Until now it is nearly impossible 
to paralize these units for their local character. Toarcian hori
zons were distinguished e.g. by GABILLY 1976 (Thouars), MOUTERDE 
1967 (Portugal), E L M I ,ATROPS & MANGOLD 1974 (Algeria), GUEX 1972, 
1975 (Causses), and HILLEBRANDT & SCHMIDT-EFFING 1981 (Chile).

Speaking of the problems of Toarcian biostratigraphy we have to 
start with an aspect, which is statutarv duty of the Stratigraphic 
Commission, that is the definition of stages and substages by 
means of the characterization of the base of these units. Without 
discussing the older literature, the base of the Toarcian was de
fined by "the first appearance of Dactylioceras in abundance" by 
HOWARTH (in DEAN,DONOVAN & HOWARTH 1961) and, additionally, by the 
anterior extinction of Pleuroceras and of the Amaltheids in gene
ral, mentioned by HOWARTH too, although the extinction of organisms 
can not be used in a formal definition of stratigraphical units.

The Dactylioceratids were focussed by a lot of paleontologic and 
stratigraphic papers (FISCHER 1966; DAGIS 1968; SCHMIDT-EFFING 
1972; GUEX 1971 ff.; HOWARTH 1973,1975,1973; PINNA & LEVI SETTI 
1971; FANTINI SESTINI 1975; WIEDENMAYER 1977,193o) so that it seems 
possible to make exact indications of their appearance at the 
Domerian/Toarcian boundary (fig.1). Certainly, the compilation 
is difficulted by the fact, that nearly each one of the above 
named authors has a different opinion about the taxonomy of the 
Dactylioceratids.

Dactylioceras (Eodactylites) in the sense of SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972 
appears with various species at the base of the Toarcian. It is im
portant part of the groups of "Sicilian Dactylioceratids", des
cribed by FUCINI 1935, which are the typical fauna of the lowest 
mediterranean Toarcian (see WIEDENMAYER 198o for a detailed dis
cussion) .

Although the majority of the species of D.(Eodactylitss) are of 
of the Mediterranean Province-, some of them exist in the boreal 
province too. They confirm the basal Toarcian ace. D.simplex was 
recently described by SCHLATTER 1932 cut of the uppermost car
bonate layer of the so called spinatum-beds cf the Klettgau



(N.Switzerland), were it occurs together with the Pleuroceras 
ex g r .hawskerense. Following the stratigraphic rules, SCHLATTER 
decides, that the first appearance of his Dactylioceras has to 
mark the beginning of the Tcarcian. Another species is D . ( E o - 
dactylites) pseudccommune, which characterizes .the base of the 
Toarcian in England (HOWARTH 1973), as in the Northern (FISCHER 
1966) and the Southern Calcareous Alps (WIEDENMAYER 198o) as 
well. WIEDENMAYER 198o mentions additionally the D.(Eodactyli- 
tes) polymorphum as a species, which occurs outside of the Me
diterranean too (see also foot-notes of fig.l).

Fig.1 Appearance and disappearance of important ammonites at 
the Domerian/Toarcian boundary.

^Appearance of D . S em i c e 1 a t um just above the C 1 e ve 1 a nd i c um 
Subzone is most recently reportet by RIEGRAF,WFRNER & LORCHER 
1984.
2 )SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972:92 reports the species from the "spinatum- 
beds" of the SW German Lias &  , and supposes Domerian age for it. 
According to SCHLATTER 1982 the uppermost layer of the spinatum- 
bed of the neighbouring Klettgau is already of Toarcian age. Not 
knowing the exact horizon.of SCHMIDT-EFFING's ammonite, the 
supposed Domerian age is uncertain. ^
3 }comp.SCHLATTER 1932; HILLEBRANDT & SCHMIDT-EFFING 1981; WIEDEN
MAYER 1 9So .



4)
5)
6 )

After GUE X 1973 ; E L M I ,ATROPS & MANGOLD 1974; WIEDENMAYER 199o. 
Sensu WIEDENMAYER 198o.
Sensu SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972. D.(Eodactylites) is a constituent 

subgenus of the Sicilian Dacty1iocerat id fauna. The supposed 
Domerian age of some species is doubtful (see 2) ) .
7)Sensu SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972 and HOWARTH 1973.
8 )Discussion see in the text. Despite of the first appearance 
of the subgenus at the base of the Toarcian, the number of 
species become abundant above the Tenuicostaturn Zone (comp. 
HOWARTH 1978:252 ) .
9 )Discussion see in the text. 
lo)Sensu WIEDENMAYER 198o.

Sensu WIEDENMAYER 198o. The author describes P . c f . ve r t ico sum
from the base of the Tenuicostatum Zone (p . 3 o , 166).
12 )

13) 
14 )

See GABILLY 1976, fig.4. 
Sensu WIEDENMAYER 198o.
SCHLATTER19S2; RIEGRAF,WERNER & LCRCHER 1984.

15) + 16): BRAGA,JIMENEZ & RIVAS 19S3. Fcr Emaciaticeras,
Taurooenia, and Fontanne11iceras see also WIEDENMAYER 198o.

Dactylioceras (Orthodactylites) sensu HOWARTH 1973 and SCHMIDT-EFFING 
1972 starts at the base of the Toarcian (comp,collections by 
HOWARTH 1973; GAEILLY 1976; MOUTERDE 1967; RIEGPAF,WERNER & LUR
CHER 1934). The range of D.(Orthodactvlites) helianthoides YOKO- 
YAJMA seems problematic. It is a characteristic species of the 
Japanese Nipponicum Zone, which is thought to start in the Upper 
Domerian (HIRANO 1973). Outside of Japan the D.helianthoides is 
only reported from the Toarcian Tenuicostatum Zone (WIEDENMAYER 
198o; SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972).

Dactylioceras (Dacty1ioceras) in the sense of SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972 
is another subgenus with appears in the lowest Toarcian, from 
where it is reportet e.g. by JIMENEZ & RIVAS 1981, BRAGA,JIMENEZ 
& RIVAS 1983, and WIEDENMAYER 198o (his indications are not to
tally comparable because of the author's different concept of 
the subgenus). In the Appennines appears D.(Dactylioceras) to
gether with D.(Orthodactylites), marking the base of the Toar
cian (FANTINI SESTINI 1975).

The genus Nodicoeloceras is said to start with the Falciferum Zone, 
as GUEX 1972,1973 and WIEDENMAYER 189o stated. FISCHER 1966 and 
SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972 mention Nodicoeloceras from the basal Toarcian.



WIEDENMAYER 198o:166 himself cannot exclude a phylogenetic con
nection of Nodicoeloceras with the Domerian Avevroniceras. If this 
hypothesis would be verified, we have to expect species of Nodi
coeloceras in the basal Toarcian.

Also the genus Catacoelocaras is connected with Avevroniceras by 
WIEDENMAYER 198o. The author postulates a probable first appea
rance already at the top of the Hawkerense Subzone of the Domerian. 
Other cites of lowest Toarcian finds of Catacoeloceras are men
tioned by SCHMIDT-EFFING 1972 and IMLAY 1981.

The genus Peronoceras, outside of the Tethyan realm accepted as 
a genus which starts after the Tenuicostatum Zone seems to appear 
in the lowest Toarcian too (WIEDENMAYER 198o:8o). Possibly it 
does not begin exactly at the base of the Toarcian, because Pero
noceras is not present in the Sicilian Dactylioceratid fauna.

The other Dactylioceratid genera appear for the forst time in 
higher zones of the Toarcian. Finally it has to be mentioned, 
that if we accept the definition of the Dactylioceratinae sensu 
WIEDENMAYER 1977,198o the appearance of the whole subfamily 
characterizes the beginning of the Toarcian.

Remaining at the level of higher taxonomic categories, there 
exists no group of ammonites, which marks the Domerian/Toarcian 
boundary as clear as the Dactylioceratinae. This applies especially 
to the Harpoceratinae and Hildoceratinae, groups which are 
frequent and which contain species of stratigraphic value during 
the Middle and Upper Lias. Their phylogenetic development shows 
no significant cut. On the one hand frequent genera of the Domerian 
continue in the Toarcian (Protogranmoceras, Fontannelliceras, Lio- 
ceratoides, Neolioceratoides, Harpoceratoides, Canavaria)on the 
other hand those genera which are typical of the Toarcian, al
ready start in the Domerian (Hildaites, Orthildaites, Polyplectus, 
Mercaticeras; comp.BRAGA 1983; WIEDENMAYER 198o).

In spite of the fact, that the extinction of organisms cannot be 
used for the definition of unit-boundaries, it may be allowed to 
insist for a moment on this problem, particularly because until 
more recent days (DEAN,DONOVAN & HOWARTH 1961? HOWAPTH 1973; GABILLY 
et al.1971:7) was postulated, that the Toarcian has to begin im
mediately above the highest Pleuroceras. Reviewing recent litera
ture, Pleuroceras does not seem to disappear completely at the end



of the Domerian, even though its frequency is drastically re
duced at this boundary. SCHLATTER 1982 described the coexistence 
of Dactylioceras simplex and of Pleuroceras in the same bed and 
RIEGRAF,WERNER & L5RCHER 1984 (p . 19,f i g .17) observed Pleuroceras 
persisting in the Toarcian Paltum Subzone of S Germany. Some of 
the Hildoceratids of the Mediterranean disappear at the end of 
the Domerian, but a profound cut is not observable. This exists 
again only in the Dactylioceratids, observable by the extinction of 
the whole subfamily Reynesoceratinae sensu WIEDENMAYER 1977.

On the lookout for the basal zone of the Toarcian, which would be 
the zone defining the lower boundary of the whole stage, the study 
of the literature seems to present no problem. Nearly unanimously 
this unit is named Tenuicostatum Zone. This zone is to be under
stood as an OPPEL zone (see HOLDER & ZEISS 1972; = "Zone sensu ab- 
stracto" HOLDER 1964 or GECZY 1964) , because the index species 
really only occurs in the upper part of the unit (comp.HOWARTH 
1973, GABILLY 1976). Additionally, D .tenuicostatum is a species 
restricted to the "boreal" province, where it is not generally 
frequent and often substituted by D.semicelatum (e.g.GABILLY 1976, 
RIEGRAF,WERNER & LORCHER 1984; MAUBEUGE 1957; HOFFMANN 1968).

HOWARTH 1973:267 proposed a division of the Tenuicostatum Zone 
into 4 subzones, based on detailed studies of Yorkshire sections 
(fig.2). These units, the Paltum, Clevelandicum, Tenuicostatum, and 
Semicelatum Subzones are understood in senu concreto. The be
ginning of the Toarcian has therefore to be defined with the first 
appearance of Protogrammoceras ("Paltarpites" auctt., BRAGA 1983) 
paltum and of ammonites associated and contemporaneous with ist.
P.paltum exists together with first Dactylioceratids at the base 
of the Toarcian in England (HOWARTH 1973), France (GABILLY 1976), 
Spain (MARIN & TOULOUSE 1972) and S Germany (RIEGRAF,WERNER & 
LORCHER 1984).The finds of"Paltarpites cf. paltus"described by 
MAUBEUGE & RIOULT 1964 from Luxembourg are probably of the same 
age. In the Mediterranean Province, where the "boreal" species 
P.paltum does not seem to exist, the basal Toarcian is charac
terized too by associations of Dactylioceras and Protogrammoceras 
(discussed by WIEDENMAYER 198o). Despite the differences in the 
species composition of basal Toarcian ammonite faunas in the Me
diterranean province and outside of it, som^common species exist 
(see above, discussion of D . (Eodactylites)).

The lowest subunit of the Tenuicostatum Zone is named differently



in different areas, because the Subzones should be named in sensu 
concreto. In N Africa a Mirabile Subzone is used (COLO 1961; GUEX 
1972; ELMI,ATROPS & MANGOLD 1974). In Spain a Polymorphum Zone 
nearly substitutes the Tenuicostatum Zone; its lower part, A, is 
characterized by abundant D.(Eodactylites) species besides differ
ent species of Protogrammoceras, Canavaria and Lioceratoides
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Fig.2 Zones and subzones at the base of the Toarcian

1 )

3 )

4)

For the assoc iat ions of ammo n ites ind icated by GABILLY 1976:26
r the"horizon a Paltus" (I) and the Mho rizon a Sem ice iaturn"
I ) the limit be tween the m r*o in c id es wi th th e ba s e of the
evelandicum Subz o n e of the St an£ard Zo nat i on •
First attempt of a subzc na t ic n o c th 0 1owe st To ar cian i n
Germany. P r esen te d only fo r h isto ric a1 r ea sons . The subdivision

fleets a very lo ca 1 vert ica 1 d istr ibu t ion o f t h e two nami ng
ec ies .
SCHLATTER 198 2 u ses Simp 1eX Su bzOne fo r nam ing th e ba sa 1
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e Sicilian Dacty1ioceratids contained in it.
lymorphum Zone contains ammonite assemblages 
e faunas of the N.African Mirabile Subzcne 
IVAS 1983) .

Fixation of the limit by the authors. Discussion in the text.



(MOUTERDE,BUSNARDO £ LINARES 1971; RIVAS 1972; BRAGA,JIMENEZ & RIVAS 
1983). Finally HILLEBRANDT & SCHMIDT-EFFING 1981 introduced the 
Simplex Subzone for the lowest Toarcian of Chile. The name was 
adopted by SCHLATTER 1982 to name the lowest unit of the Klettgau 
Toarcian. The contemporaneity of the lower boundary of all these 
units was discussed by WIEDENMAYER 198o; supplementary information 
was given by BRAGA,JIMENEZ & RIVAS 1983). On the other hand it 
is uncertain, how far up into the Tenuicostatum Zone these units 
reach, in comparison to the subzonal sequence proposed by HOWARTH 
1973 (comp.annotations to fig.2). It seems, that there are differen
ces as well in the range of the same unit, but described from 
different regions.

SCHLATTER 1932 shows, than the Toarcian of the Klettgau starts 
with the Simplex Subzone, understood by him as equivalent of 
the Paltum Subzone of the Standard Subzonation. ITILLEBRAMDT & 
SCHMIDT-EFFING 1981 on their part mention ammonites from their 
Simplex Zone, which are typical for the Clevelandicum Subzone 
and they give their Simplex Subzone a range comparable with 
two subzones of the Standard (Paltum and Clevelandicum Subzone). 

The problem of the correlation of subzones, established in different 
areas, is not only restricted to the Paltum Subzone, but is to be 
considered in the same manner for all other subzones of the Toar
cian, a field, worth further studies.

HILLEBRANDT & SCHMIDT-EFFING 1981 and SCHLATTER consider it in
correct (SCHLATTER;unscientific!) to count Mirabile and Simplex 
units as subzones of the Tenuicostatum Zone, because the index 
species never was found in them. The first authors even believe, 
that it would be more correct to abandon the name Tenuicostatum 
Zone as the basal unit of the Toarcian and to substitute it by 
another Zone, named in sensu concreto. But as no serious doubt 
exists about the fact, that all the mentioned units mark the be
ginning of the Toarcian, it would appear favorable for the sake 
of taxonomic uniformity and stability to conserve the term 
Tenuicostatum Zone in the sense of a OPPEL,or Standard, or Bio- 
chrono Zone and to maintain the concrete units at the level of 
subzones.

Discussing the base of the Toarcian, it has to be mentioned, 
that after a study of a Japanese ammonite bearing section 
HIRANO 1973 introduced a Nipponicum Zone. HIRANO 1973:59



correlates this zone with the Upper Domerian Hawskerense Sub
zone, the Tenuicostatum Zone and the Exaratum Subzone of the 
NW European Standard Zonation. He repeats this opinion in a 
written contribution to the Toarcian Working Group. It must be 
stated that in Japan the base of the Toarcian cannot be defined 
at present.

A question of minor importance but forming part of the "official" 
duties of the Subcommission is the subdivision of the Toarcian 
in substages and the definition of their lower limits (fig.3). The 
relevant .literature consists of a few cites (HOWARTH 1961 in DEAN, 
DONOVAN & HOWARTH 1961; MONESTIER 1922; ELMI 1967; GUEX 1972; 
ELMI, ATROPS & MANGOLD 1974; GABILLY 1976' : two principally
possible subdivisions in 2 or 3 substages are presented.

Z o n a t i o n  b y S u b z o n e s  by H O W A H T H GABI L L Y  1976
D E A N , D O N O V A N , 
H O W A R T H  1961

H O W A R T H  198o
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The bipartition is discussed by HOWARTH 1961, who subdivides into 
Lower Toarcian and Upper Toarcian, putting them in synonymy with 
Whitbian and Yeovilian. The base of the latter is defined by the 
Variabilis Zone. In 1962, in occasion of the 1st Jurassic Collo
quium at Luxembourg, HOWARTH presented an alternative subdivision, 
connecting the bipartite and tripartite schemes. In the first one 
the Yeovilian starts with the Thouarsense Zone. So the Whitbyan 
recieves the duration originally proposed by BUCKMAN 191o. The 
second scheme, proposing the tripartition in Lower, Middle, and 
Upper Toarcian, corresponds with a subdivision, which was origi
nally attempted by GLANGEAUD 1895 and elaborated more consequent
ly by MONESTIER 1921 (comp.GABILLY 1976). The base of the Middle 
Toarcian is defined by the Bifrons Zone, the base of the Upper 
Toarcian is given by the Thouarsense Zone. GABILLY 1976 after 
studying the type sections of Thouars also uses MONESTIER's tri
partition and defines the limits with the basal subzones of each 
substage. GABILLY shows that these limits are arbitrary and do 
not coincide with cuts in the evolution of Toarcian ammonites.
In general, it can be said that the definition of formal substages 
of the Toarcian does not seem to be of fundamental interest.

A survey of the literature and of the written contributions to the 
Toarcian Working Group, which I recieved directly (BRAGA,GUEX,HIL- 
LEBRANDT,HIRANO,JIMENEZ JIMENEZ, KNITTER, OHMERT, POPA, RIEGRAF, 
RIVAS, SIVHED) or by mediation of 0.MICHELSEN (AVRAM,BENPEI,CAR
RERA, CUBAYNES, HERNGREEN, IVIMEY-COOK,JORDAN,KRYMGOLTZ, MOUTERDE, 
TSAGARELI, URLICHS, VAKHRAMEEV) permits to deduce a series of ad
ditional unsolved problems which I wish to list at the end of this 
report.
—  Zonation of the Upper Toarcian (sensu HOWARTH 1961) : In compa
rison with the generally accepted subdivision of the Lower Toarci
an into three zones (Tenuicostatum, Falciferum or Serpentinus, 
Bifrons), the zonation of the Upper Toarcian is not so uniform.
The NW European Standard Zonation distinguishes 3 zones (Variabi
lis, Thouarsense, and Levesquei), however in the area of Central 
France 5 zones are recognized (Variabilis,Thouarsense, Insigne, 
Pceudoradiosa, Aalensis).

---Zonation of the Tethyan Province: In spite of several
attempts to establish a zonation of the Toarcian (comp.FLMI , 
ATROPS & MANGOLD 1974,fig.lo)a satisfying solution still 
does not exist, in particular for the part above the Bifrons



zone. A finer subdivision into subzones for the whole Toarcian 
lacks completely. The reconnaissance of "horizons" is still in 
leading strings.

--- Correlation of zones and subzones of different provinces:
a lot of correlation tables exist, which compare local subdivi
sions mainly with the NW European Standard Zonation. The pre
cision of the correlation needs to be improved. For a more pre
cise correlation we need not only the simple identification 
of a certain zone by determination of an index fossil or its 
supposed substitute, but it necessary to know the exact 
succession of single ammonite species and of their assem
blages. Also the correlation tables, sent to the Working Group, 
brought no progress, because they coincided with the already 
published ones.

--- Determination of horizons: the reconnaissance of horizons
with their characteristic ammonite assemblages (e.g ."Sicilian 
Dactylioceratids") seems to be a great help for a more exact 
correlation.

--- Range of ammonite genera: the worldwide studies would be bet
ter comparable, if more descriptions of typical sections (bed by 
bed, horizon by horizon) would exist (obmp. HOWARTH 1973 or GA- 
BILLY 1976).

--- Range of other organisms: the biostratigraphic use of non
ammonite invertebrates is very restricted. With few exceptions 
only local studies have been made. A lot of micropaleontological 
groups (Radiolarians, Nannoplancton, Ophiurans, Holothurians, 
Sporomorphs) have not yet reached the level of knowledge which 
the Toarcian biostratigrapher expects. Most desirable would be 
the study of non-ammonite organisms in sections of which the 
ammonite succession is well known (e.g.KNITTER & OHMERT 1983: 
ammonites/ostracods; RIEGRAF,WERNER & LORCHER 1984:ammonites/ 
belemnites).

---  Synoptic tables: As an important aim of Toarcian Working
Groups I personally would think of the compilation of synoptic 
tables which present the biostratigraphic datas of all studied 
organisms from the stage. In order to reach this aim we need at 
first the collaboration of local/national specialists in common 
projects.
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K. Rieber

The session of the Aalenian working group took place Thursday,
6 September, 8.30 a.m. It  was directed by H. Rieber, who acted
as substitute for D. CONTINI, the coordinator of the Aalenian working
group.

H. Rieber started the session with commenting a tab le, in which 
the succession of zones, subzones and horizons of the Aalenian 
and lowermost Bajocian of France and the B rit ish  Is le s  were l i s 
ted according to some recent papers.

He pointed out e sp e c ia lly  that most French and German authors use 
the term comptum (sub)zone instead of scissum subzone of B rit ish  
authors. French and German authors used comptum zone because Tme- 
toceras scissum and the other species of Tmetoceras are no good 
guide fo s s i ls .  They are too rare or completely missing in France 
and Germany.

Furthermore i t  was stated that the obviously large in tra sp e c ific  
v a r ia b ility  of the species of the Graptoceratidae and of the Hammato- 
ceratidae make the determination of single specimens often very 
d if f ic u lt  or nearly impossible.

The problem concerning the position of the lower and upper boundary 
of the Aalenian stage were only mentioned shortly .

F in a lly  i t  was stated that there is  s t i l l  neither enough knowledge 
on the taxonomy and range of Aalenian ammonites and other guide 
fo s s ils  nor on stratigraphy of Aalenian deposits to draw d efin ite  
boundaries and to choose a type lo c a lity .

During the discussion B rit ish  colleagues expressed the opinion 
that the scissum (sub)zone has the p r io rity  over the comptum and/or 
bifidatum (sub)zone. Furthermore they pointed out the fundamental



difference between a guide fo ss il and an index f o s s i l .  The index fo ss il  
Tmetoceras scissiim serves as a label for the higher part of the opalinum 
zone. The participants of the session agreed to th is  proposal.

A. C. RICCARDI c r it ic iz e d  that H. Rieber had only related to the Aale- 
nian of Central Europe, though there are lo ts of Aalenian deposits 
outside th is area.

The session was fin ished without any resolution concerning the bounda
r ie s ,  the d iv is io n , and the choice of a type lo c a lity  for Aalenian 
stage. It  was recommended to deepen the studies on the whole fauna, 
flo ra  (esp ecia lly  the palynomorphs) and stratigraphy of the Aalenian 
a ll over the world and to exchange experience on it s  fo s s ils  and s t r a t i 
graphy.

H. Rieber

Palaontologisches Institut und Museum 
der Universitat Zurich 

Kunstlergasse 16 
CH-8006 Zurich
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H. Rieber

D ivision and boundaries

Since 1864, when the Aalenian was established by CH. MAYER many papers 
dealt with the usefulness, the d iv isio n  and the boundaries of th is  stage. 
After the f i r s t  "Colloque du ju rassique, Luxembourg" (1962) the term 
Aalenian is  used generally . Concerning the d ifferent interpretations of 
the Aalenian i t  can be refered to several papers which were published 
during the past 25 years by sp e c ia lis ts  (MOUTERDE 1961, MAUBEU6E 1964, 
CONTINI 1969, GABILLY & RIOULT 1971, DUBAR et a l . 1971, MOUTERDE et  
a l .  1971, RIEBER 1977, COPE et a l . 1980).

A survey of the succession of zones, subzones and horizons according to 
some essentia l papers of the la s t  15 years is  given in table 1.

The d iv isio n  of D. CONTINI 1969 is  based on studies of the Graphoceratids 
and the stratigraphy of the Aalenian franc-comtois. I t  corresponds well 
with that of the Aalenian of the middle and western part at the Swabian 
Alb established by H. RIEBER 1963. MOUTERDE et a l . 1971 took over the 
d iv isio n  of CONTINI with unimportant m odifications. In 1980 C .F. PARSONS 
published in COPE et a l . a d iv isio n  in  which he re-introduced the scissum 
Subzone (NEUMAYR 1871) instead of comptum Zone in the sense of CONTINI 
1969.

Recently KNITTER & OHMERT stated that in southwestern Germany the layers 
with Pachyl^toceras torulosugi,precede those with L^ioceras ogaluium. There
fore they separated the torulosumZone from the opalinum Zone.

Remarks concerning the ammonites

There is  not enough sound knowledge of the d ifferent forms - species - of 
Leioceras, ch ie fly  of those of the opaJMmjm Subzone. This depends on 
one side on the lack of good ch aracte ristics  of these poorly ornamented



forms combined with large in stra sp e c if ic  v a r ia b ility  of a ll species and 
on the other side on the preservation, which is  often rather bad, espe
c ia l ly  in the Opalinuston of southern Germany and northern Switzerland.

The in tra sp e c if ic  v a r ia b ility  of the species of Le ioceras, Ludvncji^, 
B ra s il ia ,  Graphoceras and Ludwigel la  seems to be very large. Therefore 
i t  is  often d if f ic u lt  or nearly impossible to determine a single specimen.

In the author's experience the number of forms - species - esp ec ia lly  
of the genera Leioceras, Ludwijjia, Br a s i l i a * Graphoceras and Ludwi^ella 
but also of the Hyperljoceras of the lower Bajocian is  rather great. At 
many exposures of Aalenian only few layers contain ammonites. Therefore 
the ammonite faunas of lo c a lit ie s  with fo ss ilife ro u s  layers , which are 
not exactly coeval, may be rather s im ila r but not equal regarding the 
forms of the present genera. This factor often complicates the co rre la
tion of sections.

The species of the genus S ta_u fen i a , e sp e c ia lly ^ , staufensis und jS. sehjv- 
densis are recognized as good guide fo s s ils  for the middle part of the 
Aalenian of Germany, northern Switzerland and the eastern part of France.

The Graphoceratids, which are the predominant ammonites in the Aalenian 
of Europe,are very rare or completely missing in the Circum -Pacific area. 
There the representatives of Pseudolio^ceras and of the Hammatoceratinae 
are p revailing .

General remarks

To correlate the european epicontinental Aalenian with the mediterranean 
and with fa r  d istant regions as the Circum -Pacific area i t  is  necessary 
to deepen the knowledge on the system atics, phylogeny and stratig rap h ic  
position of rare representatives as Tmetoceras, the Hammatoceratinae 
^ * PJjnanuna to ceras, Euaptetoceras / Parammatoceras, 
Eudmetoceras, E ryc ites + Abbasites, Haplopleuroceras) as the Stephanocera- 
tid s ( Docidoceras) , the P hylloceratids, and the Lytoceratids. For th is  
purpose more well dated material of these forms is  needed, bedrock co lle c 
tions are indispensable.



The author is  of the opinion that the paper of R. MOUTERDE et a l .  (1972) 
is  very important for the discussion on boundaries of zones and stages.

After having studied thick and more or less continously fo ss ilife ro u s  
se rie s of upper Aalenian and lower Bajocian from Portugal and from the 
French Low Alps, they showed the d if f ic u lt ie s  to se t a boundary line  
on paleontological base between Aalenian and Bajocian. The d iv isions  
which are quite c le a r ly  defined on a larger scale  as within the lacunary 
series of the epicontinental Aalenian change into a re la tiv e  continuity  
on a sm aller scale  within thick re la t iv e ly  continously fo ss ilife ro u s  
se r ie s .

MOUTERDE et a l . did the proposal to draw the boundary where new forms 
become frequent. The f i r s t  appearance of a single new form seemed to 
them not su itab le to estab lish  a boundary.

Problems and questions

The torulosum Zone sensu KNITTER & OHMERT (1983) is  i t  to treat as 
the lowermost zone or subzone of the Aalenian or the uppermost of the 
Toarcien? According to the resu lts  of the studies of KNITTER & OHMERT 
the torulosum Zone does not coinside with the opalinum Zone, because 
Pachylytoceras torulosum is  recognized to precede Leioceras opalinum.

When CH. MAYER introduced the term Aalenian, he lis te d  the "Couches 
de Boll a ’Am. Torulosus" as the lowermost part of th is  stage.
Nevertheless, for the time being i t  seems the best thing to treat the 
torulosum Zone as a range zone, which should not be confused with a 
zone or subzone of the chronostatigraphical sca le .

PARSONS in COPE et a l . (1980) expressed that the scissum subzone has 
the p r io rity  over the comptum and/or bifidatum zone resp. subzone.

Within the Aalenian of Germany, nothern Switzerland and France Tmeto- 
ceras scissum is  very rate and therefore for th is region no good 
guide fo s s i l .  Furthermore the genus Tmetoceras, which ranges at least



from the opa1intwn Subzone until the uppermost part of the murchisonae 
Zone i s t  not yet studied thoroughly. Despite of these facts Tmetoceras 
scissum may be used as a label for the second subzone of the opalinum 
Zone.

A further point in  question concerns the synonymy of the genera Costi- 
l io c e ras of Germany, Switzerland and France and Ancolioceras of the Eng
lis h  in fe rio r  o o lite . The forms of Ancolioceras, which the author has 
seen from the in fe rio re  oo lite  of Dorset, are often rather s im ila r  but 
not equal to the forms of Costi le i  oceras. resp. Staufenijt ( C o stile io ce
ra s ) , which are frequent in southwestern Germany, e sp ec ia lly  in the Wu- 
tach region. Therefore the synonymy of Costile ioceras and Ancolioceras 
is  s t i l l  open to question. I t  needs careful studies of th is  group.

Altogether i t  seems that also the sp e c ia lis ts  are fa r  away from the 
knowledge they need for the fin a l d efin ition  of the boundaries, of the 
typesection(s), and of the d e fin itiv e  d iv isio n  of the Aalenian. To-reach 
th is  aim i t  is  necessary to study not only the ammonites but also the 
other fo ss ils  - e sp e c ia lly  m icro fo ssils and palynomorphs - which are 
useful for stratigraphy.
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Report of the Bajocian Working Group 

Giulio Pavia

This correlation chart summarizes the conclusions of the ammonite bio 
stratigraphic analysis on the European Bajocian; we also add the data from 
Arabia, Sinai and Morocco for their structural Tethyan affinities, notwith
standing faunal provincialisms (i.e., Thamboceras/Ermoceras assemblages).
The tables A and B have been made using up-to-date literature and unpubli
shed data obtained from many collegue: J.H. Callomon, London; D. Contini, 
Besangon; G. Dietl, Stuttgart; S. Elmi and R. Enay, Villeurbanne; S. Fernan 
dez Lopez, Madrid; A. Galacz, Budapest; G. Krymgolts, Leningrad; A. Parnes, 
Jerusalem; R. Rocha, Lisboa; J. Sandoval, Granada; G.E.G. Westermann, Hamil 
ton.

All the zonal subdivisions, assembled in the schema, classically found 
on Oppel biozones. Their interregional extension is so wide that they allow 
accurate time correlations as Standard Zones (Torrens in Cope et al., 1981). 
Such European zones nevertheless are not chronozones (i.e., global time cor 
relation units) as they are not directly correlated to the biozones of the 
Bajocian of the Boreal Realm and the Pacific provinces (Westermann, 1981). 
Therefore we have to limit the use of this zonal schema as standard for the 
Bajocian of the western Tethyan provinces.

Such European limitation is more obvious for the subzonal scale, in 
which regional differences are heavier. The tables A and B yet show the pos 
sibility to obtain an European Bajocian standard subzonation, by assembling 
the data from southern France, England, southern Germany and Bakony Montains 
for different biostratigraphic intervals. Most of the regional differences 
would be reduced in the future, as they appear due to failing both of typi
cal ammonites or lito- and biostratigraphic horizons. The most delicate ca
se is the sauzei Biozone with the problems of its lower boundary and of the



The aim of this correlation chart is hence to point out problems and 
to discuss a more detailed European standard scale, to be used as a base for 
worldwide time correlations. It is evident that many details of the ammonite 
biostratigraphy are far to be clear. To solve these difficulties we can try 
to operate by biohorizons, looking for those biological contents and events 
more usefull for time correlation; each zone or subzone may be hence compo
sed by addition of successive and correlated biohorizons. In this respect, 
we also have to recognize the position of the horizons of the type-species 
and to describe the associated ammonite fauna with the whole biological con 
tent. The lower bio- and, when possible, chronostratigraphic boundaries of 
the stage, zones and subzones may then be identified by significant faunal 
changes (biohorizons) and therefore fixed in selected type-sections.

Some points can be stressed for the discussion on the correlation chart.

1 - Definition of the stage - Is the Bajocian Stage defined with enough evi 
dence in respect to its lower boundary? What biostratigraphic changes and 
how many partings can we determine for a correct division of the stage? In 
this connection I should call your attention on the break existing between 
humphriesianum and subfurcatum/niortense Biozones, which is sharper than the 
one between parkinsoni and zigzag Biozones, i.e. between Bajocian and Batho 
nian. For this purpose, I shall remember the suggestion of Sturani (1967) a 
bout the possibility to modify the chronostratigraphic scale for the middle 
part of the Dogger as follows: unnamed stage (perhaps Marcou's Ledonian) 
from discites to humphriesianum Biozone; Bajocian from subfurcatum/niorten
se to zigzag Biozone (= Swdzinski'Kouyavian).

2 - Boundaries - We have to concentrate our efforts to fix the lower bounda 
ries of biozones and subzones, most of which are poorly defined. The best 
way for this purpose seems to be both (A) locating type-sections where ammo 
nite sequences are clear and continue and (B) selecting typical and correla



ble biohorizons,For example, Dietl and I propose to fix the lower boundary 
of the subfurcatum/niortense Biozone in the Chaudon section (Digne area) by
the horizon of first appearance of Caumontisphinctes diniensis (cf. Erlangen 
Symposium reports).

3 - Subzonal nomenclature - According to I.S.S.C. (1976, p. 20) and to the 
new North American Stratigraphic Code (N.A.C.S.N., 1983, p. 855, art. 19), 
the retention of the same index both for a stratigraphic unit and for one
of its subdivisions is unsuitable and would risk confusion. So, it seems pro 
perer to change some subzonal index: for example, the humphriesianum subzo
ne, in the middle humphriesianum Biozone, may be changed as umbilicum subzo 
ne with the same biostratigraphic significance.

4 - "Sowerbyi Biozone" - Waiting for a more accurate definition of some bio 
stratigraphic units, like discites and laeviuscula Biozones, some authors 
maintain the usage of "sowerbyi Biozone", notwithstanding the type of Ammo
nites sowerbyi is an undeciferable Sonninia probably from the sauzei Biozo
ne (Parsons, 1974). In my opinion it is suitable to reject definitively the 
"sowerbyi Biozone" also in the localities where the discites and laeviuscu
la Biozones are slightly clear. Once overcame the problem expressed in the 
point 2, the collegues should verify their data keeping in mind a common E- 
uropean zonation of the earlier Bajocian.

5 - Sauzei Biozone and the lower boundary of the humphriesianum Biozone - 
The Kumatostephanus Assemblage zone, proposed by Galacz in the lower part 
of the sauzei Biozone from the Bakony Mountains, seems to correspond to o- 
ther European ammonite faunas intermediate between laeviuscula and sauzei 
Biozones, as well as the ones from southern England (Parsons, 1976) and Di 
gne area (Pavia, 1983). Have they a regional significance? May they then 
be correlated as biohorizons at the base of the sauzei Biozone? If they do, 
the sauzei Biozone can be divided in two temporarily unnamed subzones, pro 
ved that the upper ammonite assemblage (i.e., the hebridica subzone of Mor 
ton, 1976) shows more "humphriesianum" affinities.

In fact, the validity of the hebridica subzone is questionable (Par
sons in Cope et al., 1981). It seems more correct and usefull (Dietl, in



litt.) to restore the use of the pinguis subzone (Westermann, 1967), marked 
by the appearance and the development of Dorsetensia at the base of the hum- 
phriesianum Biozone, and to reject the romani subzone too, that is a distor
ted interpretation of Haug's biostratigraphy.

6 - Blagdeni subzone - It is characterized by the development of Teloceras 
s.s.; its lower boundary appears well marked by the first appearance of Te
loceras acuticostatum group (Pavia, 1983). Moreover the blagdeni unit shows 
a wide and extra-European correlation, so that it may assume a chronostrati_ 
graphic value. May it then be regarded as a standard zone at the top of the 
Lower Bajocian? In the French sections it has been divided in two parts: T. 
acuticostatum or T. dubium horizon in the lower part, with "cadomitid" Ste- 
phanoceras and "perisphinctid" Phaulostephanus; T. coronatum horizon in the 
upper part, with the first appearance of Cadomites and Leptosphinctes.

7 - Subfurcatum/niortense Biozone - Dietl (1981) pointed out that the lecto 
type of Ammonites subfurcatus is a microconch of the garantiana Biozone and 
then the name subfurcatum cannot be used to define the first biozone of the 
Upper Bajocian; this one must be renamed as niortense Biozone. Some colle- 
gues (Callomon, Westermann, ...) do not agree with this technical conclusion 
because of the well-established use of the name "subfurcatum Biozone" and 
because of doubts on Dietl's nomenclatural statement on Schlotheim's mate
rial. This problem may require an opinion of the I.C.Z.N;; I should just no 
te that the International Stratigraphic Codes do not refuse any changes of 
zonal nomenclature.

The distinction between banksi and polygyralis subzones has been que
stioned by Dietl & Hugger (1979) and by Sandoval (1979), owing to lack of 
faunal evidences. On the other hand, Caumontisphinctes aplous and C. poly
gyralis seem to represent a single chronospecies; the marking of the lower 
boundary of the polygyralis subzone by the first appearance of C. polygyra
lis (Pavia, 1973) is then a subjective matter. If this subzonation has no 
general value, the subfurcatum/niortense Biozone must be divided in two 
parts: banksi subzone with most of the Caumontisphinctes fauna and with
last Stephanoceratinae; baculata subzone with Strenoceras, Garantiana,
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Spiroceras and lots of Leptosphinctes l.s.

8 - Lower boundary of the parkinsoni Biozone - The position of the acris sub 
zone at the base of the parkinsoni Biozone, instead that at the top of the 
garantiana Biozone (Parsons in Cope et al., 1981), is justified as it is the 
first appearance horizon of Parkinsonia l.s,, associated with last represen 
tatives of Garantiana subgaranti group.

9 - Multidisciplinary correlation - Ammonites are always the key for the 
standard zonation of the Bajocian. But it is necessary to select fossilife 
rous and well studied outcrops, from which it would be possible to obtain 
different biostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic scales. So we would be 
able to put side by side different zonations for drawning a more complete and 
detailed chronostratigraphy. In this respect, I can inform you that prof. R. 
Lanza, a collegue of the Earth Science Department of Turin, has begun to sam 
pie the section of Chaudon (Digne area) to obtain a magnetostratigraphic sea 
le for the whole Bajocian; his results will be compared to the ammonite zo
nation I studied there in the last years. I think that the same section may 
be tested for other biostratigraphic analysis, like nannoplaneton, dinofla- 
gellates, pollens, scolecodonts, radiolarians, belemnites, ...
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A D D E N D A

It may be interesting to summarize some remarks, pointed out from the 
meeting of the Bajocian working-group and from frequent contacts with col
leagues .

1) The partecipants to the meeting accepted the proposals of Dietl & Pavia 
both to divide the Bajocian Stage in two substages (Lower Bajocian from di- 
scites to hump hr i e s ianum Biozone, Upper Bajocian from niortense/subfurcatum 
Biozone) and to fix the lower boundary of the Upper Bajocian by the dinien- 
sis horizon (type-section at Chaudon, Digne area, bench n. 281).

2) The lowermost Bajocian is represented by the discites Biozone; neverthe
less its lower boundary with Aalenian cannot be fixed at present, even though 
some workers indicate the possibility to define this boundary according the 
range of the genus Hyperlioceras. It has been emphasized the necessity to 
look for some continue and fossiliferous sections, where it is possible to 
recognize correlable biohorizons; one of those sections will then be selec
ted as stratotype for the lower boundary of the discites Biozone.

3) Owing to the fact that many discussions concerned the position and the 
extension of the biostratigraphic units (for example: the sauzei Biozone; 
the pinguis/hebridica subzone and the lower boundary of the humphriesianum 
Biozone; the acris subzone), we agreed on getting to a survey on which zo
nes and subzones can and have to be maintained. It was planned to prepare 
a paper by different colleagues, collecting the original definition of all 
commonest units with the indications of possible type-horizons. We also 
planned to present the first drawing of this paper during the next meeting 
of the working-group (in Budapest?).

4) A. Galacz indicated the possibility to organize a meeting for both Bajo
cian and Bathonian working-groups, next year in Hungary, with sessions in 
Budapest and excursions to the Bakony Mountains. The convenors have been 
charged to contact and inform the colleagues of their working-groups and 
to collaborate with Galacz. We hope to get some financial support by the 
Subcommission for the organisation of the meeting.

Giulio Pavia
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Report of the Bathonian Working Group 

Ch. Mangold

The definition of the Bathonian stage given by W.J. Arkell (1951-1959) 
and at various international colloquia is well accepted by the majority of au
thors. The general opinion of Bathonian workers is that a stratotypical defini
tion from the Bath region in England "is quite unsuitable for a typological 
definition of the stage" (H.S..TORRENS, 1971). There is a large agreement to 
consider "stages as part of a hierarchy of stratigraphical units and to define 
typologically only the members of lower rank, the zones .... defined only at 
their bases" (J.H. CALLOMON, 1965).

The report I presented in Erlangen was discussed and amended by several 
members of the Bathonian working group, especially by J.H. Callomon, G. Dietl, 
A. Galacz and H.S. Torrens. Many thanks to all of them.

The aim of the proposed correlation chart is to point out and discuss a 
more detailed European standard scale and to be a starting point in the future 
for world-wide time correlations.

The main problems are : 1. limit of substages, 2. Zonation, 3. choice of 
type-sections, 4. setting up of parallel biostratigraphical scales.
1, Substages

Boundaries of the classical Lower, Middle and Upper Bathonian are placed 
respectively at the base of the Convergens Subzone, at the base of the Progra- 
cilis zone and at the base of "Retrocostatum" Zone sensu H.S. Torrens (1971) or 
Hodsoni Zone (H.S. TORRENS, 1980). During the discussion in Erlangen a new pro
position was made by H.S. Torrens to begin the Middle Bathonian with the Sub
contracts Zone, the Progracilis Zone becoming then Lower Bathonian. The base 
of the Upper Bathonian in the French author's opinion coincides with the first 
horizon (Pvooevites rrrlrdb'LVis) of the Blanazense Subzone. This position is mar
ked by extinction of Wagnevioevas and Bullatimovph'Ltes with regular coiling. In 
Torren's opinion this boundary agrees with the dying out of Procevites.
2. Zonation

On both sides of tables 1 and 2 are columns countaining Arabic numbers 
from 1 to 15. Each number represents a horizon described from the Vendee by J. 
Gabilly and from Southern Jura mountains by C. Mangold. This attempt was elabo
rated by both authors in 1971 and recently completed by J.H. Callomon for the 
Bathonian working group.



These horizons are : Jura chain Vendee
15 Clydoniceras discus ? gap
14 Clydoniceras hollandi fauna 12 gap
13 Prohecticoceras retrocostatum fauna 1 1 Horizon j
12 Prohecticoceras ochraceum blanazense fauna 10 Horizon i
11 Procerites mirabilis fauna 9 gap
10 Wagnericeras fauna 8 Horizon H
9 Cadomites daubenyi faunas 7 + 6 b Horizon G
8 Morrisiceras morrisi fauna 6 a gap
7 Tulites subcontractus fauna 5 b gap
6 Gracilisphinctes gap Horizon F
5 Cadomites orbignyi fauna 5 a Horizon E
4 Asphinctites tenuiplicatus fauna 4 Horizon

Horizon
d2
Dl

3 Oxycerites yeovilensis fauna 3 Horizon C
2 Morphoceras macrescens fauna 2 Horizon B
1 Gonolk i te s conve rgens fauna 1 Horizon A

In correlation charts zones and subzones are written in. capital letters, hori-
zons or assemblages in small letters,
2.1. ZIGZAG ZONE (Horizons 1 to 4)

This zone is mainly divided into 4 Subzones but the Tenuiplicatus Subzone 
was considered by H.S. Torrens (1980) to be a separate Zone of the highest Lo
wer Bathonian. This problem will be discussed in the future by members of the 
working group. It seems that Dimorphitiformis and Postpollubrum Subzones of 
Southern Spain (J. SANDOVAL, 1983) are equivalent to Convergens and Tenuiplica
tus Subzones. Finally a general agreement exists for the Zigzag Zone subdivi
sions and therefore correlations in Europe are very easy.

The Lower Bathonian of Saudi Arabia is characterized by three faunal as
semblages (R. ENAY and C. MANGOLD, 1984). At the bottom there is a possibility 
that the higher part of sediments containing the Thambites and "Clydoniceras" 
avus assemblage reaches from Upper Bajocian (see Bajocian report) into the ear
liest Lower Bathonian. According to biogeographic arguments the Tulites and 
Micromphalites assemblages are also included in the Lower Bathonian.
2.2. PROGRACILIS ZONE (Horizons 5 and 6)

The Progracilis faunas has been recorded in England, Normandy, Vendee, 
Ardeche, Southwestern Germany, Hungary and perhaps1in Poland. There is a possi
bility that the Cadomites orbignyi horizon based on Mangold!s fauna 5 a and 
on Gabilly’s horizon E, the first below Tulites and the second below Gracilis-



sphinotesj belongs to the Progracilis Zone and so can be placed into lower part 
of this Zone.

2.3. SUBCONTRACTUS ZONE (Horizon 7)
This Zone is well known in England, Normandy, the Jura moutains, Arde- 

che, NW and SW Germany, Switzerland and Hungary. Correlations are very diffi
cult with Southern Europe. In the Betic Cordilleras the Sofanum Zone (J. SANDO
VAL, 1983) based on a fauna containing B. (Bullatimorphites) yrrrir, B. (B.) es- 
zeterense known from the Orbignyi horizon, Prooerites of the progracilis group 
and T. (Tulites) - T. (Rugiferites) may be an equivalent of the Progracilis and 
Subcontractus Zones serisu H.S. Torrens.

In Saudi Arabia the position of the Dhrumaites assemblage coming above 
the monogeneric Micromphalites fauna is of a postzigzag and preCallovian age.
It may be rather Middle than Upper Bathonian.
2.4. MORRISI ZONE (Horizon 8)

This Zone taken in a restricted sense (England, SW Germany, Bulgaria) re
presents the equivalent to Morrisioeras morrisi Horizon (C. MANGOLD, 1970) res
tricted to one bed in the Southern Jura mountains. Therefore the Morrisi Subzo
ne sensu Mangold with horizons 8, 9 and 10 reaches into the Hodsoni zone.

Great difficulties appear in Southern Europe where the genus Morrisioeras 
has not yet been found. The Bullatimorphus Subzone in Spain stretches a little 
higher covering perhaps horizon 8 and surely horizon 9. The same problem exists 
in Portugal where at Cap Mondego only Bullatimorphites of the bullatimorphus 
group are known. It seems that the position of this assemblage is post Morrisi- 
oeras morrisi horizon.
2.5. HODSONI ZONE (Horizons 9, 10 and 11)

This is the new name porposed by H.S. Torrens for his "Unnamed zone" or 
"Retrocostatum" Zone. At the bottom it is possible to distinguish in most pla
ces a Cadorrrltes daubenyi horizon or a Bullatimorphites bullatimorphus horizon 
correlatable to the lower part of the Bremeri Zone of Poland (J. KOPIK, 1974) 
and Southern Spain (C. MANGOLD, 1979). This horizon contains many large Prooe- 
rites and Sierrrlradzkia in association with Parachoffatia arisphinotoides^ Faroe- 
ootraustes prevalensis and P. denseoostatus. This is also the level of Cadorrrltes 
of the daubenyi - bremeri group. Bullatimorphites are known in England, Vendee, 
Jura chain, Southern Spain, Portugal forming a good argument for correlations 
between subMediterranean and 'NW-European areas.

Horizon 10, the so called Wagnerioeras horizon coincides with the acme of 
the genus Wagnerioeras. At the same level there are Prooerites ( suboongener-



hodsoni) and Sierrrlradzkia, several Paroeootraustes ( densecostatum, maubeugeij
waageni).

Horizon 11, called the Mirabilis horizon in Southern Jura chain is do
minated by large Procerites (mirabilis^-magnificusy quercinus, hodsoni) repre
sented also in England, Burgundy, and associated in Swabia and Jura mountains 
by the same Paroeootraustes species as in horizon 10, This fauna lies at the 
base of the Retrocostatum Zone (Blanazense Subzone).
2.6. ASPIDOIDES ZONE (Horiozns 12 and 13)

The Aspidoides Zone is difficult to identify after Oxycerites. S. Elmi 
and C. Mangold (1967) found Oxycerites oppeli ELMI with an acute shape at this 
level (Retrocostatum Zone) while forms closely allied to Oppel’s type have been 
collected in Lower Bathonian. G. Dietl (1982) in Southwest Germany studying the 
locus typicus of Ammonites aspidoides had shown that the true 0. aspidoides is 
an Upper Bajocian species and that in the Upper Bathonian occurs a form for 
which the name Oxycerites orbis GtJMBEL can be used.

In southern regions occur Prohecticoceras of the retrocostatum group with 
two subspecies : 1. retrocostatum blanazense and above 2. retrocostatum retro
costatum. The first, in the Ardeche department and in Portugal, is associated 
with Hemigarantia gulii and the second with Epistrenoceras histricoides (S. 
ELMI, 1967).

Horizon 13 is characterized by H. homceomorphuSj several Parachoffatia of 
the subbackerice group, P. retrocostatumj P. angulicostatum, Clydoniceras pla- 
nwrij Delecticeras and the first ellipticonic Bullatimorphites of the subgenus 
Kheraiceras.

2.7. DISCUS ZONE (Horizons 14 and 15)
In most parts of the studied axeas except in England, Normandy and per

haps in NW Germany, the Discus Zone is incomplete. The lower part (Horizon 15) 
corresponding to the Hollandi Subzone is developed in addition to the previous 
regions in the Jura chain and Burgundy. The distinction between both subzonal 
index species based only on suture line features is very difficult on account 
of poor preservation and therefore rather a matter of personal opinion. In 
England besides Clydoniceras and Delecticeras there are Parachoffatia of the 
subbackerice group illustrated by W.J. Arkell (1951-1959).

3. Choice of type sections

• 2i£55£_?2S£: : ^  appears a general agreement to consider the Bas Auran sec
tion near Barreme (C. STURANI, 1967) as the type section.

. Progracilis Zone : two regions can be selected in whidh the faunal succes



sion is not too obscure, namely the Vendee and northern Swabia. But fur
ther collecting is necessary before a choice can be made.

• Subcontracts Zone : H.S. Torrens (1971, p. 588) has proposed the Troll 
quarry, Thornford, Dorset, England where the zone is represented in the 
Fuller’s Earth Rock (Thornford beds). Unfortunately, the lower part of 
this section appears poor in ammonites.

. Morrisi Zone : H.S. Torrens (1971, p. 589) has selected the south side of 
Bruton railway station cutting, Bruton, Somerset, England also developed 
in Fuller’s Earth Rock facies. In this section boundaries with Tulites be
low and large Pvocevites above are well exposed.

. Hodsoni Zone : type section, none designated. Regions where the ammonite 
successions are fairly well known are the Ain district (Southern Jura 
chain) and Swabia. But further studies and collecting are also necessary.

• Aspidoides Zone : type section, none designated. The problem of nomencla
ture of this zone (see below) does not influence our search for a type 
section, but fossiliferous and non condensed beds are rare. The ammonite 
bearing Aspidoides Oolith of SW Germany must be more studied to determine 
the degree of condensation.

For his submediterranean equivalent, the Retrocostatum Zone, it seems 
that the best sections are localized in the Ardeche department (S. ELMI, 
1967) and also in Portugal at the Cap Mondego outcrops (Elmi et alii,
1971).

• Discus Zone : in 1971, H.S. Torrens proposed as type section the Neue 
Tongrube Temme, near Hildesheim, NW Germany (G.E.G. WESTERMANN, 1958).

4. Precision on zonal index level - Parallel biostratigraphical scales
The choice of a new index species for the Aspidoides Zone between Ox. 

Orb'is or Ox. oppeli must be a matter of open discussion in the working group.
Studies are necessary to know the exact level of standard zone and sub

zone indexes and also for index species of biostratigraphical units. After this 
work it will be possible to correlate biostratigraphical units by horizontal 
overlapping between different paleobiogeographical realms.

On the other hand, biostratigraphical studies founded on other paleonto
logical groups than ammonites are necessary in various type-sections and out
crops to complete knowledge of the Bathonian stage and this should be done 
first in ammonite-bearing sections and then in sections without ammonites.
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Report of the Callovian Working Group 

J. H. Callomon

Abstract. - The proceedings of the first meeting of the 
Callovian Working-Group of the International Subcommission 
on Jurassic Stratigraphy held at Erlangen in September 
1984 are summarized. A statement of the present status 
of the rather well-established definition of the 
Callovian Stage and its boundaries is followed by a 
brief review of some of the major developments and 
problems in Callovian stratigraphy in various parts of 
the world.

A. ORGANIZATIONAL

THE Callovian Working-Group was set up in 1983 and, at the invitation 
of the President and Secretary of the Subcommission, J.H. Callomon 
agreed to act as co-ordinator. The first meeting was held during 
the Symposium at Erlangen on 7 September 1984. From among those 
present and others, some 40 expressed a desire to join the Working 
Group, either as active members at present working on problems of 
Callovian stratigraphy, or as passive members interested but not 
immediately involved in the Callovian. Membership is not restricted, 
and readers of this report not present at Erlangen wishing to join 
are cordially invited to do so by informing the co-ordinator.

The future programme of the Working-Group is envisaged to be 
primarily one of disseminating information. To this end, the co
ordinator agreed to act as central post-box and forwarding-agent for 
enquiries. He did not think that it would be practical for the 
Working-Group per se to initiate programmes of active work on out= 
standing stratigraphical problems, for it disposes neither of the 
manpower nor of the material resources needed to support such 
ventures. It should however be in a strong position to identify and



formulate the problems to be tackled by individuals as the oppor= 
tunities arise.

The main part of the meeting was then taken up by a brief 
review by the co-ordinator of the present status of the chrono= 
stratigraphic zonation of the Callovian Stage. This is summarized 
below.

B. DEFINITION AND STANDARD ZONATIONS

For purposes of refined chronostratigraphy, ammonites have so far 
had no serious challengers in the Callovian. They form the basis 
of what appears to have been the first zonation of a Jurassic Stag 
according to the principles summarized elsewhere in this volume, 
down to the level of the typological definition of the lowest unit; 
in the hierarchy, the Subzones.

(1) European Sub-Boreal zonation.

The standard European Sub-Boreal zonal scale put forward at the fi: 
Luxembourg Colloquium (Callomon 1964) has stood the test of time 
almost unchanged. It was based to a considerable degree on the 
classical work of Brinkmann in the Oxford Clay of Peterborough 
(adapted as explained in Callomon, 1968), and has been modified 
mainly by refinement in those parts of the succession now better 
known. The present scale is presented in the Geological Society of 
London's Correlation Charts (Duff 1980)(figure 1(a)), and is at 
present almost universally accepted as the primary standard. It 
defines the Callovian Stage in terms of the lower boundary strato= 
type of the basal Macrocephalus Subzone of the Macrocephalus Zone, 
taken (rightly or wrongly, for reasons explained in Callomon, 1964 
at the base of bed 4, Upper Cornbrash, Sutton Bingham, Somerset, 
England (Arkell 1954). One of the uncertainties relating to the 
subzonal index has since been resolved. The interpretation of M. 
macrocephalus in terms of a neotype proposed by Callomon, 1971, 
has been validated by the ICZN in Opinion 1275 (ICZN, 1984). The 
other, whether this species in fact occurs in its nominal Subzone, 
is mentioned further below.

The European Sub-Boreal zonation is applicable at zonal level 
more or less from East Greenland (except for the lowest Zone) via 
the Anglo-Norman and Rhodano-Swabian basins through Poland, central 
and southern Russia to the Caucasus and trans-Caspian Turkmenistan
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(Mangyshlak). It fails further south, however, because its faunas 
are there replaced by others. Alternative, parallel standard 
zonations are needed.

(2) European Submediterranean zonation.

A standard zonation of finesse comparable to the N European standar 
has been put forward by Cariou (1980), based on the superbly 
developed, exposed and fossiliferous successions of W France, in 
Poitou and the Aquitaine Basin (figure 1(b)). Correlation between 
the two standard scales is very close at most levels, but two 
problems remain. The first concerns the relative ranges of the 
Macrocephalus Zone. There is no evidence that the base of the 
Bullatus Subzone in Poitou coincides with the Macrocephalus Subzone 
A precise correlation must await a fuller study of the Macrocephali 
tinae and Tulitidae and ther comparisons with those of Swabia (see 
below). In the author's opinion based on the evidence so far, the 
oldest Callovian found in Poitou is younger than that in England 
and in Swabia, the lowest parts having been lost in what is a 
well-recognized regional non-sequence that has also cut out much of 
the Upper Bathonian. The second problem concerns the top of the 
Callovian. The Callovian-Oxfordian boundary beds seem to be missing 
over wide areas in the Submediterranean Province; and even when 
present, their recognition must await a proper evaluation of the 
only ammonites likely to be diagnostic, the Perisphinctinae.

C. OTHER REGIONS

The zonation of the Callovian in other parts of the world ranges 
from the advanced to the rudimentary, for the usual reasons: frag= 
mentary faunal successions, sparse exposures, faunal provincialism 
and insufficient study. There is space here only for some notes and 
comments.

(1) Western Europe: Swabia.

A most significant step towards the closer correlation of the Lower 
Callovian in its type successsions in England with those further 
afield has been taken by Dietl (1981), who has begun to re-examine, 
for the first time since Oppel, the classcial Macrocephalenoolith 
of Swabia. Contrary to the impresssion given by the literature, a



clearly resolvable faunal succession is discernible. At least four 
ammonite horizons are present below the Calloviense Zone. The 
lowest (Swl) is characterized by Kepplerites keppleri (Oppel), the 
next one up (Sw2) by Maorooephalites maorooephalus s.s. and Cadooeras 
quenstedti Spath. K. keppleri occurs in England at a level some= 
where near the base of the Upper Cornbrash (Callomon 1959), i.e. a 
little above the base of the Macrocephalus Subzone and hence the 
Callovian by definition, and the keppleri horizon at the base 
of the Macrocephalenoolith of Swabia lies therefore very close to 
the base of the Callovian. The Macrocephalitids of the lowest two 
horizons there differ only to a minor degree, and hence there can 
be little doubt that the second horizon, with M. maarooephalus , 
also still lies within the Macrocephalus Subzone. Work on the 
Swabian faunas and successions continues. The area is also notable 
for the first undisputable records in Europe of true Maorooephalites 
from the Orbis Zone (olim Aspidoides Zone) of the Upper Bathonian.

(2) Portugal.

Without doubt one of the finest Bathonian-Callovian successions in 
the world is the one around Cap Mondego, but beyond a brief summary 
(Ruget-Perrot 1961, Rocha tt a l . 1981) no account in the detail 
that it deserves appears yet to have been published. The natural 
sections are being obliterated by quarrying and a stratigraphical 
rescue operation would seem to be a matter of urgency.

(3) Eastern Europe: USSR.

The zonations of the Callovian adopted in the USSR west of the Urals, 
from the Caucasus in the south to the PetShora in the north have 
recently been reviewed by Krymgolts et al. (1982). Those of the 
central and northern Russian Platform differ from the west European 
Sub-Boreal standard mainly in the Lower Callovian, in which 
alternative Zones of Cadooeras elatmae and, in the north, Arotioo= 
oeras koohi are introduced. The Elatmae Zone is equated with the 
lower Calloviense Zone, but the close similarity between C. elatmae 
and C. quenstedti of Swabia (see above, horizon Sw2) suggests 
strongly an earlier age, equivalent at least in part to the Macro= 
cephalus Subzone. A detailed re-examination of the classical 
successions on the Oka around Elatma would seem a very worthwhile 
project. As for the Kochi Zone, the evidence in the Arctic is now



overwhelming that its age lies somewhere near the Middle-Upper 
Bathonian boundary (see Callomon 1972, 1984a); and as Arotioooeras 
koohi (type from Greenland) is a junior synonym of A. ishmae (type 
from the Petshora), Ishmae Zone seems a more appropriate name.

(4) The Arctic. 1

At high latitudes, ammonites of the Macrocephalitinae and the Kosmo 
ceratidae used in the Sub-Boreal zonation are absent or sporadic, 
so that another family, the Cardioceratidae, have to be used 
instead. These provide an almost uninterrupted evolutionary sequenc 
from the Upper Bajocian to the Kimmeridgian (see Callomon 1984a), 
at present best known in East Greenland. Location of the Bathonian- 
Callovian boundary there again depends on the presence of Kepplerit 
very close to, even if not quite identical with, K. keppleri. The 
associated Cadooeras apertum Callomon & Birkelund (in Callomon 1984 
finds its closest matches in Cadooeras frearsi (d'Orbigny, 1845) 
of the Elatmae Zone of the Volga Basin. Near the top of the Callovi 
a fauna intermediate between Longaevioeras and Quenstedtooeras has 
been used as basis for a Subordinarium Zone in northern Siberia 
(Meledina 1977), but the forms are not identical with Quenstedtooer 
subordinarium as defined by English type material, and may be a 
little older (see Callomon 1984a). The Lamberti Zone is also not 
recognizable, and is replaced by a Zone of Longaevioeras keyserling

(5) North America.

The ammonite faunas have recently been reviewed in detail (Callomon 
1984b). They are mixtures of Boreal forms and a long succession 
marking yet another distinct faunal realm, the Eurycephalitinae of 
the East Pacific Realm. It transpires that most of the faunas 
previously thought to be Callovian are still Bathonian. Callovian 
is present in any quantity only in Alaska, and the Bathonian-Callov 
boundary is located yet again by Kepplerites very close to K . keppl

K. (olim Symourites) loganianus (Whiteaves).

(6 ) South America.

A revision of the long-known "Callovian" faunas of the Andes (Ricca 
and Westermann, in progress) is going to call for reassignments, 
mostly downwards into the Bathonian, every bit as drastic as in



North America. Most of the forms formerly assigned to Callovian 
Macrocephalitinae are also Pacific Eurycephalitinae, and many, even 
if not all, of the "Callovian" Reineckeiidae belong to another 
Pacific assemblage, the Neuqueniceratinae, whose age is in part 
also certainly still Bathonian and whose relations to the true, 
Tethyan Reineckeiinae remains unclear.

(7) The Indo-Malagasy Province.

The stratigraphically best-known successions are those of Cutch, 
but even so our knowledge is by European standards still rudimentary. 
The best published summary is still that to be found in Arkell (1956; 
see also Krishna 1983). The richest and best part of the succession 
is in the Lower Callovian, but the apparently long ranges of some 
of the ammonites suggests that the sequence may not be as near to 
complete as its thickness might have led one to hope. Brief bursts 
of thick sedimentation may turn out to have been separated by long 
non-sequences. A modern revision is urgently needed. Enormous new 
collections made in Madagascar, notably by Collignon (1958), have 
greatly amplified our knowledge of the faunas but have added very 
little to their stratigraphy. A problem of renewed interest is that 
of the position of the Bathonian-Callovian boundary in the region. 
There are growing reports of the overlapping of the ranges of the 
ammonite Clydonioeras (Bathonian) and Maarooephal-ites (Callovian 
par excellence). The earliest forms of the latter - M. triangulavis - 
may turn out to be still of Bathonian age. At the top of the 
succession, the precise identification of the equivalents of the 
European Lamberti and Mariae Zones at the Callovian-Oxfordian 
boundary remains problematical, as it does almost everywhere south 
of the Tethys.

(8 ) Indonesia.

The rich faunas of the Sula Islands described by Boehm have been 
recollected by Westermann, Sato and Skwarko (1978). A description is 
nearly complete (Westermann and Callomon MS). Enough stratigraphical 
evidence was available to establish the main features of the 
successions and, above all, the faunal associations; and it is quite 
clear from the accessory elements such as Cadomites3 Bullatimorphites



and Oppelia that the earliest representatives of Macrocephalites 
are of early Upper Bathonian, perhaps even already Middle Bathonian 
age.

(9) Israel - Arabia.

The Jurassic rocks along the eastern borders of the Arabo-Nubian 
craton stretching in extensive outcrops from 20° to 35°N have so 
far yielded only intriguing glimpses of their faunas, which differ 
so strongly from those elsewhere that their interest is out of all 
proportion to their known volume. The Callovian is revealed by 
ammonites at a few horizons, particularly in the Upper part, and 
the earlier descriptions, summarized by Arkell (1956) and based to 
a considerable degree on his own work (1952; see also Imlay 1970), 
have recently been amplified by new discoveries in Sinai and the 
Negev (Lewy 1983). New collections from Jebel Tuwaiq reported at 
the present Sy nrposium by Enay and Mangold promise to add even 
more to our knowledge. These are exciting prospects.

D. CONCLUSION

As the foregoing notes indicate, much remains to be done in many 
parts of the world. The biostratigraphy of groups other than the 
ammonites has hardly been touched upon here, and some collective 
summaries in tabular form would be most welcome.They should also 
help to focus attention on unsolved problems and gaps in knowledge. 
The compilation of such summaries would be a worthwhile task for 
our Working-Group. Your co-ordinator welcomes contributions.
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Report of the Oxfordian Working Group 

R. Enay & G. Melendez

I . In t r o d u c t i o n

1) The Meeting of the Oxfordian Working Group took place within 
the Symposium on Jurassic Stratigraphy, Erlangen, on 5/11/1984, after the 
lecture sessions. A whole of c. 30 participants attended the meeting. 
Discussions were coordinated by the convenor of the Group, Prof. R. Enay 
(Lyon). The present notes summarize the discussions held by all participants 
and have been elaborated by the convenor of the Group and by the secretary,
Dr. G. Melendez.

2) Two sets of Biostratigraphic correlation tables of Oxfordian 
zonal scales (on the base of ammonites) were elaborated in order to serve 
as a basis for discussions in the meeting. The first by R. Enay (August 
1984), restricted to the more recent zonal tables now in use for Europe and 
Northern Africa only, was delivered to all participants ; the second, by G. 
Melendez, including recent zonal schemes for Southern and Central Americas, 
was also projected and used, as complementary informative material in the 
discussions.

A copy of the first set of tables, once revised and corrected, is 
here enclosed.

3) List of Members : A first, provisional, list of potential mem
bers of the Oxfordian Working Group, elaborated by the secretary of the 
Group, was completed here, by means of personal application of participants. 
The Group has been, therefore, enlarged, from 65 to 81 members, and the actua
lized list of members names and addresses is here also included and has alrea
dy been dispatched to all colleagues. 4

4) The discussions are not summarized in their right order during 
the meeting and we present successively problems concerning 1) Zonal tables,
2) Correlations of zonal schemes, 3) Delineation of boundaries.



II. Provincial zonal schemes (Ta b l. 1 and 2)
A fairly large set of problems concerning correlation of zonal 

(and subzonal) schemes of different authors for Boreal/Subboreal and Subme
diterranean Areas was discussed, and constituted the main part of polemics 
in the meeting. In this inform we are only giving the main ideas and/or re
sults of discussions, when available.

During the discussion, J. H. Callomon expressed the opinion that 
the classical NW European zonal scheme - a long time the more advanced ! - is 
to be disused leaving side by side only two, for Submediterranean and Subbo- 
real/Boreal provinces.

1. Boreal/Subboreal and NW European Zonal schemes (Tabl. 2). According 
to Callomon the new zonal schemes based on Cardioceratids only (Sykes & 
Callomon, 1979) can be used also for the NW European province.

1.1. Upper Oxfordian. During the discussion his own table is modi
fied by J. H. Callomon himself : on the base of new informations in Skye 
(Birkelund & Callomon, in press) Bauhini Subzone of 1979 coincides with Baylei 
Zone and belongs to Lower Kimmeridgian ; hence Rosenkrantzi Zone is now res
tricted to beds up to base of Baylei Zone.

1.2. Cautisnigrae Zone. Discussions concern the use and the place 
of this Zone (and Subzone) owing to the finding of the species in some parts 
of the Submediterranean province :

a) (Callomon) : There is growing evidence that in Southern England 
generally, Pz/LLApkinctOA (PzA.) VdALOCOAtdtuA (BUCKL.) appears above P. (P. ) 
CJXLUtiAnigACLZ ARKELL, well allowing the distinction of two subzones, i.e. Cau
tisnigrae, and Variocostatus Subzones, in the NW European Zonal Scheme.

b) (Melendez) : PdA. CCLutAAVU,gACL(L has been found in Transversarium 
Zone in some parts of Southern Europe-Poland (Malinowska, 1972 ; Brochwicz- 
Lewinski, 1976, 1979 ; Brochwicz-Lewinski & Rozak, 1974). The species is also 
regarded by these authors as a typical PzAiAphiYlCJtZ6 of the Transversarium Zo
ne, not of the payi ĥiz^-VCLAczoAtcutuA group. This would open the possibility 
that Cautisnigrae Subzone would, at least partly, correspond to Schilli Subzone

c) According to Callomon, the evidence in the type-locality is that 
the typical Cautisnigrae assemblage (i.e., the ZdUJtiAVVigAOLZ biospecies sensu



Callomon), comprises a whole of taxa characteristic and correlable with lower 
Bifurcatus Zone. This would not exclude, in any case, that the morpho-species 
PeA. caatc6nigxaz ARKELL may be found within Transversarium Zone in some 
parts of Europe.

d) Further evidence on that problem comes from Gygi, who reported 
the finding of PeA. vaAsiocoAtcvtuA (BUCKL.) in Switzerland, above PeA. poAOft- 
duioJiL.

2. Submediterranean Zonal Scheme (Tab!. 1). There is a general agreement 
on the succession of the characteristic faunas, although their accomodation 
as standard zonal scheme and the selection of zonal indexes are different. A 
more or less achievement concerning Subzones and/or Horizons is reached in so
me country.

a) (Enay) : The elaboration of a Perisphinctids zonation scale for 
Lower and Middle Oxfordian of Submediterranean and Mediterranean Areas, as a 
complementary tool of that of Cardioceratids, is regarded as positive and use
ful for correlation, regarded that it should be established in points where 
faunal successions were complete (see Melendez, Sequeiros & Brochwicz-Lewinski, 
in this volume).

In Poland (Brochwicz-Lewinski, 1976) and Bulgaria (Sapunov, 1976), 
then in Spain, iberic chains (Sequeiros & Melendez, 1979 ; Melendez zt OiLLL,
1982 ; Melendez & Brochwicz-Lewinski, 1983, 1984), Perisphinctids appear as 
alternative index in part of the Lower (Claromontanus Zone or Subzone and Ma- 
zuricus Subzone) and Middle Oxfordian (Episcopalis/Paturattensis Zone).

That is the first step to replace Cardioceratids by Submediterra
nean zonal indexes and to achieve a complete and unified zonal scheme using 
only Submediterranean groups. But much work is needed on these faunas inclu
ding Perisphinctids, Peltoceratids, Oppelids etc... Progress in the biostrati- 
graphical value of such groups is of special interest for the Mediterranean 
province in Southern Europe and Northern Africa where Cardioceratids are absent.

b) The recent use of a Densiplicatum Zone by Gygi and Marchand 
(1982) is on a quite different way. It is proposed as a full zone with the 
same extent as the Vertebrale Subzone of the Plicatilis Zone (the Antecedens 
Subzone being included in as larger Transversarium Zone). Moreover Densiplica-



turn Zone has quite different extent in Submediterranean and Boreal/Subboreal 
zonal schemes.

c) Hauffianum Subzone : According to Zeiss, T. hau^yianum (OPPEL) 
would not be a useful index for uppermost Bimammatum Zone in the Franconian 
Alb, the Litocerum Subzone appearing as a much more valuable alternative na
me, (Index Species : T. ZyitoceAum (OPPEL).

Evidence from the Iberian Chain (Melendez), would also support 
this view, and that solution for this part of Southern Europe.

Ilia. Correlations between provinvial zonal tables (Ta b l. 5 and 4)
Difficulties to correlate faunas from different biogeographical pro

vinces in Europe begin by the end of Lower Oxfordian and increase during Middle 
Oxfordian. Tentative correlations have been proposed by many authors, among 
whom Brochwicz-Lewinski (1976) or Sykes and Callomon (1979).

After J. H. Callomon proposal for retaining only two zonal schemes, 
the discussion focuses on correlations between submediterranean and boreal/ 
subboreal provinces on the basis of Tabl. 3 (including correction by J. H. 
Callomon).

1 - "Middle" Oxfordian Correlations (e.g. below Submediterranean 
Bimammatum Zone = Middle Oxfordian or Middle and Upper Oxfordian, pars/ accor
ding to various authors).

a) Problems would be summarized as follows (Enay) :
1) As an horizon, Tenuiserratum was first proposed by E. Cariou 

(1966) in Poitou and L. Malinowska (1966) in Poland, for the upper part of the 
Antecedens Subzone, Plicatilis Zone. The species is not known in the Submedi
terranean Parandieri Subzone, but a longer range in boreal/subboreal regions 
cannot be excluded.

2) Nunningtonense Subzone appears well correlable with Schilli 
Subzone, in Submediterranean Area, on the occurence of A. nunriingAtoneyiAZ (lis
ted as Am. aJLtdAnan6) in Poitou and Southern French Jura. It is noticeable that



such correlation disagrees with the proposal (see above p. 2 § 1.2.) to cor
relate NW-European Cautisnigrae Subzone and Submediterranean Schilli Subzone.

3) A. nunningtonZYiAZ is probably present in upper part of Ilo- 
vaiskii Subzone (Callomon), so correspondency may be roughly established with 
Boreal/Subboreal zonal scheme.

4) Within Glosense Zone (Standard Zone), Glosense Subzone is 
still uncertainly correlable with Stenocycloides Subzone. The necessity of 
revising Amoeboceratids successions in Franconian Alb was, in this sense, 
stressed by Callomon (and in the whole Submediterranean Area, by Enay !).

2 - Correlation of Submediterranean Bimammatum Zone and Boreal/ 
Subboreal scales ; this is connected with the appearance of first representa
tives of RsingAtexicLLcL.

a) According to Zeiss (1984) : Pseudo-yo, and Pseudocordata ? 
Subzones would roughly correspond respectively to Planula and Grandiplex ? Ho
rizons (= Planula Subzone), and Evoluta Subzone, to Gigantoplex ? Horizon
(= Galar Subzone).

b) According, however, to Sykes & Callomon (1979), and to Wright 
& Callomon (1980), first species of R'Lng&tzaxLLcL would occupy a rather lower 
position, the Caledonica, Pseudo-yo, and Pseudocordata Subzones being roughly 
equivalent to Bimammatum and Hauffianum Subzones.

c) According to Wierzbowski, in Poland, and Enay for Southern 
French Jura, first R̂ inĝ tzadioi (? - pre-cat zdoviLccL forms), appears sharply 
at the base of Hypselum Subzone.

d) According to Gygi, in Switzerland R. p6<LUudo-yo is recorded to
gether with E. bwcumcutum, i.e., a position close to that assumed by Sykes & 
Callomon (1979).

e) Finally, despite these precisions, the possibility of a level by 
level correlation in base of Cardioceratids was reputed as difficult, if not 
impossible, by Callomon, who stressed the large variability the representatives 
of this group show in a single level, and remarked the necessity of counting 
with large assemblages of coeval populations in different regions, in order
to identify such variability and try to work with the real Biospecies.



Illb. Delineation of Boundaries
1) Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian Boundary :

a) According to Callortion (see above), in NW European and Boreal re
gions it is traced at the base of Baylei Zone, actually equivalent to base
of Bauhini Subzone. As far as Submediterranean and Mediterranean Areas is 
concerned, there is growing evidence that upper part of Planula Zone (i.e.
Galar Subzone), belongs really to lower Kimmeridgian instead of the uppermost 
Oxfordian (Callomon).

b) Some questions and objections arose on that point (Sarjeant) ; 
on the other hand, evidence from S European areas was exposed (Melendez), 
in the sense that, actually, SubnzbxoctiXeA pZcimita (HEHL) , as remarked by 
Atrops (1982) has never been found within Galar Subzone. This would simplify 
the problem, if the coincidence between the Biozone of S. pZanuZcL and the 
Planula Standard Zone is assumed and, either a Galar Zone for Lowermost Kim
meridgian is erected (or else, the Galar Subzone is convenctionally incorpo
rated as lower subzone of Platynota Standard Zone).

c) P. Hantzpergue proposes a different way using Cymodoce zone and 
the peculiar sequence of faunas in the Poitou-Charentes region (the Type area 
of RcUZnZa Cifmodocz) . Neither subboreal/boreal Baylei Zone nor Submediterra
nean Platynota Zone can be used ; and the new Rupellense Zone, with a fauna 
of Submediterranean affinities, fill the interval between the Cymodoce Zone 
above and a will defined Planula Zone below, divided into a lower Planula Sub
zone and an upper Grandiplex Subzone. As S. gciicit has been found (Barale Zt 
at., 1983) in the Grandiplex Subzone (Gigantoplex Horizon) the discrepancy con
cerning the Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian boundary in boreal/subboreal and submedi
terranean provinces seems to be not so important as J. H. Callomon supposed.
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NOTA - S. ptatynota  is listed by Cariou (1972) North of Poitiers, on the 
southern border of the Paris basin just above a typical fauna of Planula 
Zone, but the specimen is not well preserved and not convincing, in opi
nion of R. Enay.

The correlation table above has been prepared after the meeting 
by R. Enay and received agreement by P. Hantzpergue.

2) Callovian-Oxfordian Boundary : As recently stated in several 
papers by Marchand (1980... ; also this Symposium), in Subboreal and, partly, 
Submediterranean Areas, the Callovian-Oxfordian Boundary could well be delimi
ted at the base of Paucicostatum Horizon Marchand, actually recognised in nu
merous points of Europe, according to this author. Objections to that inter
pretation were set by Callomon, on the grounds of the slight difference exis
ting between Quarts tcdtocQA/XS u)oodhamcnS& ARKELL assemblage and Ca/idioc&iaA 
paucicostatum assemblage. Despite these real objections there seems to be a 
general agreement on the acceptance of such Horizon as basal Biostratigraphic 
Unit for lower Oxfordian. Objections set by Sarjeant on the grounds that Pau
cicostatum Horizon partly falls both within Lamberti and Mariae were worked out 
by Enay’s proposol, i.e. : placing the lower boundary of Scarburgense Standard 
Subzone (and so, of Mariae Standard Zone !) at the base of Paucicostatum Hori
zon.

As far as more South European Areas is concerned (i.e. Submediter
ranean-Mediterranean Regions), a stratigraphic gap comprising at least the 
Lamberti/Mariae Zones interval is most normally found. The usual lowest assem
blage identified comprises the "cta/iomontanuS assemblage”, roughly equivalent 
to Lower-Middle Cordatum Zone (Brochwicz-Lewinski, 1981 ; Melendez et atii, 
this Symposium). Therefore, a good Perisphinctids zonation for lowermost Oxfor
dian remains still hypothetical. Moreover, the status, as well as the strati
graphic position of some lowermost Oxfordian Perisphinctids species, such as 
PeA. beAncnsiS L0RI0L appears still not definitively stablished or, at least, 
not sure (Marchand). 3

3) Substages or stage divisions within the Oxfordian stage
a) Defining Substages : The possibility and convenience of defi

ning substages within Oxfordian vs. the nowadays assumed division in Lower, 
.Middle, and Upper Oxfordian, was pointed out by W. Sarjeant, on the grounds



that a formally defined substage, in its Stratotype, and with a type-Localy 
is "potentially unambiguous". Objections were cast mainly by Callomon and 
others, supporting the currently accepted subdivision of Oxfordian, in Lower, 
Middle, and Upper, with the simple rule that they should be written in capi
tal letters when used in formal sense.

b) Stage divisions (or substages) boundaries : Such problems 
arose again recently in papers by a part of the Polish and Spanish schools, 
especially for the Middle-Upper Oxfordian boundary in the Submediterranean 
province. There is a good enough agreement (cf. correlation tables) for the 
Lower-Middle Oxfordian boundary... although R. Tarkowski intend to propose a 
different one... !

c) Lower-Middle Oxfordian Boundary : The internal boundaries within 
the Oxfordian are regarded as questions of minor importance (Enay). In Subme
diterranean Areas the Lower-Middle Oxfordian Boundary has been classically pla
ced at the base of Plicatilis Zone, i.e. Base of Tenuicostatum Subzone (= Ca- 
riou dt CiLLL, 1971). Recently, several authors (Brochwicz-Lewinski, 1976 ; 
Brochwicz-Lewinski & Rozak, 1974 ; Melendez dt dZLL, this Symposium) tend to 
place it at the base of Antecedens Zone, or Antecedens Subzone of Plicatilis 
Zone, in the former scheme. The discussion at this point still remains open.

d) Middle-Upper Oxfordian Boundary : It was currently accepted as 
placed by Cariou dt CiLLL (1971) at the base of Bifurcatus Zone by numerous 
authors (see tables here in). Some other authors recently (Brochwicz-Lewinski, 
1976, 1978 ; Melendez, 1978, 1984 - Melendez dt aJLLL, this Symposium, and 
others), have relocated this boundary at the base of Hypselum Subzone (i.e.
Base of Bimammatum Zone). According to Melendez, this boundary should be bet
ter placed here, on the grounds of the important renewal of the fauna recorded 
in the Submediterranean Area, i.e. The substitution of representatives of Pe- 
risphinctinae (genus PdALbpkinctGA and its allies), by that of Passendorferii- 
nae (Genus Pci6 4 dndoA.fi d/iLl and related forms), that is : Typically mesogean 
forms. This solution would be also supported by Zeiss (1984, correlation Ta
ble), and was similarly admitted by Callomon, as the classical "Oppelian" 
acception.



I V . C o r r e l a t i o n  t a b l e s  o u t s i d e  E u r o p e  a n d  m u l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y

C O R R E L A T I O N

There are' two major aspects on which discussions failed completely. 
Shortness of the 1st Oxfordian Working Group meeting is the main reason.

1) On the first point, correlation tables for countries outside 
Europe, G. Melendez prepared a table with the more recent zonal schemes used 
in Central and Southern Americas, but any time was available for discussion.
This attempt will be enlarged for others Jurassic basins in the world where 
zone schemes or faunas exist.

2) Concerning multidisciplinary correlations using as numerous fossilj
. Igroups as possible, both the Secretary and the Convenor cannot prepare by them-^ 

selves such correlation tables and draw the major points of discussion.
The necessity of establishing close relations with specialists in 

other Fossil Groups besides Ammonoids, in order to correlating different Biostri 
tigraphic scales for other countries was stressed by Sarjeant, and also inten
sely pointed out by the Secretary of the Subcommission, 0. Michelsen. According 
to that, relations with coordinators of other Working Groups, and with specia
lists in other Fossil Groups than Ammonites from different countries have alrea
dy been started by the Coordinator and the Secretary of the Oxfordian Working 
Group. Contacts have been established, mainly, with :

- Sarjeant (Canada) : Dinocysts
- Herngreen (Netherland) : Palynomorphs
- Copestake (Great Britain) : Foraminifera
- Cooper (Great Britain) : Nannofossils
- Pessagno (U.S.A.) : Radiolarians
- Boullier/Delance (France) : Brachiopods
- Beauvais (France) : Corals
- Ogg (U.S.A.) : Magnetostratigraphy.

V, C o n c l u s i o n s

As the Erlangen meeting was the first for the Oxfordian working 
group members, we cannot expect a lot of results. It gave us occasion to list 
the main unsolved problems and to define perspectives for the future...



1) Ammonites Reference or standard zonal schemes in Europe
- to promote a Submediterranean (and Mediterranean ?) zonal scheme 

fully based on autochtonous faunas or groups, particularly for the Lower 
Oxfordian in which Cardioceratids indexes are rare or missing ;

- to improve correlations between faunal sequences and zonal tables 
for boreal/subboreal and submediterranean/mediterranean biogeographic provin
ces, using mixed faunas (e.g. Cardioceratids-Amoeboceratids in Submediterra
nean province).

2) Zonal schemes for countries outside Europe * 3 4
- to increase zonal schemes in connection with the stratigraphical 

and paleontological studies ;
- to select european or non european indexes according to biogeogra- 

phical peculiarities of the faunal sequences ;
- to correlate such zonal tables one another and with European stan

dard zone scheme.

3) Multidisciplinary correlation tables
- to urge such correlation tables of the larger extent as possible 

and the larger number as possible of both macro- and microfossils groups ;
- to correlate them with ammonite reference or standard zonal sche

mes authorizing inconnected usefullness.

4) Oxfordian divisions (or substages) and stage boundaries
Will they be able to obtain a general agreement before the next 

meeting in Lisboa ? We think not.
So, in the meantime, the best thing we can do is :
- to prepare, by collecting new data, the next meeting where we 

shall be able (We hope) to agree on such conventional boundaries ;
- not to change the classic on the most used boundaries until we 

arrive to a large (or unanimous ?) agreement.



COMMENTS ON TABLES 1 ,  2 A N D  3

Ta b , 1
(1) Formaly (1974) as subzones, la te r  (1979) as fu ll zones.

(2) Marqu&s B. (in  press) - Oxfordiano-Kimmeridgiano do Algarve oriental : 
e stra t ig ra f ia , paleobiologia (Ammonoidea) e paleobiogeografia. Thes.
Doc. Univ. Lisboa, 1983.

(3) Wrongly placed in the published paper ; introduced as Horizon for the 
upper part of the Antecedens subzone.

(4) According Gygi (MS) to be replaced by Percaelatum : a fte r Kniozev (1975) 
C. co-bticaAcUa. is  a younger synonym of C. peAcaeZatum.

Ta b . 2
(5) No su itab le  index for the upper part of the Transversarium/Pumilus Zone. 

Transversarium is  only used for the Main area in the South ; Pumilus is  
more useful for the Coast.

(6) New information in Skye (Callomon) : Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian boundary 
has had to be revised. Bauhini Subzone of 1979 coincides with Baylei 
Zone ; hence Rosenkrantzi Zone now restricted  to beds up to base of 
Baylei Zone.

TAB. 3
(7) According Callomon (in  P ress), Amoebocesuu bauhlnZ occurs in the Galar 

Subzone and in the Baylei Zone some way above i t s  base (Birkelund & 
Callomon - The Kimmeridgian ammonites Faunas from Milne Land, East 
Greenland. B u ll. Gr0nl. Geol. Unders., in press, 1984).

(8) see Tab. 2, (6)
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TAB. 1 - MED! TERRANEAN/SUBMEDITERRANEAN ZONAL SCHEMES
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Ta b . 3 • Correlations submediterraneam/T'-W European/Boreal
according Sykes A Callomon, 1979 

(Modified after Wright & Callomon, 1980 ; Callomon, in press)

SUBMEOITERRANEAN N-W EUROPEAN BOREAL-SUB-BOREAL

TAB. 4 - CORRELATIONS SUBMEDITCRRANEAN-SIJBBOREAL-BOREAL
(Modified after A. Zeiss proposal this meeting)

SUBMEOITERRANEAN SUBBOREAL BOREAL (GREENLAND)



S  TAB. 5 - TENTATIVE ZONAL SCHEME FOR SUBMEDITERRANEAN PROVINCE
(Spa in , I b er ic  chain )
by G. Melendez, 1984 (Dr. thesis, still unpublished) ;
G. Melendez, L. Sequeiros, W. Brochwicz-Lewinski, 1984 
(this meeting).

Zonncli'n p r o p u r p ' m  r l  C * fird 1 rn » e  de la  C o r d i l l e r a  I W r l c a .  l-s Subzona K azurlcus (B roch- 

w lch-I^w lnrV l l ^PI ) ,  no ba s i3 o  i d a n t l f  i-rsda con se g u rid a d . Las fubsonaa r n tu r a t t c n s l i  y Kao- 

n o u a tlu s  »r proponen t r n t a t l v s n e n t a .  en a rp a ra  de un s c )o r  r e g i s t r o  c p t r a t l g r i f I c o  an o t ro a  -  

p u n to a.' I.oa H lv r lr s  con S. » : r u t t im, d e n tro  da la  Subrone P la n u la ,  no tla n a n  p or e l  uonwnto ca 

r l c t a r  da M orlron t* . y su p o t ic ld n  ca  avln l n c l a r t a .

Tm . 6 - ZONAL SCHEMES AND CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SUBMEDITERRANEAN. SUBBOREAL AND BOREAL

proposed by A. leiee, 1984(this mooting).
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The Coordinator and the Secretary of the Oxfordian Working Group 
will warmly acknowledge any new contact on any of these fields, as well as 
any suggestions on new zonal Tables concerning other Fossil Groups, or cor
relation with zonal scales of other Countries.

Correspondence may be addressed either to the Coordinator (Lyon), 
or to the Secretary of the Group (Zaragoza).

P.S. - Ammonite Specialists working on Lower Oxfordian Peltoceratids may con
tact Dr. A. von Hillebrandt (Berlin).

G. Melendez, secretary 
Dep. de Paleontologia 
F a c . Ciencias (Geol.) 
Edif. Interfacultades 

piso 3e 
Universidad 

Zaragoza 9 
Spain

R. Enay, Convenor 
Department des Sciences de la Terre 

Universite Claude-Bernard
Lyon-1

27-43 Bd. du 11 Novembre 
6622 Villeurbanne Cedex

France



Report on the current state of the Oxfordian working group 

R. Enay & G. Melendez

1) The current state of progress

The first general Meeting of the Oxfordian Working Group was 
held in Erlangen, on 5-IX-1984, within the frame of the Jurassic Sympos- 
sium. After that first encounter of Oxfordian Stratigraphy and Paleonto
logy specialists it appears that the first steps of a program of work for 
the Oxfordian Working Group may be established. As stated in the report of 
the O.W.G. Meeting, "During the last 20 years following the first Luxemburg^ 
Jurassic Colloquium, 1962, Oxfordian Stratigraphy has much p r o g r e s s e d , 
besides Ammonites, important new data are now available in many other sys_ 
tematic groups".

At the present moment, the O.W.G. has grown up to 81 members. A 
completed list of them has been elaborated and dispatched to all collegues 
and the secretary of the Group remains in close contact with all members. A 
first file, or bank of data has already been elaborated, with the speciali
ty, geographic area, field of work of everyone, in order to facilitate con
tacts and provide information to everyone who eventually would need it.

Work on Oxfordian Stratigraphy and correlation problems is being 
actively carried out by all members in different countries, as the two diffe
rent sets of correlation tables, summarized respectively by the convenor and 
the secretary of the Group, and dispatched to all collegues,clearly evidence 
it. These sets of tables, once corrected and modified by different authors, 
have been enclosed in the Sympossium Volume, together with the Report on the 
O.W.G. Meeting.
2) The list of main Problems

The main problems treated during the Erlangen Meeting, and consi
dered as more important basis for future discussions are, as listed by the 
Convenor of the Group:
a) Those concerning different zonal schemes for each biogeographical province.
b) Those concerning correlation of zonal schemes between different biogeo
graphical provinces.
c) Problems concerning boundaries, i.e. Callovian-Oxfordian boundary; Lower/ 
Middle, and Middle/Upper Oxfordian boundary, and Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian bouri 
dary.

The first point is the subject of active research work in every 
country by all specialists on Oxfordian Stratigraphy. Problems of correla
tion (2nd. point), have been the subject 6f vivid discussions between mem
bers of the Group, mainly on the question of equivalence of different zonal



indexes for separate biogeographic provinces (i.e. Biostratigraphic equi_ 
valence of different fossil groups). Problems of boundaries, although re
garded as much less important, have been as well the subject of discus
sions, and some proposals modifying the positions of boundaries were raî  
sed by several authors, on the basis of strong biogeographic changes and 
faunal renewals at certain moments, which are well known nowadays.

In this chapter it is important to note the recorded great adva 
of studies by some collegues on paleontology, and biostratigraphical value 
of many Fossil groups beside Ammonites, both macro (Brachiopods, Corals), 
and miscrofossils(Palynomorphs, Dinocysts, Nannofossils, Foraminifers, etc 
which shall, no doubt, contribute in the next years to enrich and facilita 
te correlation tasks.

3) Decissions and Propositions; Projects for the Future:
Since this was the first general meeting of the O.W.G. no defi

nitive decission was taken, except for the firm intention of keeping on tb 
studies and trying to make correlations as much accurate as possible. As gi 
neral conclussions of the Meeting, those proposed by partizipants, and sum 
marized by the Convenor of the Group, may be briefly outlined:

1) For European Provinces, to promote the elaboration of autoch
tonous faunal biostratigraphic scales, for Submediterranean-Mediterranean|

iareas, and to improve correlations with already established scales for Subj 
boreal-Boreal areas.

2) For Countries outside Europe, to increase the work of elabora| 
tion of autochtonous zonal schemes, and correlations with European ones.

3) For other Groups besides Ammonites, the elaboration of new, 
local zonal schemes appears neccessary for the larger number as possible 
of both macro and microfossils. Correlation with Ammonite zonal schemes 
should be the next task.

4) As far as the possition of boundaries is concerned it is des 
rable to keep as far as possible the currently accepted possition in the 
"classical" scales, on the grounds of stability, until a wide discussion 
on that matter may be open and a good agreement is reached.



Report of the Kimmeridgian- Working Group 

G. Melendez & A. Zeiss

The meeting of the Kirrmeridgian Working Group was a good occassion for 
all specialists and potential members to get in touch and to briefly 
outline the main problems and aims of the Kimmeridgian stratigraphy, as 
well as to sunxnarize the main tasks of the group for future meetings. 
Sane 30 specialists from different countries, mainly Europe and North 
America, attended the meeting.

The coordinator of this Working Group was not able to attend the Sym
posium, due to an accident. Therefore the chairman of the Subcatmission 
read a letter fran the coordinator, in which he preposed to discuss 
the following problems:

1. Correspondence in time of the Oxfordian/Kinmeridgian boundary in 
the subboreal and submediterranean provinces. Possibility of using 
submediterranean amoeboceratids to advance in this direction.

2. Vertical range of the Kirrmeridgian stage; it is proposed to draw 
the upper boundary below the Gravesia beds, thus corresponding to 
the Crussolian with a recatmendable type-section at Mount Crussol.

3. Detailed zonal subdivision in each region of research work. Com
pilations as precise as possible are necessary.

4. Integration of zonations by other fossil groups than ammonites.

In the absence of the coordinator only an open discussion, partly on 
the problems just mentioned and partly on related questions, could take 
place.

Re 1. As far as the Kimmeridgian lower boundary is concerned, the ques
tion appears more and more obscured by the effect of provincialism, 
which makes correlation of mediterranean areas with the type-sec
tion of Dorset very difficult. Contributions in that direction 
have been recently achieved by Atrcps (1982), who discovered a



basal level with Amoeboceras at the base of Platynota Zone in 
the SE. France, Ardeche area, which is hoped to make correlations 
with NW-Europe areas easier. A precision made by Hantzpergue was 
in the sense of making the base of Platynota and of the Rueppelense 
Zones coincident. Further contributions, given by Callanon were 
(1) that the boreal Bauhini Subzone would belong to the Lower 
Kiimeridgian and not to the Upper Oxfordian, and (2) consequently 
the correlation between sutmediterranean and subboreal successions 
would lead to the inclusion of the upper part of the Planula 
Zone (Galar Subzone) into the Lower Kirrmeridgian because in this 
subzone a typical assemblage of Amoeboceras bauhini is present. 
Several participants remarked, that the base of the Gravesia Zone 
would not be a good marker bed for the top of the Kirrmeridgian 
stage, as the first income of Gravesia species in (sub)mediterra
nean areas is not well known. - It is therefore proposed to use 
the base of the Hybonotum Zone.

Re 2. What concerns the usage of different vertical ranges for the Kirrme
ridgian stage a possible solution to be accepted for the majority 
at least should be found until the next meeting of the Subccmmis- 
sion at Lisboa 1987. It is extremely desirable that on chrono- 
stratigraphic charts the use of this stage will be a unified one 
in the future.

As the Kirrmeridgian Working Group is still in a phase of formation and 
this was the first meeting no general decision and/or resolution could 
be taken. The most important proposals are to progress as much as pos
sible in correlation problems between boreal and mediterranean areas i.e.

1. To proceed in the elaboration of detailed local stratigraphic/fau- 
nistic successions in both mediterranean and boreal regions.

2. To pay special attention to the presence of boreal elements (Amoe- 
boceratids) in mediterranean sections and vice-versa, which may 
facilitate correlation tasks.



3. To promote and to support further research in intermediate areas 
which shew both boreal mediterranean influences in their faunistic 
record (Southern Germany, Poitou-Charentes, Poland etc.)

It is hoped that the group will gain seme activity by the efforts of 
its coordinator, F. Atrops.

G. Melendez

Dep. de Paleontologia 
Fac. Ciencias (Geol.) 
Edif. Interfacultades 

piso 3e 
Universidad 
Zaragoza 9 

Spain

A. Zeiss

Inst, fur Palaontologie 
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Report of the Terminal Jurassic Stage Working Group 

John C. W. Cope

Although the subject of selection of the terminal Jurassic stage is 
fraught with many difficulties, there has until now been no Working Group 
to consider the problems. The tasks of the Group are not solely ones of 
correlation, for we have also to make recommendations to fix the level of 
the base of the stage (to be defined by the base of its basal chrono- 
zone in a selected type section) and to select an appropriate name for the 
stage.

The first meeting of the Group was held in Erlangen on September 5th 
1984. The Co-ordinator began a well-attended session by reviewing the 
history of the problem of the tripartite nomenclature for the terminal 
Jurassic stage. He reiterated his belief, that the procedure which would 
ultimately produce agreement on the stage, was that the horizpn at which 
the boundary was to be drawn should be agreed before the name of the stage 
was selected. Of the four options suggested by the Co-ordinator in his 
earlier presentation (see this volume) only three were further considered.
These were:
(i) the base of the Elegans Zone (the base of the Upper Kimmeridgian 

sensu anglico, the base of the Portlandian sensu gallico, or 
equivalent horizons at the base of the Volgian or the base of the 
Tithonian).

(ii) the base of the Pallasioides Zone (or equivalent horizons at the 
base of the Upper Tithonian or base of the Middle Volgian).

(iii) The base of the Albani Zone (the base of the Portlandian sensu 
anglico, falling within the Middle Volgian and within the Upper 
Tithonian).

Concern was expressed by several speakers over the dual interpretation 
of the word 'Kimmeridgian1. At this juncture an important point (which has 
been referred to in Subcommission Newsletters) was clarified. It was 
confirmed, by those present also at the 1967 Luxembourg Colloquium, that 
there was an error in the published Proceedings of that meeting; no 
resolution had Mn fact been passed to fix the summit of the Kimmeridgian 
stage (contrary to the report by Maubeuge 1970, p.38). It seems important 
to stress again here that only the bases of chronostratigraphical units 
should be defined - the tops are fixed automatically by the base of the



succeeding unit of the same rank. This point is internationally recognised 
and is made in various stratigraphical guides such as the International 
Stratigraphic Guide (Hedberg 1976), the Geological Society of London's 
A Guide to Stratigraphical Procedure (Holland et al. 1978) and A code of 
Mesozoic Stratigraphical Nomenclature (Callomon and Donovan 1974). It is 
also the procedure adopted by the International Commission in fixing the 
Silurian / Devonian boundary and the basis for all decisions on boundaries 
ratified at the International Geological Congress in Moscow in 1984.

Various suggestions were put forward to resolve the confusion over the 
interpretation of the term 'Kimmeridgian' . One suggestion was to replace 
the Lower Kimmeridgian (sensu anglico) by a term such as Crussolian 
(Rollier 1909) and use such a term as Danubian (Rollier 1909) for the 
succeeding stage. There was little support for Danubian although Crussolian 
was favoured by several present (although a minority).

Clearly one of the deciding factors in the use of the term 'Kimmeridgian 
will be the level at which the base of the terminal stage is ultimately 
drawn. If we can all agree that we should fix bases and not tops of stages, 
then the problem over the present dual interpretation of 'Kimmeridgian' may 
be solved by the fixing of the base of the terminal Jurassic stage. Until 
then no action on the term Kimmeridgian seems either necessary or desirable.

If ammonites are to be used as a basis for correlation at the level of 
the Elegans Zone or its equivalents, it was suggested that the genera 
Gravesia, Sutneria and Hybonoticeras could be useful in correlation. If 
the Tithonian were ultimately to be chosen as the global standard, its base 
would be defined by the base of the Hybonotum Zone. At the base of the 
Pallasioides Zone correlation by Pavlovia seems assured for the whole 
Boreal Realm, but correlations with the base of the Upper Tithonian are at 
present less certain. This latter boundary level found favour with some 
present as, in addition to its other merits, it effects a compromise 
solution between the Portlandian sensu anglico and sensu gallico.
Correlation by ammonites at the base of the Albani Zone appears at the 
moment to be rather tenuous.

Present at the meeting were many workers on diverse microfossil groups 
who expressed interest in contributing to the correlation problems at these 
critical intervals. Their results are awaited with interest.



After the meeting I was informed by Dr. V.A. Zakharov that a decision 
had very recently been taken in Moscow that the Soviet'Union would now use 
Tithonian rather than Volgian as their standard. This decision will 
materially affect future work and discussions; it will focus more attention 
on the problems of correlation of the Tithonian with the Kimmeridgian/ 
Portlandian of North-west Europe.

The recommendations of the Jurassic/Cretaceous Boundary Working Group 
will have an important bearing upon our work, as their decision on where to 
fix the boundary will, ipso facto, fix the top of the terminal Jurassic 
stage. With the dropping of the Volgian as their standard by the U.S.S.R. 
in favour of the Tithonian, it would now appear more likely that a basal 
Berriasian boundary will be accepted as the global standard for the basal 
Cretaceous.

Finally may I appeal for anyone who feels they have any contribution to 
make to the many problems of correlation of the terminal Jurassic stage to 
contact me. By full international co-operation we may be able to solve a 
problem which has been with us now for more than a century.
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Explanation of table
The table shows the zonal and stage schemes in use in various areas of 

Europe. Correlations between adjacent columns are not to be assumed and the 
table shows only approximate equivalence.
BRITAIN. Based on Casey 1973, Cope 1967, 1978, 1980, Wimbledon 1980, 

Wimbledon & Cope 1978, Ziegler 1962.
E. GREENLAND. Based on Callomon & Birkelund 1980, 1982.
VOLGA BASIN. Based on Mesezhnikov 1982.
POLAND. Based on Kutek & Zeiss 1976.
S. GERMANY. Based on Zeiss 1968, 1983. But note that the Middle Tithonian 

of Zeiss 1983 is here grouped with the Lower Tithonian.
S. FRANCE, S. SPAIN. Based on Enay & Geyssant 1975.
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REPORT OF THE JURASSIC CORALS WORKING GROUP

L. Beauvais

PRESENTS MEMBERS : Mu BEAUVAIS, Mu BENIGNI, Wi. ELIAS, Mu ELIASOVA, Wi. ERRENST,
toi. GROMMANN, toi. HUBER, toi. KEUPP, Mn. LANG, toi. SCHEER, Mu SESTIN I, 
Mu SPIEGLER, Wi. STEIGER, Wi. STROMMEIER.

I - To get a better understanding of the species bearing and to etablish stratigraphic 
scales based on Corals and Sponges, it has been decided that specialists will prepare 
cards for a computerized treatment.

Two models of cards are proposed
1) MODEL A : Data on the ecological and genetical variabilities

of the species
2) MODEL B : Lists of the Corals and Sponges according to the stratigra

phic units.

II - It has been asked to refer, for the geological and geographical localizations to : 
Tectonic Maps of Europe (or Africa, America, Asia) 1/2.500.000 

or International Map of Europe (or Africa, America, Asia) same scale

III - We must indicate for each locality its map references.

IV - For microfacies use Wilson terminology.

V - For each rubric give the maximum of data but do not use question marks. For example^ 
in the chronostratigraphy rubric if you cannot give more than MALM, give MALM but not 
OXFORDIAN ?

VI - In a first step we have to prepare sheets on the A and B MODELS. These sheets are 
to be send to Mrs. BEAUVAIS.

Vll - A Meeting will be held probably in October 1985, to select K‘>y words for the final 
standardization of the cards and their informatic treatment.



MODEL A

LOCALITY :

State :
Region : 
Outcrop :

GEOLOGICAL UNIT :

Lithostratigraph ic Unit : 
Age :
Biostratigraphy : 
Chronostratigraphy

MICROFACIES :

ECOLOGY :

CARACTERISTICS OF THE SP EC IES  :

Quantitative features : 
Q ualitative  features :

AUTHOR :

REFERENCE



MODEL B

LOCALITY •

State :
Region : 
Outcrop :

GEOLOGICAL UNIT :

Lithostratigraph ic Unit : 
Age :
Biostratigraphy : 
Chronostratigraphy :

MICROFACIES :

ECOLOGY :

L IS T  OF THE SP EC IES  :

For each species indicate new name and former one, frequency (very abundant, 
abundant, scarce, very ra re ), lo c a lity  of the type., species and lo c a lit ie s  
where the species i s  found.

AUTHOR :

REFERENCE :

L. Beauvais 
Universite P. et M. Curie 

4, Place Jussieu 
75230 Paris Cedex 05 

France
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Report of the Jurassic Brachiopods Working Group

Jean-Henri Delance

Not* the jurassic brachiopods working group is instituted. It held its first session on thurs- 
day 6th September 1984 in Erlangen during the International Symposium on Jurassic stratigraphy. 
Indeed thirteen brachiopodists had answered to the coordinator’s invitation (circular letter of last 
January) and eight other specialists had sent comments and proposals. That working group is an 
open group including the brachiopodists involved in the existing working groups on stages as well 
as other brachiopodists who are interested or are partly dealing with the stratigraphy of the jurassic 
system.

It appeared from a wide discussion that amongst common possible themes of research the 
most directly interesting could be the chronological distribution of the jurassic brachiopods. Indeed 
a strong possibility exist for the elaboration of brachiopod time-scales of good accuracy and of , at 
least, provincial extension, although sometimes, some difficulties can arise from the close relation
ships lying between brachiopod distributions, both in space and time, and facies repartitions. The 
ground of such zonations may be either species assemblages or morphologically singular species ha
ving wide ranges.

On these points several tentative zonations of the Jurassic, generally founded on species 
associations were already propounded in the last years (AGER, DELANCE et als., GOY, TCHOU- 
MATCHENKO, VOROS,...) without forgetting five communications for this symposium (GOY, 
COMAS-RENGIFO and GARCIA-JORAL ; PROSOROVSKAIA and ROSTOVT SEV ; SANDY, 
TCHOUMATCHENKO ; VOROS). Most of them appear to be, either wholly or partly, dealing with 
the liassic subsystem and are mostly located in Europe. Thus members of the group involved in this 
topic are incitated to complete zonations in their field and to comment other existing zonations in 
order to set up brachiopod zones and also establish correlations between different provincial time 
scales. It seemed to the participants in the session that such a work (i.e. on european Lias) could 
possibly be achieved in the perspective of the next symposium on Jurassic (Portugal 1987).

On an other hand, brachiopodists more implicated in Middle and/or Upper Jurassic stra
tigraphy were encouraged to undertake completions and/or emendations of zonations for their part 
(e.g. Buckman’s and Arkell’s brachiopods zones for the english middle Jurassic need to be revisited). 
The participants in the session were thinking that a particular attention must be paied to the strati- 
graphical distribution of the brachiopods in the uppermost Jurassic (Ti thonian). And they claim for 
brachiopodists to advance in this field.

Concerning the functionning of the working group all participants agree with a no restricting 
organisation. In that perspective and for a best efficiency informations about works in progress (I.e. 
tentatives zonations, comments and proposal on existing time-scales) should be sent to the working 
group coordinator (Jean-Henri DELANCE, Universite de Dijon - France) who shall dispatch them to 
other members with the careful assistance of the group secretary (Maria Josd COMAS-RENGIFO, 
Universitad Complutense de Madrid - Spain).

Institut des Sciences de la Terre 
De L'Universite de Dijon 

6 , Bd. Gabriel
21100 Dijon 

France



Report of the Jurassic Micropalaeontology Working Group 

J. Th. Groiss

About 20 micropalaeontologists attended this special session. Most of 
than work with foraminifera. Only seme few of the participants work 
with other groups like ostracods or radiolarians.

The following topics were discussed:

1) A world wide scale of Upper Jurassic foraminiferal zones (proposal 
by Dr. A. Grigelis, Vilnius).

a) Key sections in large regions, study of distribution or foraminifera 
in these sections.

b) Description and distinction of local and regional foraminiferal 
zones, stratotypes and boundaries of the zones.

c) Correlation of these foraminiferal zones.
d) Standard scale of the Upper Jurassic foraminiferal zones.

Most of the participants believed that these items would be very usefull 
but at the present our knowledge about the stratigraphic distribution 
of the foraminifera is too small.

2) The proposed of Dr. Grigelis to organize a meeting about these 
problems in the USSR could be very helpfull.

3) Mr. P. Ccpestake (Britoil Pic., Stratigraphic Laboratory, 150 St. 
Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5LJ/UK) was elected as a "Chairman". 
He will collect news and events of Jurassic micropalaeontology. All 
people who works with such problems are asked to contact him.

4) Most participants believed that it would be too early to establish 
an official working group within the International Carmission on 
Stratigraphy. Seme years of experience as an inofficial group would 
show the further doing.

Lehrstuhl fur Palaontologie 
Loewenichstrasse 28 

8520 Erlangen 
BRD
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THE EARLY JURASSIC FRESH WATER BIVALVE FAUNA FROM THE MEN- 
TOUGOU FORMATION IN WESTERN HILLS, BEIJING

Liu Benpei, Yu Jingshan & Yang Shouren

The fossil fresh water bivalves reported here 
were collected from the Mentougou formation in 
Western Hills, Beijing. They occur in three hori
zons as follows in ascending order:

1. The basal part of the Lower Yaopo member. 
Particularly noticeable is the abundance of Naia- 
dites? cf. krasnojarskiensis Lebedev, N.? mentou- 
gouensis Liu, Sibireconcha spp., associated with 
Tutuella spp. and Shaanxiconcha (=?Utschamiella) 
spp.

2. The lower part of the Lower Yaopo member. 
This horizon is characterized by the widespread 
presence of Shaanxiconcha spp. accompanied by 
Sibireconcha and Perganoconcha.

3. The Upper Yaopo member. Only one specimen 
of Pseudocardinia? cf. angulata Kolesnikov was 
found this horizon.

The Naiadites? cf. krasnojarskiensis from 
Lower Yaopo member is recorded from Early Jura
ssic in Zulim-Yenisei Basin of USSR. The occur
rence of Shaanxiconcha is of special interest, 
because it appears to have the Late Triassic 
aspect. The typical Middle Jurassic forms such 
as Margaritifera, Unio, Yananoconcha etc. are 
not know in this member. The Yaopo member, 
therefore, may be considered equivalent to the. 
Early Jurassic in age,.

Moreover, the biogeography of fresh water 
bivalves between North and South China may have 
existed from Early Jurassic.



The Jurassic strata of the Western Hills of Beijing has been 
studied for more than 60 years since the establishment of the 
so-called "Mentougou coal series" in 1920 by Ye Liang-fu et al., 
but no bivalve fossils have been reported from it. There are 
different opinions about the age of Mentougou formation accor
ding to the megaflora contained: Middle Jurassic, Early Jurassic 
or Early-Middle Jurassic. Based on our preliminary research of 
the bivalve fossils collected from the Mentougou formation will 
discuss in the following. We have the horizon of occurrence, the 
age and correlation of the fauna with other parts of China and 
of USSR, and the biogeographical distinction of fresh water bi
valve fauna during the Early Jurassic.

1 . Occurrence of the bivalves
Most of the data used in this paper were collected during 

1961-1963 by teachers and students of the Beijing College of 
Jeology and given to us as a gift recently by Prof. Chen Pen.
The authors went to the field in September, 1981 to re-examine 
the stratigraphic profile and collected again fossil samples.

The, Mentougou formation is divided into the Lower Yaopo,
Upper Yaopo and Longmen members in ascending order. The bivalve 
fossils were found at three horizons of the Mentougou formation. 
The lowest horizon is at the bottom of the Lower Yaopo member 
occurring at Panjianzigou of the Datai coal mine and Qiaoyugou 
of the Muchengjian coal mine in the Mentougou area, correspon
ding to the "Sancaomei" bed below the first marker bed (K-j sand-, 
stone) known in the mine district. This horizon consist of grey
ish black to yellowish green siltstone intercalated by coal beds, 
and is underlain by Nandaling formation which consists mainly 
of varied diabase. There is no obvious sedimentary hiatus between 
it and the. underlying formation. The overlying sequence consists 
of yellowish green siltstone and fine sandstone with underwater 
sliding structures, yellowish green fine sandstone with trace 
fossils and ripple marks, and the higher overlying K-j pebble
bearing gritstone (K-| sandstone) with a washing plane below.
Thisi sequence represents a small sedimentary cycle of swamp lake 
-lake shore facies of the Mentougou formation after the eruption 
of volcanos during the Nandaling time. The horizon contains re
latively abundant bivalves: Naiadites? cf. krasnojarskiensis



Lebedev, Naiadites? mentougouensis Liu, Sibireconcha jenisse- 
jensis Lebedev, Sibireconcha cf. jenissejensis Lebedev, asso
ciated with ?Tutuella rotunda Ragozin, 'Tutuella rotunda posti- 
longa Liu, Shaanxiconcha (=?Utschamiella) cf. clinovata Liu et 
Li, Shaanxiconcha aff. longa (Hua), Shaanxiconcha triangulata 
Liu (=?Uts.charaiella cf. obrutschevi Ragozin), Pseudocardinia? 
cf. carinata Martinson, Pseudocardinia? cf. elongatiformis 
(Cherny.), Pseudocardinia? sp. etc. There are also plants and 
insects fossils associated with them.

The second horizon is found on the ridge of the Huangyan- 
quan Hill northeast of Caojiafang, Shijiaying Commune, Pangshan 
County, equivalent to the "Wucaomei" bed at the lower part of 
the Lower Yaopo member. This horizon is characterized by abun
dant bivalve fossils: Shaanxiconcha clinovata Liu et Li, Shaan
xiconcha shijiayingensis Yang, also containing Sibireconcha cf. 
jenissejensis Lebedev, Perganoconcha sibirica Cherny, Fergano- 
concha elongata (Ragozin), Unio sp. etc.

The third horizon is found in drill hole 0301 east of 
Zhaitang, Zhaitang Commune, Mentougou area, corresponding to 
the Upper Yaopo member. Only one specimen of Pseudocardinia? 
cf. angulata Kolesnikov was found at this horizon.

2. The age of the bivalve fauna 
The lowest horizon contains 5 genus 12 species of bivalves, 
among which Naiadites? and Sibireconcha are dominated. Naia
dites? krasnojarskiensis Lebedev is a typical bivalve of the 
Early Jurassic Makarov formation in the Julim-Yenisei Basin 
of USSR. Though the specimen of the proto-type of the USSR 
which hinge tooth is still unknown and doutful to altribute it 
to Naiadites. It has a peculiar distorted shell form, with 
which our specimen can be compared. Shaanxiconcha clinovata 
Liu et Li and Shaanxiconcha aff. longa (Hua) are occur in a 
large number in the Late Triassic Yanchang formation in northern 
China. It is also reported that Shaanxiconcha is found associa
ted with Pseudocardinia? in the Early Jurassic Shalitashi for
mation of the Duwa area in front of the Kunlun Mountains and the. 
Sangonghe formation of Manas River area in the Junggar Basin.
It seems, therefore, the lowest horizon is to a large extent of 
Early Jurassic age.



The second horizon is dominated by Shaanxiconcha and Sibi- 
reconcha. Shaanxiconcha shijiayingensis Yang has a long sheeted 
attthe oacx of both the right and the left shell, and an obscure 
traces of sheeted tooth also occurs in the front. This bivalve 
a ssemblage does not contain Kiddle Jurassic elements such as 
Margaritifera, Yananoconcha and special Unio species. So the 
second horizon can be undoubtedly dated as of the Early Jurassic 
age.

At the shird horizon has been found only one bivalve fossil 
from a drill hole, which is temporarily identified as Fseudocar- 
dinia? cf. angulata Kolesnikov. It is at present difficult to 
discuss the upper age limit of the Mentougou formation. So it 
may be temporarily defined as Early-Middle Jurassic.

3. Biogeographical province of fresh water bivalve 
during the Early Jurassic

It is of special interest to point out that in the Early 
Jurassic fresh water bivalve fauna of South China, the Naiadites 
type has not been found yet. Sibireconcha and Shaanxiconcha are 
not abundant, and the naiad assemblage is also not identical.
It is liicely that the fresh water bivalves palaeobiogeographic 
distinction between North and South China may have already exist 
ted from Early Jurassic. The Falaeo-Qinling to Palaeo-Kunlun 
Mountains about mark a main palaeoclimatic and palaeobiogeogra
phic boundary between the North and South China during the Early 
Mesozoic.

The Early Jurassic fresh water bivalve fauna also possibly 
occurs in Europe. There are Anodonta liasokeuperina in Germany 
(Werber 1968) and other elements in Poland ( Prof. Pinkovesky, 
personal communication). It is very interesting that the future 
research will explain the palaeobiogeographical relation of 
fresh water bivalve fauna between Europe and China.

4. Tha age problem of Early Mesozoic coal-bearing 
strata in North China

In recent years, many Chinese palaeontologists and geolo
gists consider that the most important Early Mesozoic coal
bearing strata of North China belong to the same horizon, which 
represent only the Middle Jurassic.

Based on tha record data of bivalve fossils from Western



Liaoning, Northern Hebei, Beijing, Northern and southeastern 
Shanxi, Northern Shaanxi and Junggar Basin of Xinjiang ect., it 
is considered in this paper that from the Late Triassic to the 
early Middle Jurassic is a continuous coal-bearing stage in 
North China. The main coal-bearing horizon are different from 
place to place due to differing structural conditions and pa- 
laeogeographic environments. It should be pointed out that there 
seems to be generally a time-transgression (diachronous) with 
a gradual rising of horizons from east to west (Table).

The sequence, lithology and coal-bearing character of the 
Lower-Middle Jurassic in the Beijing region and in Western 
Lioaning are extremely alike. No bivalve fossils, except Fer- 
5anoconcha, is reported from the Beipiao formation of Western 
Lioaning, which is generally considered'to•be of Early Jurassic 
according to its megaflora fossils.

Both in the Western Hills of Beijing and the Datong coal
field in Northern Shanxi, it can be seen that is a trend of 
northwestward overlapping for various coal horizon of the Men- 
tougou formation and the Datong formation. This Time-transgres
sive phenomenon is even more prominent on a wider scope. The. 
authors think that correlation can be made between the main 
coal horizons of different districts based on bivalve fossils. 
For example., the Heifeng formation in southeastern Shanxi may 
be correlated with Yan'an formation, and not with the horizon 
in the Mentougou formation, through the occurence of such bi- 
balves as Margaritifera shanxiensis Yu, Margaritifera aff. is- 
farinsis (Cherny.,), Yananoconcha hengshanensis Yu et Zhang, 
Yananoconcha zaoyuanensis Yu et Zhang, Yananoconcha spp. and 
Ferganoconcha spp.

Therefore, further discovery and study of the fresh water 
bivalve fossils in the Triassic and Jurassic of North China 
will be helpful in the designation of the main coal-bearing 
epoch and in the explanation of coal accumulation history in 
the Early Mesozoic.



Table 1. Correlation of the Early Mesozoic Coal-bearing Formations in N. China

Junggar Basin 
in Xinjiang N. Shaanxi S.E. Shanxi N. Shanxi V/estern Hills 

in Beijing N. Hebei V. Liaoning

Qigu f. Anding f.

Toudunhe f. Zhilo f.

Tianchihe f. Houcheng f. Houcheng
f.

Tuchengzi f,

Ungang f.
Tiaojishan f. Tiaoji- 

shan f. Lanqi f.

Xishanyao f. Yan'an f. Haifeng f. *
Jioulongshan 

f .
"Mentougou

f."

Sangonghe f. Fuxian
f .

/
A

Badaowan f.
©

T.,
Haojiagou f.

Huangshanjie
f.

Yanchang O 
f.

Datong f. Mentougou f.

Yuending- ® 
zhuang f. Nandaling f.

Yanchang f, 
(lower part)

Xingshikou f.

Haifanggou
f.

Beipiao f.

Xinglonggou 
f .

Kuntoupoluo 
f. O

Laohugou f.

© mainly coal-bearing horizons O  local coal-bearing horizons'
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THE HETTANGIAN AMMONITE ZONES AND SUBZONES OF THE NE OF 
THE PARIS BASIN

H. P. Berners, S. Guerin-Franiatte & A. Muller

1. INTRODUCTION

The outcrop of Hettangian aged strata in the NE of the Paris 
Basin extends about 200 km from the Southern Eifel (Germany) 
via the Luxembourg Gudland towards Belgium in the west (Fig.1).
To the south the Hettangian aged strata are exposed in Luxem
bourg and Lorraine at the eastern margin of the Paris Basin.The 
basins of Luxembourg and Lorraine are separated by a stable tec
tonic high, the sill of Sierck. During the Hettangian the depot- 
center with maximum thicknesses is situated in the NE of the Pari 
Basin, called "Gulf of Luxemburg". With reference to the general 
regressive stage in the Upper Triassic the Hettangian transgres
sion in the NE of the Paris Basin develops with shallow marine 
sediments of the Lorraine facies (MULLER 1974). Into this clay- 
marl-limestone interstratification the offshore bars of the marin 
calcareous Luxembourg sandstone are lenticularly inserted (MULLER 
1980? BERNERS 1983).The ammonite fauna allow to indicate various 
diachronous shiftings between the Lorraine facies and the Luxem
bourg sandstone facies (GUERIN-FRANIATTE 1982).

2. LOWER HETTANGIAN

In the southern parts of Belgium and in the western Luxembourg 
Gudland marine blue marls of Pre-planorbis age are usually inser
ted between the red marls of Levallois (Uppermost Trias?) and the 
first Psiloceras bearing beds. They reach maximum thicknesses 
(7,8 m) in the well Villers-devant-Orval (Belgium).The thickness 
diminishes to the east. In the well Arlon (Belgium) 3,6 m, at 
Schwebach (W.Gudland) 5 m occur. In the southern Gudland (BERNERS 
1984) they don't exceed 2 m  in thickness. Till these days neithe 
in the NE-Gudland nor in the southern Eifel Pre-planorbis beds



Fig.1. Location map of the NE of the Paris Basin, 

are known.
In Great Britain Pre-planorbis beds are well known from numerous 
localities, containing a rich fauna of Lamellibranchs (DEAN,
DONOVAN & HOWARTH 1961). South of the sill of Sierck, in Lorraine 
at the eastern margin of the Paris Basin, Pre-planorbis are absent. 
They are known from wells in the Pays de Bray anticline (MAUBEUGE 
1960) and in the Ardeche area, where some 10 m are developed,show
ing fossiliferous beds (Lamellibranchs,Gastropods) at the top (ELMI 
& MOUTERDE 1965).
In the wells Arlon and Villers-devant-Orval GUERIN-FRANIATTE & 
MULLER (1978a,pi.1) describe for the first time an ammonite-bear
ing niveau within the Pre-planorbis beds.These ammonites belong to 
the genus Schlotheimia and occur 0,7 and 0,5 m below the first 
Fsiloceras bearing beds. The niveau with Psiloceras is developed 
in the blue marls of the Lorraine facies as well as in first sand



lenses of the Luxembourg sandstone facies (Central Gudland:Findel, 
Bourglinster) .P.psilonotum (Quenstedt) is the dominant form.Some
times a smooth Psiloceras more evolute than P .psilonotum and si
milar to the British form P .planorbis occurs in the southern Eifel 
and in the well Arlon. In these areas P .a f f .planorbis replaces 
P.psilonotum.
Ribbed specimens often are found together with the smooth ones. 
Psiloceras plicatulum (Quenstedt) is characterized by closely 
spaced folds or a gentle ribbing, while Psiloceras plicatum (Quen- 
stedt) shows blunt ribbs.
Near the Luxembourg airport, at Findel in the Central Gudland, 
a differing species of Psiloceras, showing sigmoidal ribbs, has 
been collected (BERNERS,GUERIN-FRANIATTE & MULLER 1984,pl.1,fig.
1). The Psiloceras bearing beds represent, possibly together with 
the subjacent marine blue marls, the Psilonotum-Subzone according 
to the name of the species everywhere abundant in the Paris Basin 
(GUERIN-FRANIATTE 1982).

Superjacent numerous Caloceras, very evolute and usually ribbed, 
form remarkable layers in the central Gudland and southern Eifel. 
The whorl of these specimens normally has a round section.C .piron- 
di (Reynes) and C.belcheri (Simpson) were frequently, C .torus ('Or- 
bigny) and C.wrighti Spath usually and C. langei (Jtingst) rarely 
found. GUERIN-FRANIATTE & MULLER (1979,fig.4) collected a new 
species in the Luxembourg sandstone at Kopstal (W-Gudland),called
C .luxemburgense.The whorl of this specimen shows an oval section 
and is similar to forms of C.johnstoni (Sowerby).Also at Findel, 
the corresponding niveaus are developed in the Luxembourg sandstone 
facies.
The niveaus with Caloceras represents the Pirondi-subzone (GUERIN- 
FRANIATTE 1982),because Caloceras pirondi is the abundant form in 
the whole Paris Basin area. This subzone corresponds to the John
stoni subzone, established by other workers in areas surrounding 
the Paris Basin. C .johnstoni ,being redefined by DONOVAN (1952) 
cannot be found in the Paris Basin. A further subdivision of the 
Caloceras-subzone in the Luxembourg area as well as in the Paris 
Basin is not possible.

In the NE of the Gudland,at Hersberg, a first Waehneroceras has



been collected in the niveau with Caloceras. The specimen W. aff. 
hircinum (Quenstedt) is similar to forms occuring rarely in the 
Lower Hettangian of Wurtemberg.

Both, the Psilonotum-subzone and the Pirondi-subzone, form the 
Planorbis-zone.

3. MIDDLE HETTANGIAN

The first sandlenses of the Luxembourg sandstone facies are es
tablished during Lower Hettangian time in the central parts of 
the Gudland (MULLER 1980)^During Middle Hettangian time the sand
stone facies gets more important and extends to the eastern and 
especially southern parts of the Gudland (region of Consdorf,Zit- 
tig,Bourglinster in the NE; Mont Crequi,Burmerange in the SE). 
Waehneroceras portlocki (Wright) is very frequent and characterizes 
the Portlocki-subzone. This dominant species is accompanied by 
W.maillardi (Elmi & Mouterde) and W.gottingense (Lange) in the 
southern Eifel, as well as W.striatum (Lange) in the well Villers- 
devant-Orval. In the well Arlon W.crassicosta Lange , a further 
german species, has been collected.
In the central part of the Gudland, respectively in the middle 
of the Eifel depression, a special fauna has been recognized at 
Findel (BERNERS, GUERIN-FRANIATTE & MULLER 1984).Very large speci
mens of Waehneroceras are preserved, corresponding with species of 
the Austrians Alps, W.aff.polystreptum (Waehner) and W.aff.rahana 
(Waehner).A new species of Waehneroceras is similar to W.aniso- 
phyllum (Waehner) or W.panzneri (Waehner),though its size is really 
larger.Together with these Tethys-species also W.maillardi, being 
typical in the Ardeche and the Paris Basin, occurs (BERNERS, GUERIN- 
FRANIATTE & MULLER 1984). A further ammonite with affinities to 
north-alpine genera,W.aff.latimontanum (Waehner),has been collec
ted near Kopstal in marIs,being inserted in the Luxembourg sand
stone facies (GUERIN-FRANIATTE & MULLER 1979).

In the NE-Gudland PsilophyHites hagenowi (Dunker) occurs at God- 
brange in the Luxemburg sandstone facies (GUERIN-FRANIATTE & MUL
LER 1978b,fig.1-7). In Hettange and St.Menge,as well as in Jamoi- 
gne, Psilophyllites has been mentionned in former times by TERQUEM



& PIETTE (1865).Since this time they have not been recognized 
in the NE of the Paris Basin.

A niveau with Alsatites is well developed in the central Gud- 
land,especially in the Luxembourg sandstone facies at Findel.To
gether with the dominant species A .gallbergensis Lange , A.aff. 
sironotus (Quenstedt),A.quedlinburgensis Lange have been collec
ted (BERNERS, GUERIN-FRANIATTE & MULLER 1984).
The Luxembourg sandstone facies in the southern Eifel, the E-Gud- 
land up to Hettange-Grande is characterized by Alsatites. In the 
W-Gudland (Schwebach) marls of the Lorraine facies show a similar 
Alsatites fauna. Alsatites liasicus (d'Orbigny),being frequent 
in the eastern margins of the Paris Basin (Lorraine),rarely occurs 
north of the sill of Sierck in the Luxembourg area.The German 
genera dominate at the whole southern border of the Ardenne as 
well as in the Eifel depression. A.laqueus (Quenstedt) occurs in 
the wells Arlon and Villers-devant-Orval, accompanied by the genus 
Saxoceras. In the well Villers-devant-Orval a Waehneroceras with 
mesogean affinities, W.aff. aphanoptychum (Waehner) appears with 
Alsatites.

At Findel,the alpine genus Discamphiceras accompanies Alsatites.

The Waehneroceras and Alsatites bearing beds correspond with the 
Liasicus-zone.

4. UPPER HETTANGIAN

The Luxembourg sandstone facies shifted during Upper Hettangian 
time to the west,as well as to the south up to Hettange-Grande 
(Fig. 2) .
Schlotheimia characterizes the Lorraine facies in the eastern Gud- 
land from Burmerange/Mondorf in the south, via Bech in the NE-Gud- 
land to Ernzen in the southern Eifel. On the other hand, in central 
and SW parts of the Luxembourg Gudland the Luxembourg sandstone 
facies reaches at this time thicknesses of more than 10 0 m.Further 
to the west, near the Belgian frontier,Schlotheimia characterizes 
the marls of the Lorraine facies below the Luxembpurg sandstone.
In this area the Luxembourg sandstone facies appears within the 
Angulata-zone and is established till Lower Sinemurian times (MUL-



Fig.2. Diachrony of the Luxembourg sandstone formation,compared 
to the Hettangian and Sinemurian zones in Luxembourg and the neigh
bouring regions.

LER 1974).
Schlotheimia angulata (Schlotheim) is the dominant species,accom
panied by S .densicostata Lange and S .eugemethes Lange.In the Mon- 
dorf/Remich area sometimes S .a f f .similis Spath ,at Bech S .lymensis 
Spath and at Ernzen S .extranodosa (Waehner) has been collected.
In the Luxembourg Gudland,as well as in the whole E and NE of the 
Paris Basin, it is not possible, to make any further subdivisions 
of the Angulata-zone. For instance in the well Villers-devant-Orval, 
this zone is developed with a thickness of 19 m,but no species 
clearly characterizes the lower or upper parts of the Angulata-zone.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the NE of the Paris Basin the Lower Hettangian (Planorbis-zone) 
comprehends a fauna of Psiloceras and Caloceras. Smooth as well as 
ribbed Psiloceras occur together in the older Psilonotum-subzone.
Above, the Pirondi-subzone is characterized by a fauna of Caloceras,



especially species with round whorls sections.
The Middle Hettangian (Liasicus zone)comprehends a fauna of 
Waehneroceras (Portlocki subzone),and above a niveau with Alsa- 
tites (Liasicus subzone).The first Waehneroceras appears together 
with Caloceras in the Lower Hettangian. Another species of Waehner
oceras reaches up to the niveau with Alsatites. In central parts 
of the Luxembourg Gudland PsilophyHites appears in the Portlocki 
subzone and Discamphiceras in the Liasicus subzone.
During the Upper Hettangian (Angulata zone) the established fauna 
of Schlotheimia allows no further subdivisions. These biostrati- 
graphic features of the NE of the Paris Basin can be related to 
the Hettangian beds within the whole Paris Basin area (Tab.1).

Zones Subzones Index-fossils

Angulata Schlotheimia angulata
Liasicus Liasicus Alsatites liasicus

Portlocki Waehneroceras portlocki
Planorbis Pirondi Caloceras pirondi

Psilonotum Psiloceras psilonotum

Tab.1. Subdivisions of the Hettangian in the Paris Basin (GUERIN- 
FRANIATTE 1982).

In the NE of the Paris Basin, the most unusual observation concerns 
small specimens of Schlotheimia collected in S-Belgium below the 
first Planorbis bearing beds. They are older than those,described 
by WAEHNER (1886) and LANGE (1956)from the Fonsjoch (Austria).These 
are accompanied by a fauna of Psiloceras and Caloceras(Lias alpha 
1 I).It is remarkable, that the first and oldest species of Schlot
heimia appears during the the Lower Hettangian not in mesogean 
area, but in NW Europe. The Schlotheimiidae of the Middle and Upper 
Hettangian cannot be related to the Psiloceratidae of the Lower 
Hettangian. The Schlotheimiidae may have their own evolution at the 
base of the Hettangian,parallel to those of the Psiloceratidae.

In the NE of the Paris Basin,especially in the rapidly subsiding 
basin of Luxembourg the ammonites allow a subdivision into zones 
and subzones that are similar to those of the E of- the Paris Basin- 
Some of these species are known in Suabia and in Wurtemberg.They 
may have entered the Paris Basin through the Burgundy Gate,south



of the Vosges. A few British species (P.aff.planorbis) may have 
entered the Paris Basin from the north together with the abundant 
North-German species (C.langei ,A.gallbergensis, numerous Waehner- 
oceras) through the marine inlet of the Eifel depression (BERNERS 
1983). The NE of the Paris Basin seems to have been a cross-roads 
for the different ammonite faunas. Also exotic species, showing 
affinities to mesogean forms, like Waehneroceras and Discamphiceras 
are to be quoted. As comparable forms were reported from the E 
of the Paris Basin and from the south of Great Britain, these 
forms have the value of stakes.
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ON LOWER LIAS AMMONITE STRATIGRAPHY - PRESENT STATE AND POSSI
BILITIES OF REVISION
G. BIoos

Abstr a c t : Whereas the zonal standard subdivision 
of the Lower Lias is used over large areas, there 
exist still considerable regional differences 
on the level of subzones. Revisions are necessary 
both, of systematics and stratigraphy. These re
visions should be in close interrelation because 
of the strong variability of many species in the 
Lower Lias.

INTRODUCTION
In this contribution to Lower Lias stratigraphy there will 

be given first some examples of present state of knowledge and then 
there will be regarded generalaspects, especially of revision.

The nine ammonite standard zones of the Lower Lias proposed 
1961 by DONOVAN for North-West Europe have been generally adop
ted and are used also in other regions of the world. Sometimes 
standard zones are replaced by local zones, especially if two 
or three standard zones cannot be distinguished in a region.

Stronger regional differences exist still on the level of 
subzones and hori z o n s , partly caused by real differences, partly 
by different state of knowledge (fig. 1). Though DONOVAN 1961 has 
made an attempt to come to a uniform subdivision also on the level 
of subzones in NW Europe, the differences persisted.
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Fig. 1. Examples of regional subdivisions in the Hettangian of 
NW Europe. Adopted from ELMI & MOUTERDE 1965.



HETTANGIAN
In the Hettangian of NW Europe there exist partly strong 

regional differences of faunas, especially in the Liasicus and 
the Angulata Zones. In the time since the last colloquy on the 
Jurassic at Luxembourg 1967 the number of detailed studies on 
ammonite stratigraphy in the Hettangian remained low in compa
rison with the progress in other parts of the Jurassic. There
fore the number of open questions has not diminished conside
rably since then.

If one compiles the important sections in NW Europe which 
the subdivisions are based on, one can recognize generally the 
following sequence of ammonites in the Hettangian:

E L M I £  M O U -  
T E R D E  1 9 6 5 A s s o c i a t i o n s

A N G U L A T A

S c h l .  d e p r e s s a  ( p r e s e n t  in S o u t h  G e r m a n y  a n d  L o r r a i n e ;
h i a t u s  in N W  G e r m a n y  a n d  ? E n g l a n d )

S c h l .  c o m p l a n a t a  ( S c h l .  p s e u d o m o r e a n a  i n  E n g l a n d :  ? u p p e r  p a r t )

S c h l .  e x t r a n o d o s a  ( h i a t u s  in S o u t h  G e r m a n y  a n d  ? L o r r a i n e )

S c h l .  a m b l v g o n i a  ( k n o w n  o n l y  in N o r t h - W e s t  G e r m a n y )

L I A S I C U S A l s a t i t e s  + w a e h n e r o c e r a s  s. 1. ( s t r o n g  r e g i o n a l  d i f f e r e n c e s
of s u b d i v i s i o n )

P O R T L O C K I w a e h n e r o c e r a s  s. 1. ( u p p e r  p a r t  w i t h  P s i l o p h y l l i t e s  h a g e n o w i )

J O H N S T O N I
C a l o c e r a s  + W a e h n e r o c e r a s  s. s t r .  ( * C u r v i c e r a s  B l i n d )

C a l o c e r a s  w i t h o u t  W a e h n e r o c e r a s  ( n o t  k n o w n  i n  G e r m a n y )

P L A N O R B I S
P s i l o c e r a s  s. s t r .  ( + N e o p h y i l i t e s )

? N e o p h y H i t e s  w i t h o u t  P s i l o c e r a s  ( n o t  c o n f i r m e d  t i l l  now)

Tab. 1. Sequence of ammonite assemblages in the Hettangian of 
NW Europe.

This sequence of ammonite assemblages was already known 
in general 1967. New studies of the present author have shown 
that the assemblage with Schlotheimia depressa is so diffe
rent from that of Schlotheimia complanata that it can be re
garded as a separate subzone. It is known only from S Germany 
and from Lorraine thus far. The assemblage with Schlotheimia 
pseudomoreana in England is still poorly known. Therefore it 
is difficult to judge if there exist stronger differences to 
the fauna of the complanata Subzone.



The sequence of table 1 is reflected best in the proposal 
of zonal subdivision made by ELMI & MOUTERDE 1965 on base of 
studies in South France, in the Ardeche region. The boundaries 
between the units are not known in all detail thus far. There 
occur considerable differences of fauna between different re-

Fig. 2. Stratigraphic range of important groups of ammonites in 
the Hettangian of NW and S Germany. Adopted* from BLOOS 
1979.



gions, as already mentioned, the relations of which are not 
sufficiently known. E. g. it is not known if Waehneroceras s . 1. 
(that means the Storthoceras group of LANGE) or Alsatites ap
pear everywhere at the same stratigraphic levels for the 
first time. Therefore more exact comparisons are necessary, 
mainly on base of species and not only of crenera.

If one regards the stratigraphic range of the major am
monite groups in the Hettangian of NW Europe (fig. 2) one can 
recognize a continuous development from the Planorbis to the 
Liasicus Zones. New groups appear successively and persist 
till the top of the Liasicus Zone. At the boundary Liasicus/ 
Angulata Zones there is a strong break of fauna. In the Angu- 
lata Zone the development repeats: new groups appear succes
sively and persist mostly to the t o p  of the zone.

In the Tet'nyan province of Europe the stratigraphic sub
division of the Hettangian is by far less known as in the NW 
European province. WAEHNER 1886 and LANGE 1952 have distin-

Lower H e tta n g ia n  a t Fonsjoch (Eastern Alps) according to :

LANGE 1952 BLIND 1963

— S to rth o c e ra s  spp., A l s a ttte s  spp.

red - p r e s -
S to rth o ce ra s  spp. ----------------
P cc lhphyUum, Pnaum anm  , C. torus ipavemept) 
W a e h n e ro c e ra s  tenerum

Fossils unpreparabl*

Storthoceras spp., Psil. naumanm, 
i * Caloceras johnstom , A lsa tites  spp.

® r W aehneroceras tenerum

If:*”
Pstloceras c a tU p h y llu m

I t P siloceras psilonotum

Fig. 3. Lower Hettangian at Fonsjoch (Eastern ^lps, Tethyan 
province) according to LANGE 1952 and BLIND 1963. 
Note the differences of the ammonite distribution.



guished three zones in the Eastern Alps:
Zone of Schlotheimia marmorea 
Zone of Psiloceras megastoma
Zone of Psiloceras calliphyllura.

BLIND (1963) subdivided the Calliphyllum Zone into three fur
ther units whereas the Megastoma Zone remained undivided 
(fig. 3) .

Also in the zone of Schlotheimia marmorea the sequence
of ammonites is unsufficiently known. BLIND (1963) tried to
subdivide the zone at the locality of Breitenberg, but this 
attempt remained unsatisfying because of the unsufficient ma
terial. Additionally some of BLIND'S determinations are que-

A r ie t i te s  bu& ton.di

C oronfceras rotiform e. C or b re v id o n a ie . .C h a r r r a s s ' c h a rm a sse i 

C or w e s tfa h cu m , C o r sch lo e n O o& u , ..C harm ass " posttaurm um

C or (H e to p h io cero s) to n g id o rru s , C (M  ) P re v id o rs c ie . Verrm ceras sp/ratiss 
S cn oth e irm c sc mdet

Schtoth. depressa  

Schtoth d co re s  sc

Schtoth depressa. S ch ^ oth ^ n a rrro re c

Sen torn depressa  

S ch to th ex gr a n g u lo so

A n g j l a t e n -  
s Q n d s t e i n "

Sch toth p h o P e tica , Sch to th ex gr c o m p ia n cta

S c h l p h o O e t i C C .  S ch l ex gr c c rr ip ia n c to

. P ^ ric - io ce rcs 'lc c t-e c ice

Sch to th  s tn a t is u m a . Sent phoPetica. Sent e* gr comptc~c*c 

A isa tite s  .'agveus

Fig. 4. Angulata Zone and lower Bucklanci Zone at S>uttgart- 
Vaihingen (SW Germany). Adopted from BLOGS 1983.



stionable and lead to wrong stratigraphic conclusions (GUEX & 
TAYLOR 1976, GUEX 1981; see also BLOOS 1979 and 1981).

A subdivision of the zone seems to be indicated by the 
fact that Schlotheimia extranodosa appears - according to V.7AH- 
NER 1886 - already below Schlotheimia raarmorea, similar as in 
the NW European province. Already WAHNER has recognized simi
larities between the fauna of the Marmorea Zone and the Angu- 
lata Zone of S Germany. These similarities could be now con
firmed. They concern Schlotheimia marmorea itself, but also 
Schlotheimia depressa, Schlotheimia exechoptycha, Schlotheimia 
donar, and "Paracaloceras" laqueoides (HYATT); the last two 
occur in the complanata Subzone of S Germany (fig. 4).

In regard of the unsufficiently known Hettangian ammonite 
sequence in the Tethyan province of Europe comparisons with 
other parts of the world presenting similar faunas are diffi
cult. One of the most complete sequences of well preserved 
Hettangian ammonites outside of Europe is exposed in the New 
York canyon in North America (Nevada); the fauna as far as pub
lished shows Tethyan character (GUEX 1980).

SINEMURIAN

Stratigraphical range in 
I  England 3 S Germany

Fig. 5. Stratigraphic range of index species in the boundary
region lower/upper Sinemurian in England and S Germany 
(according to W. D. LANG 1924, L. F. SPATH 1956, 0. H. 
WALLI3ER 1956). Not to scale.
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In the Sinemurian the situation is similar as in the Het- 
tangian. Most efforts were made in the upper part in the last 
y e ars.

In the NV European province in the Sinemurian exist also 
different regional subdivisions on the subzonal level as in 
the Hettangian. Best agreement exists in the lower part(Buck- 
landi and Semicostatura Zones) and in the upper part (Oxynotum 
and Raricostatum Zones).

In the Turneri and Obtusum Zones further subdivisions are 
difficult outside of Britain because the index species are 
either rare or their stratigraphic range is different in dif
ferent regions. On the European continent not even the zonal 
boundary Semicostatun/Turneri Zones can be recognized with 
some certainty (fig. 5). In contrary, at the boundary Turneri/ 
Obtusum Zones there is a more distinct change of fauna though 
there occurs some overlap of index species (fig. 5, 6). During 
the colloquy at Luxembourg 1962 the upper substage of the Si
nemurian was taken in the range of the Lotharingian. This was 
not generally adopted till now, probably by reason of the dif
ficulties with the base of the Turneri Zone.

In the Sinemurian the Jurassic transgression went on and 
therefore in many parts of the world the sequence of Jurassic 
ammonites begins in the Sinemurian. Especially the upper part 
is well represented by Paroxynoticeras and Paltechioceras (see
e. g. FERRETTI 1975). A correlation between the Tethyan and the 
NW European province seems possible on the level on zones.

GENERAL ASPECTS OF REVISION
A striking feature in the Lower Lias is the different 

stratigraphic range of ammonite species in different regions. 
This requires restudy of the occurrence; it might be that 
species are rare in some horizons and therefore have been 
overlooked. But in other cases the different range can be 
caused by different interpretation of species by different 
authors, and therefore artificial. Therefore stratigraphic 
revision should include also critical revision of doubtful 
systematics.

Systematical revision with the aim of more uniform in
terpretations seems only to be useful if it is possible to 
restrict the subjective factor. Otherwise the revision is only 
a new opinion besides others and increases the uncertainties.



Not even statistical treatment of not horizonted material can 
reduce the subjective factor considerably in cases of large 
variability and, additionally, of occurrence of homeomorphous 
forms. Both is found in the Lower Lias rather frequent. The 
best indications what characters are unsignificant variations 
and what are diagnostic ones, can give the comparison of popu
lations collected bed by bed. This shows that best results can 
be expected from a close interrelation of stratigraphical and 
systematical revision.

If horizonted material has shown the main characters of 
a systematical unit, also not horizonted specimens in collec
tions can be identified and then increase the base of investi
gation. A restudy of - often not horizonted - type material 
sometimes reveals a surprising shift of interpretation of a 
systematical unit during long times.

Of course a revision which includes not only the usual 
troublesome work of systematics but also the providing of hori 
zonted material in sufficient quantity and quality requires 
considerable more in regard of time, means, availability of 
suitable exposures etc. Therefore often it cannot be realized 
if the scope of work is too extended. The wide extension of 
scope is characteristic of many works in the past and a main 
reason for the more or less strong separation of systematical 
and stratigraphic studies.The documentation of a single strati 
graphic boundary or unit, zone or subzone, by a rich and well 
documented material may improve the knowledge of stratigraphy 
more than extensive work with less thorough study in detail. 
The experience in different parts of the Jurassic in the last 
years has this confirmed.

Work of this kind will be concentrated in first line on 
horizons which offer open problems. To find these problems 
and to precise the questions and also to find the best way to 
solve them, compilations are useful, especially compilations 
of sections in which indications of collected fauna are given. 
The compilation should also include the whereabouts of the 
collected material and a survey of the litterature. An excel
lent example of such compilatory work provided COPE et al.
1980 from Britain. Another very good example has given GUERIN- 
FRANIATTE 1966 within her large work on the Arietitidae of 
France.



But not only horizons with obviously open problems may 
need revision. Also horizons which seem to be free of ques
tions at first glance may reveal surprising results. Short 
time ago the present author has revised the conybeari Subzone 
(Bucklandi Zone, Lower Sinemurian) in SW Germany. UUENSTEDT 
hundred years ago has known four species in that horizon. All 
revisions since then did not increase the knowledge conside
rably. The subzone remained undivided. Now there were found 
at least 13 species in a vertical sequence of four distinct 
ammonite assemblages .

One of these assemblages is that with which the Sinemu
rian begins in NW Germany and which formerly seemed to be re
stricted to this region. It is the horizon of Coroniceras 
westfalicum LANGE, introduced as westfalicum Zone. In reality 
the horizon is developped also in South Germany and in England; 
there are indications also in France. In England the ammonite 
assemblage was already described 1930 by TRUEMAN, but under 
different names and without reference to NW Germany.

The mentioned revision is an example that detailed stra
tigraphic revision must not lead to an endless increase of local 
stratigraphic units and systems the relation of which is puzz
ling more or less. In contrary it shows that units which first 
seemed to be local, really are more widespread. Therefore re
vision may lead to an integration of local subdivisions into a 
more general scheme. This is an experience not only in the 
Lower Lias but also in other parts of the Jurassic in the last 
years.

Ammonite assemblages as mentionned above can precise 
stratigraphic subdivision and correlation, and also stabilize 
stratigraphic standards. It can be assumed that an assemblage 
normally is more restricted to a distinct time than an isola
ted species or - still by far more - a genus which not rarely 
offers the problem of early forerunners. In cases of conflict 
between associations and early forerunners of an "index genus" 
the assemblages normally prevent an unbearable unstability of 
stratigraphy. E.g. the base of the Sinemurian is surely better 
defined in NW Europe by the assemblage of the basal conybeari 
Subzone than by the genera (or subgenera) yermiceras and Met- 
ophioceras because most probably at least a part of the Hettan- 
gian "Paracaloceras" must be transferred to these "Sinemurian" 
Arietitidae (DONOVAN & FORSEY 1973).
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THE PLIENSBACHIAN OF SPAIN: AMMONITE SUCCESSIONS, BOUNDARIES 
AND CORRELATIONS

J. C. Braga, M. J. Comas-Rengifo, A. Goy & P. Rivas

ABSTRACT

A General outline of Pliensbachian of Spain is gi
ven on the base of Ammonoid successions from Betic, Ibe- 
ric and Cantabrian Ranges, and on some data from neigh
bouring areas (Pyrenees, Costero-Catalan Range, Majorca 
Northern iMountains, etc.), completed with a facies dis
tribution. Differences in Pliensbachian Ammonite spectra 
between Betics (S. Spain) and different Ranges sorroun- 
ding the Iberian Meseta, i.e.: Cantabrian, Pyrenees, Cos 
tero-Catalan (regarded as different paleogeographic areas 
within the same realm), appear remarkable.

The existence of some Ammonite common taxa in dife- 
rent areas gives support to biostratigraphic correlation. 
The Lower Carixian boundary is delineated between levels 
with Paltechioceras and that with Gemmellaroceras, Apo- 
deroceras and P. gr. talylori. Lower Domerian boundary 
is drawn at the first record of either F. portisi (Betic 
Range) or M. occidentale (Cantabrian and Iberian Ranges). 
This last species appears just above layers with Oistoce- 
ras. Lower Toarcian boundary is marked at the first re
cord of Dactylioceras (D. polymorphum and related forms).

INTRODUCTION

In Spain, Pliensbachian extends through a wide extension along the eas
tern margin of the Iberian Meseta, as well as some scattered outcrops along 
the southern edge of Pyrenees, the Costero-Catalan Range and Balear Islands 
(Fig. 1). The current state of knowledge of different areas is highly unequal 
especially as far as detailed faunal successions is concerned. So that, the 
present paper is based mainly on data obtained from Cantabrian and Iberian 
Ranges, as well as the Subbetic Zone of the Betic Range.

The Pliensbachian of different Spanish ranges has been the subject of 
many local papers describing stratigraphic sequences and faunistic succession 
and some monographs mainly focused on Ammonite Systematical Among the first



C A N T A B R I A N

Fig. 1.- Geographical extent of Liassic outcrops in Spain.

ones, it is worth noting that of DUBAR et al. (1967), RIVAS (1972, 1979) 
and BRAGA et al. (1979) for the Subbetic Zone (Betic Range); MENSINK (1965), 
BEHMEL £ GEYER (1966), MOUTERDE (1971), GOY (1974) and COMAS-RENGIFO 6 GOY 
(1978) in the Iberian Range; DAHM (1965), SUAREZ VEGA (1974) and BRAGA et al. 
(1984) in the Cantabrian Range and CADILLAC et al. (1982) in the Costero-Cata 
lan Range. Among the recent monographs, there should be noted these COMAS- 
RENGIFO (1982) and BRAGA (1983), dealing on Pliensbachian of Iberian and Be
tic Range, respectively.

The important faunal differences among regions during Pliensbachian 
has led to the definition of separate biochronological scales for the Betic 
Range and the rest of the studied areas. A recent intent of correlation bet-



tentative biozonation is here completed and precised on the base of new da
ta, coming from the best known areas, as well as from the eastern Cantabrian 
Chain.

FACIES DISTRIBUTION

Carbonate platform constitute the main dominant facies at the lowermost 
Pliensbachian in the Betic Range. Some local records of flint limestones are 
ocassionally detected, suggesting the beginning of the break up of the plat
form, with the setting of deeper areas. Flint limestones are then recorded 
in this moment along the Betic "Dorsal” (sensu DURAND DELGA & FOUCAULT,1967), 
where pelagic facies are being first found in Upper Hettangian. In Middle Ca 
rixian, the block dislocation of the inicial platform leads to the disappea
rance of the generalized carbonate shelf conditions. These, however, still 
persist throughout the Prebetic Zone and in some blocks of Subbetic Zone. 
Bioclastic Cephalopod facies, associated to limonitic crusts and crinoid cal_ 
carenites, dominate in the remaining parts of the basin, whereas in the Be
tic "Dorsal" it is still detected the deposition of flint limestones.

The same sedimentary pattern as in Middle Carixian is maintained during 
Lower Domerian. Basin facies, represented by marls and marly-limestones al
ternations are developed in some scattered points from Upper Carixian on. In 
the Domerian-Toarcian transition a reduction of remanent platforms is obser
ved. Basin facies (marls and marly-limestones) are then generalized in the 
Subbetic Zone and the Betic "Dorsal".

As far as the rest of Peninsular Spain is concerned, two main types of 
deposits can be distinguished at the base of Carixian; in the Cantabrian Ran 
ge and the NE. end of Demanda Mountains, deposits comprise mainly Ammonite
bearing marls and limestones alternations, whereas in the rest of Iberian 
Range, major part of Pyrenees and Costero-Catalan Range, shallow, (mostly) 
intertidal dolomites and limestones dominate. In Lower to Middle Carixian 
transition, the Cantabrian Range and NE. Demanda Mountains facies show little 
change. At the same time Ammonite-bearing marls and marly-limestones facies 
are deposited throughout most of the Aragonese Branch and Costero-Catalan 
Range. The deposition of the only Ammonite-bearing marly,.deposits known



from the Lias of Majorca, takes place as well during this interval.

Marly deposits become generalized during Lower Domerian in the Iberian 
Chain except for its southern part, and in Lerida Pyrenees. In the southern 
Iberics, as well as in the Costero-Catalan Range in turn, limestones are the 
customary facies suggesting a presumably moment more restricted environment. 
From that point, a certain trend to shallowing upwards along the eastern mar 
gin of Iberian Meseta is observed. This is represented by bioclastic limes
tones deposits, displaying sometimes, ranging up to uppermost Pliensbachian 
in the northern part of Iberian Range, i.e.: Demanda Mountains and the major 
part of Aragonese Branch, and to Lower Toarcian (Tenuicostatum Zone, Mirabi- 
le Subzone) in the rest of Iberian Range and in Lerida Pyrenees. In the Cos- 
tero-Catalan Range and Majorca the open platform marly deposits are not re
corded again up to the Dogger.

AMMONITE FAUNAL SUCCESSIONS

Pliensbachian outcrops of Betic Range, as well as those extended along 
the northern and eastern margin of Iberian Meseta give the most complete 
(and the best known) Ammonite successions.

In Pyrenees, Costero-Catalan Range and southern Iberica (i.e.: Serra- 
nia de Cuenca, Valencia, Maestrazgo), Pliensbachian sediments correspond gene 
rally to shallow water deposits (tidal flat or restricted platform), where 
Ammonites are rarely preserved, or in the only, sporadic, moments of open 
platform conditions, which during the Carixian happens usually outside the 
Iberian Chain. In Majorca Isle, the only reference to Pliensbachian Ammonites 
comes from Soller Area (La Muleta outcrop) in the northern mountains, no 
other record of Pliensbachian Ammonites either from Levante Mountains or from 
any other balearic Isle being known up to the present.

Carixian

In Betics, Lower Carixian Ammonoid fauna are scarce and poorly diversi
fied (Fig. 2), the Ammonite record comprising mainly the genera Gemmellaroce- 
ras, Platypleuroceras ? sp., Coeloceras, "Miltoceras", Polymorphites and 
scarce Phylloceratina in isolated areas. During Middle Carixian the Cephalo- 
pod record is more important in the Subbetic Zone, the genera Tropidoceras 
and Metaderoceras forming the bulk of Ammonite record, together with spora-
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die representatives of Phricodoceras, Protogrammoceras, Radstockiceras and 
Dubariceras. In Upper Carixian the Ammonite record is once more scarce, the 
distribution of taxa showing a similar pattern than in Lower Carixian. Pro
togrammoceras and Fuciniceras are usually a common taxa in the region exten
ded southwards from Jaen, generally associated to marly-limestones and marls. 
In the Huescar region, representatives of Radstockiceras and L. (Becheiceras), 
Reynesocoeloceras, Phylloceratina and Lytoceratina have also been found, co
ming from a limestone bank (1).

Pliensbachian Ammonites in the Iberian Range are generally scarce, the 
number of available specimens being still very low, with the exception of the 
northern part and eastern Aragonese Branch. Representatives of Polymorphiti- 
dae (Platypleuroceras, Polymorphites, Uptonia) and Oxynoticeratidae, almost 
exclusively represented by the genus Radstockiceras, dominate in Lower Cari
xian (Fig. 3). In the Middle Carixian, Polymorphitidae, represented by very 
few Tropidoceras and Acanthopleuroceras, are still present. Eoderoceratidae. 
(the genus Metaderoceras only) in turn, are quite abundant, with the first 
Liparoceratidae and Dactylioceratidae and some occasional representatives 
of Radstockiceras. Liparoceratidae (genera: Liparoceras and Aegoceras), form 
the main stock during Upper Carixian, showing a large geographic distribution 
throughout the whole Iberian Range, except for its southernmost part. Repre
sentatives of Dactylioceratidae (genera: Aveyroniceras, and Prodactylioceras) 
are common in uppermost Carixian, especially in the northern part of Iberics.

The faunistic succession in the Cantabric Range appears, on general 
grounds, very similar to that of Iberian Range (Fig. 4). Lower and Middle Ca 
rixian remains still poorly known in eastern part, the only findings up to 
the present comprising, respectively, the genera Polymorphites and Uptonia on 
one hand, and Tropidoceras and Acanthopleuroceras on the other hand. In its 
western part, the genera Phricodoceras and Apoderoceras, still not recorded 
from Iberian Range, followed by Platypleuroceras, Polymorphites and Uptonia, 
have been identified by SUAREZ VEGA (1974).

(1): In Text-Fig. 2, those taxa collected from condensed levels are repre
sented by a double line.
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In Eastern Pyrenees (Catalonia), in the outcrops North from Camarasa 
(Lerida), Metoxynoticeras sp. juv. has been cited by PEYBERNES (1978), in 
his opinion suggesting Lower Carixian age. Above this record, there have 
been found Beaniceras cf. costatum BUCK., Tropidoceras gr. stahli (OPP.), 
Liparoceras from the Ibex Zone, Middle Carixian, and Prodactylioceras davoei 
(SOW.) and Aegoceras lataecosta (SOW.), from Davoei Zone, Upper Carixian. 
Further East in Pyrenees (Ampurdan Region outcrops, Gerona), the genus Acan- 
thopleuroceras has been recorded by LLOMPART & ROSELL (oral comm.) within the 
marly facies of Carixian age. In the Spanish Western Pyrenees, in the high 
Bidasoa Valley (Navarra), the presence of "Polymorphites jamesoni SOW., 
Liparoceras striatum ZIETEN, Microceras capricornu SCHLOTH., Coeloceras cf. 
centaurus D'ORB., and PhylIoceras loscombi SOW.’1 has been cited by DUBAR 
(1930), within the marly-limestones of Middle Lias.

In Costero-Catalan Range, the presence of scarce Ammonites has been re 
ported by ROBLES OROZCO (1975) from the marly intervals of Pliensbachian de
posits. On the other hand, CADILLAC et al. (1982) report, from the locality 
of Engrillo (Tarragona), the most complete Ammonite succession, including: 
Polymorphites sp. (Lower Carixian), followed by Platypleuroceras sp. (Jame
soni Zone, Brevispina Subzone), and Uptonia jamesoni (SOW.), (Jamesoni Sub
zone). No Ammonite characteristic of Middle Carixian has been found, but 
only the Upper Carixian species Aegoceras maculatum (Y. & B.) from Davoei Zo
ne, ? Capricornus Subzone. The presence of Polymorphites, Platypleuroceras ro- 
tundum (QU.) and Uptonia jamesoni (SOW.), has been also remarked by the same 
authors in some near outcrops northwards from that ones, such as Vandellos 
and Tivisa (Tarragona).

In Majorca Isle, Uptonia jamesoni (SOW.) is, up to the present, the 
only Ammonite taxa cited in the literature. Some recent new findings include 
representatives of the genus Tropidoceras, from lower Ibex Zone of La Muleta 
Section (Soller).

Domerian

In the Betic Range Hildoceratidae are far the most abundant Ammonite 
group (more than 90% of recognized individuals). The record of Dactyliobera- 
tidae and Amaltheidae appears remarkably discontinuous, the remaining groups 
being scarce (see details of faunistic succession in Figure 2)).
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In Cantabrian and Iberian Ranges, Ammonites successions are basically 
similar, with a higher share of Hildoceratidae and Amaltheidae (particularly 
abundant in Cantabrics) than Dactylioceratidae, Liparoceratidae and other 
groups. On the other side, the number of common taxa with the Betic Range is 
higher than recorded in the Carixian (BRAGA et al., 1983). Ammonoid succes
sions for both Ranges are exposed in Fig. 3 and 4.

References to Domerian Ammonite taxa from the rest of Spain are very 
scarce. The species "Amaltheus margaritatus MONTF. and Grammoceras ruthenen- 
se REYNES" have been reported from western Pyrenees by DUBAR (1930), in le
vels equivalent to black shaley limestones from the French Base Country. A 
further reference, to Canavaria sp. (Upper Domerian), from the same area (Ara 
lar Mountains) is due to DUVERNOIS et al. (1972). Similarly, the genus Arieti- 
ceras has been recently cited by PEYBERNES (1978) from eastern Pyrenees (Ca
talonia), who reports it from Middle Domerian.

In the Costero-Catalan Range the species Amaltheus margaritatus MONTF. 
has been reported by BATALLER (1922) from Prat de Compte (Tarragona). A refe 
rence to Protogrammoceras sp., Fuciniceras sp. and Reynesoceras sp. from the 
Lower Domerian of Engrillo (Tarragona) is due to CADILLAC et al. (1982).

BOUNDARIES AND CORRELATIONS
Due to the lack of a concrete, standard definition of lower boundary of 

Pliensbachian, the general criteria established by SCHLATTER (1977) and UR- 
LICHS (1977) for the stratotype have been followed here. According to the first 
author the species Apoderoceras nodogigas (QU.) would be placed at the begin 
ning of Pliensbachian in the type locality, its stratigraphic position being 
there slightly lower than that of Phricodoceras taylori (SOW.). In England, 
according to DEAN et al. (1961), the Pliensbachian would start with Taylori 
Subzone, which is characterized by the presence of the genus Apoderoceras. As 
far as Spain is concerned, on one hand the stratigraphic distribution of Echio- 
ceratidae is still not well known and, on the other hand, both Apoderoceras 
and Phricodoceras gr. taylori (SOW.) have been found up to the present only in 
Asturias (Cantabrian Range), an Ammoniteless interval of more than 15 m. appea 
ring between the last representatives of Echioceratidae and the first Phrico
doceras . which makes characterization of the boundary somewhat uncertain.

The definition of Lower Toarcian boundary is still open to discussion, 
the customary criteria for the mediterranean area being to make it coincide



with the first record of Dactylioceratidae. For North western European Pro
vince, after DEAN et al. (op. cit.), the proposal of HOWARTH (1973, 1980) 
appears as more adequate. On the one hand, the genus Dactylioceras is marked
ly scarce in England, at the base of Tenuicostatum Zone, Paltus Subzone of 
this author (a single finding of D. pseudocommune FUC., in Paltus Horizon).
On the other hand, as it happens in Spain, the genera Pleuroceras and Dacty
lioceras have not yet been found together in England whereas in Germany both 
forms have been reported together (SCHMIDT-EFFING, 1972; SCHLATTER, 1982).
It appears, therefore, safer to regard the first record of Dactylioceratidae 
as indicative of the base of Toarcian instead of considering the last Pleu
roceras record as indicative of the end of Pliensbachian.

The Carixian-Domerian boundary is delineated by SCHLATTER (1977), in 
the type section of Pliensbachian and by DEAN et al. (op. cit.), in NW. Euro 
pe, at the first record of Amaltheus stokesi (SOW.). In Monte Domaro, in 
turn, it would appear still unclear (CITA, 1962). In Betic Range it is loca
ted by BRAGA (1983) at the first occurrence of Fuciniceras portisi (FUC.), 
whereas in Cantabrian and Iberian Ranges it is placed at the first record of 
Matteiceras occidentale (DOMM.), as stated by SUAREZ VEGA (1974), COMAS-REN 
GIFO (1982) and BRAGA et al. (1984). The same criteria has been applied by 
DOMMERGUES & MOUTERDE (1980) and by DOMMERGUES (1984) for Portugal, Causses 
and Burgundy.

The assumed Pliensbachian biogeographic pattern makes correlations bet
ween Mediterranean (Betic Range) and Boreal realms (Cantabrian, Iberian, Cos- 
tero-Catalan Ranges, etc.) difficult. A remarkable difference between global 
composition of faunes in different regions is detected, as exposed in the 
faunal distribution schemes (Figs. 2-4). Eoderocerataceae dominate in Subbo- 
real areas whereas in Betic Range they are important only during Lower and 
Middle Carixian, being subsequently replaced by Hildoceratidae. Nevertheless, 
some biochronologically significant taxa, recorded in both realms, supply a 
certain basis for correlation, either directly or indirectly (Fig. 5).

No taxa allowing a reliable direct correlation between Betic and Ibe
rian Range has been found in Lower Carixian. Gemmellaroceras, a genus common
ly found in Betic Range, being a matter of discussion whether its stratigra- 
phical position in both realms coincides or not. ^



Fig. 5.- Elements of correlation between the mediterranean and the subboreal 
realms of Spain.

In Betic Range, its first appearance has been recorded right below that of 
Platypleuroceras ? sp., whilst in Cantabrics it could be associated to Apode- 
roceras and Phricodoceras gr. taylori (SOW.), or else, come from immediatly 
lower levels (cf. SUAREZ VEGA, 1974).

Tropidoceras and Metaderoceras are commonly found in both realms, but 
are represented by different groups of species, the correlation being conse
quently uncertain. Reynesocoeloceras praeincertum DOMM. £ MOUT. is also found 
in both realms in Luridum Zone in Iberian Range, but without any significant 
accompanying fauna in Betic Range.

Some forms close to Fuciniceras portisi (FUC.) located at the base of 
Domerian in Betic Range (and reported by DOMMERGUES et al., 1983 associated



to A. stokesi (SOW.) from Hamuhaza, Hungary), have been found in Cantabrian 
Range slightly above the record of Matteiceras occidentale (DOMM.) i.e. the 
index species for lowermost Domerian of western basins of Subboreal realm 
(Portugal, Cantabrian Range, Iberian Range).

Fuciniceras iseli (FUC.), Protogrammoceras celebratum (FUC.) and Arie- 
ticeras apertum (MON.) appear eventually valuable for correlation, despite 
the long span showed by these taxa in Betic Range, which contrasts with their 
punctual record in Spanish Subboreal regions.

The record of Pleuroceras solare (PHIL.) appears reduced to a single 
horizon in Subbetic Zone, at the beginning of Emaciatum Zone, its correlation 
being possible with any moment of the wide vertical range of this taxa in Sub 
boreal areas.

Finally, correlation between some levels in uppermost Domerian appears 
possible, in base of the occassional record of several species, typical of Me 
diterranean Upper Domerian, such as Emaciaticeras imitator FUC., E. lottii 
(GEM.), E. emaciatum (CAT.), Canavaria zancleana (FUC.), C. (Tauromeniceras) 
elisa (FUC.), C. (T.) nerina (FUC.).

The first record of Dactylioceras is generally accepted in both realms 
for the beginning of Toarcian.

CONCLUSIONS

Lithostratigraphic correlation between Mediterranean and Subboreal 
realms appear not possible, despite the remarkable continuity of outcrops. 
From paleogeographic point of view, a certain continuity between platforms 
of separate Spanish Pliensbachian basins can be stated. Continuity appears 
clear between carbonate plataforms at the southern Iberian and northern Betic 
Range (Prebetic Zone at least), though North and Southwards from them Cepha- 
lopod faunas are strikingly different, corresponding most probably to diffe
rent paleobiogeographic realms, Subboreal and Mediterranean respectively. Tho 
se biogeographic differences could be therefore, conditioned by the presence 
of ecological barriers within carbonate platforms.

As far as faunal composition in Betic Range is concerned, Eoderocerata- 
ceae (Eoderoceratidae, Polymorphitidae, Acanthopleuroceratidae, Coelocerati-



dae) dominate during Lower and Middle Carixian, and Hildoceratidae during 
Domerian, though Eoderocerataceae may be locally abundant in certain levels.

Eoderocerataceae are the dominant group, during the whole Pliensba- 
chian, in Subboreal basins, though levels with a high share of Hildocerati
dae may be eventually found, specially in Lower Domerian.

This would give further support to the use of separate biochronologi- 
cal scales in both realms, without practically any common index. Punctual co 
rrelations may be sometimes made in certain levels during Pliensbachian. Ho
wever exact correlation for all biochronological units appears still proble
matic .
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BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC SKECTCH OF THE LOWER LIASSIC OR THE BETIC 
CORDILLERAS

J. C. Braga, A. Martin-Algarra & P. Rivas

The ammonite-bearing Lower L ia s s ic  sediments of the Betic  
C o rd ille ras are p ra c t ic a lly  re s tr ic te d  to the sporadic 
outcrops of the "Dorsal Betique" units (including the 
"Praedorsal un its") while the carbonate platform fac ie s  
are common in the rest of the External Zones of the 
C o rd ille ra .
Using the data obtained from the study of eight sequences, 
the following synthetic succesion of ammonite assemblages 
has been b u ilt  up:
A. Consisting of scarce remains of P silo ce ras.
B. R e la tiv e ly  r ich  assemblage of early  Waehneroceras.
C. Consisting mainly of Middle Hettangian Waehneroceras, 

Discamphiceras and A lsa t ite s .
D. Upper Hettangian Schlotheim ia, Kammerkaroceras, Vermi- 

ceras (Verm iceras), Vermiceras (Paracaloceras).
E. Lower Sinemurian ( s . s . )  Vermiceras (Verm iceras), Coro- 

n iceras, Ecto cen trites , Geyeroceras and Phylloceras.
F. Upper Sinemurian ? ( s . s . )  Arnioceras, Tmaegoceras and 

Tragolytoceras.
G. Consisting of Arnioceras. A. ce ra tito id e s is  the most 

representative species.
H. Assemblage consisting  of Lower Lotharingian Arnioceras, 

Asteroceras, Hypasteroceras and Epophioceras.
I .  Upper Lotharingian Paltechioceras and Epideroceras.
The sc a rc ity  and d iscontinu ity  of the ammonite record 
make a fu l le r  description of the succession impossible. 
The lack of some of the most c h a ra c te r is t ic  genera used 
in the north-european biostratigraphy and the markedly 
mediterranean character of the fauna make i t  d if f ic u lt  
to corre late  our assemblages with the better know zones 
of the standard european stratigraphy.

INTRODUCTION
This a r t ic le  is  intented as a summary of the re su lts  obtained 

so far in the fo s s il  bearing sequences of the Lower L ia s s ic  in the Betic  
C o rd ille ras and is  ju s t if ie d  by the current lack of knowledge of the ammonite 
fauna of th is  age in the Betic Region and indeed of the Western Mediterranean 
generally. In i t ,  we attempt a b io stratig raph ica l outline of the temporal 
d istrib u tio n  of these fauna.

Although the existence of ammonites in the Lower L ia s s ic  is  known 
from references to them in regional geological works, until recently , no 
b iostratig raph ica l studies based upon them have been carried  out.



The data presented in th is  paper are based prim arily  on two 
studies by BRAGA et al (1984a and b) and on unpublished data from the Ronda 
region (Gaucin). In a l l ,  complete data from seven sequences and p artia l data 
from another in the S ie rra  Harana have been used.

Detailed sampling has established the d isco n tin u ity  of the 
ammonite record in a l l  the sequences studied. These fauna are found only in 
a few sp e c if ic  le v e ls , so that i t  is  impossible to obtain continuous 
succesions.

Because of the iso la tio n  of the sequences and the sedimentary 
complexity of the un its in which they occur, the fo s s il  bearing lev e ls  are 
not always the same and th is  makes co rre la tio n , even between nearby areas, 
d if f ic u lt .

Further d if f ic u lt ie s  are presented by the generally poor state  
of preservation of the fauna. Ammonite remains frequently occur in breccias 
and "rosso ammonitico" breccia . Moreover, the m aterials studied have 
undergone strong tecton ization .

The fauna found throughout the Lower L ia s s ic  are c h a ra c te r is t ic a 
l ly  mediterranean, resembling those described by c la s s ic  au th o rities in Ita ly  
(CANAVARI, FUCINI, PARONA, BONARELLI, e tc .)  and in the Alps (NEUMAYR, WAEHNER, 
LANGE, e t c .) .

This mediterranean character means that there are few species 
in common with NW Europe. Hence, both the in terest of a b iostratig raph ica l 
study and the d if f ic u lt y  in estab lish ing  d irect co rre la tio n s with the 
standard sca le . I t  i s  not even possib le in the case of certa in  ammonite 
assemblages to estab lish  th e ir  chronostratigraphic position (see below).

The generic terminology used in th is  study follows that proposed 
by DONOVAN et al (1980) as fa r  as possib le . Although, in certa in  cases i t  
is  open to c r it ic is m , i t s  comprehensiveness makes i t  u se fu l, bearing in mind 
that our material does not allow precise  paleontological a n a ly s is , u l t i l  
studied now being made on well preserved fauna and from continuous sequences 
(not condensed), GUEX (1980-83) ,  produce information on the systematic 
relationsh ips between the fauna of the Lower L ia s s ic .

GEOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL LOCATION

In the Betic C o rd ille ras the pelagic Lower L ia s s ic  sequences with 
cephalopods form part of iso lated  and te cto n ica lly  separated units bordering 
the contact between the Internal and External Zones ( f i g . l ) .
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The denomination of these u n its , th e ir  tectonic subdivision and 
th e ir  paleogeographical position d if fe r  according to author and school. Two 
tectonic terms implying very d iffe ren t paleogeographical r e a l i t ie s  are 
commonly used in describing these u n its .

■ "Betic Dorsal" was introduced by DURAND-DELGA & FOUCAULT (1967) in the 
S ierra  Harana and la te r  extended to the rest of the C o rd ille ra . In general 
the authors who employ th is  term maintain that the Dorsal Units occupy a 
position paleogeographically intermediate between the Internal Zones 
(Malaguides in p a rticu la r) and the Cretaceous-Tertiary F lysch , recognizing  
an innermost Internal Dorsal, an External Dorsal and an outermost Pre- 
Dorsal Zone, th is  la s t  has c h a ra c te r is t ic s  tran sitio n a l between the 
External Dorsal and the Flysch Trough.

A pelagic Lower L ia s s ic  with ammonites has only been recognized 
in the units attributed to the External Dorsal.

- The term "Rondaides" was introduced by BLUMENTHAL (1927) to designate what



is  known as the Nieves Unit (DURR,1967). On account of th e ir  tectonic  
position and the alpine fac ies of th e ir  Lower L ia s s ic . The Rondaides would 
be a western equivalent of the A lpujarrides defined in the Central sector 
of the C o rd ille ra , but d iffe rs  from them in having p o st-T riassic  m aterials 
in i t s  stratig raphic sequence. FELDER (1978) extended the term ot the rest  
of the tectonic units termed Betic Dorsal by other authors.

In general those authors who favour the term Rondaides maintain 
that these units represent, to a greater or le sse r degree the cover 
detached from the A lpujarrides or Malaguides un its. According to certain  
authors (WILDI, 1979 and MARTIN AL6ARRA, 1980a and b) the T r ia ss lc -Ju ra ss ic  
sequences of the units in question present an evolution of austroalpine- 
type suggesting some sort of connection with at least some of the 
Alpujarrides Units, having a sim ilar evolution in the T r ia s s ic .

Of the eight L ia ss ic  stratig raph ic  sequences studied here, three 
are in the S ierra  Harana, two in Alhama de Granada and the other three in 
the Gaucin region ( f i g . l ) .  A ll belong to the Rondaides or the Betic Dorsal 
in the loose sense of the term. The f i r s t  fiv e  would belong to the External 
Dorsal and the la st  three to the Pre-Dorsal. Since however, sequences 
assigned to the Pre-Dorsal and those to External Dorsal, have not c lear  
stratig raphic d ifferences the v a lid ity  of th is  paleogeographical d istin ctio n  
in doubtful, at least during the L ia s s ic .

SEQUENCES AND FAUNAL SUCCESSIONS

The, faunal successions of each sequence are described oy areas 
on account of the d iscontinuity between the outcrops studied.

S ierra  Harana
Various sequences have been studied in th is  region (BRAGA et al 

1984b), a ll  in the same Unit (Rio Blanco Unit, FOUCAULT & PAQUET, 1970) 
though they vary in th e ir  development. The two most important are:

1 .- Collado Rojo Sequence (SA)
The following faunal leve ls may be distinguished:

a. Schlotheimia sp.
b. The most important species is  Arnioceras ceratito ides (QUENSTEDT), 

accompanied by Arnioceras anomaliferum FUCINI.
c. Arnioceras c f . oppeli GUERIN-FRANIATTE, together with Partschiceras

sp.
d. An association formed prim arily by Arnioceras pluriplicatum  FUCINI, 

Arnioceras dimorphum PARONA, Epophioceras landrioti (D'ORB.) and



Asteroceras c f . suevicum (QUENSTEDT).
e. A single exemplar of Tmaegophioceras laeve (6EYER).
f . Paltechioceras sp ., represented by sp e c if ic a lly  indeterminable 

fragments.
2 .-  El Mesto Sequence (MS)

This occurs to the East of the former sequence and the following
levels may be recognized:

a. An association in which Arnioceras ceratito id es (QUENSTEDT) predo
minates, accompanied by Arnioceras anomaliferum FUCINI, Angulaticeras 
sp ., Lytoconites h ie rla tz icu s  (GEYER) and Lytoceras etruscum FUCINI.

b. As in the former sequence, th is  level contains only Arnioceras c f .  
oppeli GUERIN-FRANIATTE and Partschiceras sp.

c. An association composed of Arnioceras pluriplicatum  FUCINI, Arnioceras 
dimorphum PARONA and Geyeroceras cyclindricum  (SOWERBY).

In another section of the S ierra  Harana (BRAGA et al ,  1984b)
Arnioceras mendax FUCINI and Tragolytoceras adnethicum (HAUER) . have been
found below a level containing Arnioceras ceratito id es (QUENSTEDT).

Albania de Granada

Two sequences have been studied in th is  region (BRAGA et al,1984a)
1 . - Northern Sequence (BA.B)

a. The f i r s t  fo s s il  bearing level contains Discamphiceras kammerkarense 
(GUEMBEL) and Waehneroceras gr. frigga (WAEHNER).

b. A level with few exemplars of Waehneroceras anisophyllum (WAEHNER) 
and Waehneroceras megastoma (GUEMBEL).

c. An association with Arnioceras mendax FUCINI, as the most important 
form, with Tragolytoceras adnethicum (HAUER) and Geyeroceras c y lin d r i
c a l (SOWERBY).

d. The la s t  fo ssil-bearing  level of th is  sequence contains Arnioceras 
ceratito id es (QUENSTEDT).

2 . - Southern Sequence (BA.A)
This is  the most representative of the zone and one of the most

complete, in terms of faunal le v e ls , of those known of th is  age in the
Betic C o rd ille ra s . The following leve ls may be distinguished:

a. Waehneroceras toxophorum (WAEHNER) and A lsa tite s  sublaqueus (WAEHNER) 
are the most important elements in th is  association.

b. A1 level with Discamphiceras kammerkarense (GUEMBEL) and A lsa tite s  sp.
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c. An association with abundant Vermiceras: V. (Paracaloceras) coregonen- 
se (SOWERBY) and V. (Vermiceras) supraspiratum (WAEHNER) accompanied 
by Schlotheimia marmorea (OPPEL) and Kammerkaroceras emmrichi (GUEMBEL)

d. An association scarce in fauna, consisting of Vermiceras (Paracaloce
ras) euceras (GUEMBEL), Vermiceras (Paracaloceras) coregonense (SOWER
BY), Schlotheimia marmorea (OPPEL) and Schlotheimia c f . angulosa LANGE

e. Arnioceras mendax (FUCINI) and Tragolytoceras adnethicum (HAUER).
f .  Arnioceras ceratito id es (QUENSTEDT) occuring frequently throughout 

various lev e ls  associated with Hypasteroceras ? laevissimum (QUENS
TEDT) and Geyeroceras cylindricum  (SOWERBY).

g. The f in a l fo s s il  le v e l, composed of Angulaticeras boucaultianum 
(D'ORB.) and Arnioceras sp.

The Gaucin Region

There are three sequences, a ll  in blocks (O lis th o lite s?) enclosed
by Cretaceous-Tertiary tu rb id ites in the Pre-Dorsalian Betic Units.

1 . - Cerro de La Laguna Sequence 1 (CL)
This has been established in the NW part of the h i l l  with the

following le v e ls :

a. A level with Arnioceras mendax FUCINI together with Geyeroceras c y lin 
dricum (SOWERBY) and Tragolytoceras sp.

b. A very poor assemblage consisting of Arnioceras ceratito id es (QUENS
TEDT).

c. In th is ,  the most representative form is  Arnioceras dimorphum PARONA, 
found together with Asteroceras sp ., Geyeroceras cyclindricum (SOWER
BY) and i l l  defined and preserved forms attributab le  to Arnioceras 
pluriplicatum  FUCINI.

d. Arnioceras gr. pluriplicatum  FUCINI is  the only form found in th is  
le v e l .

e. Paltechioceras boehmi (HUG), together with other Paltechioceras sp. 
forms.

f .  Epideroceras gr. grande DONOVAN occur with Paltechioceras sp. and Pal
techioceras c f . bavaricum (BO.)

2 . - Cerro de La Laguna Sequence 2 (CLM)
This section occurs inmediately to the South of the previous

sequence, but is  not v is ib ly  continuous with i t  and it s  faunal leve ls
are s lig h t ly  d ifferen t.

a. A level with Arnioceras ceratito id es (QUENSTEDT) and Geyeroceras 
cylindricum (SOWERBY).



b. Hypasteroceras exiguum (FUCINI) and Arnioceras pluriplicatum  FUCINI.
c . A very poor level with only some remains of Arnioceras gr. p lu r ip l i

catum FUCINI.
d. An ill-d e fin e d  level with remains of Arnioceras sp.
e. A level with Paltechioceras c f . bavaricum (BO.) and Paltechioceras 

sp.
f .  The sequence ends in a level with Paltechioceras gr. aplanatum (HYATT) 

and Zetoceras oenotrium (FUCINI).

3 .- Arroyo de Limas Sequence (LM)
This occurs to the South of the v illag e  of Gaucin, near the 

bridge over the River Gensl. Although the study of th is  sequence and i t s  
fauna is  incomplete, we ofter the preliminary resu lts  for in te re st's  
sake. So fa r , the following faunal leve ls have been established:

a. A level with small and badly preserved remains of Psiloceras gr. nau- 
manni (NEUMAYR).

b. An assemblage with the f i r s t  record of Waehneroceras, represented by 
Waehneroceras gr. tenerum (NEUMAYR) and Waehneroceras gr. gernense 
(NEUMEYR) together with Caloceras sp.

c . Abundant Waehneroceras anisophyllum (WAEHNER) and some exemplars of 
Discamphiceras sp.

d. A very loca lized  level with ill-p reserved  remains of Vermiceras (Ver- 
miceras) sp. and Schlotheimia sp.

e. Vermiceras (Vermiceras) so lario ides (COSTA), well preserved, together 
with Coroniceras sp. and Ectocentrites petersi HAUER.

f .  A level with Coroniceras rotiforme (SOWERBY) and Ectocentrites petersi 
HAUER.

g. Vermiceras (Vermiceras) ultraspiratum  FUCINI and Ectocentrites petersi 
HAUER. Ectocentrites sp. occurs thourght the la st  three assemblages.

h. A level very poor in fauna characterized by scarce exemplars of Arnio
ceras sp. and Tragolytoceras adnethicum (HAUER).

i .  An ill-d e fin e d  level with Paltechioceras sp.

BIOCHRONOLOGY, AGE AND CORRELATIONS

The data already demonstrate the im possib ility  of carrying out 
formal biozoning in the Lower L ia s s ic  of the Betic C o rd ille ras . I t  is  
possib le, however, to estab lish  a succesion of discontinous faunal assembla
ges characterized by the presence of taxa, whose frequency and d istribution  
are biochronologically s ig n ifican t.



The discontinuous character of the successions does not permit 
the establishment of precise boundaries between successive assemblages, nor 
can they be used to characterize determined in te rva ls p recise ly .

We have sofar established the following assemblages:

A . - P s ilo ce ra s .-  Characterized by ribbed forms of th is  genus (Psiloceras gr.
naumanni).

B . - Waeheneroceras gr. tenerum.- In th is  assemablage the f i r s t  appearence
of Waehneroceras species occurs (Waehneroceras gr. gernense).

C . - Waehneroceras.- I t  is  a recognizable level in the sequences studied in
which A lsa tite s  and Discamphiceras are also c h a ra c te r is t ic .

Various species of Waehneroceras have been id en tified , whose 
re la tiv e  positions are d if f ic u lt  to determine, since the sequences have 
hardly any species in common.

D. - Schlotheimia- Vermiceras (Paracaloceras).-  This assemblage is  characte
rized by Schlotheimia forms (S. marmorea and S. c f . angulosa) with Vermi- 
ceras (Paracaloceras) 1igusticum , Vermiceras (Paracaloceras) coregonense, 
Vermiceras (Vermiceras) supraspiratum and Kammerkaroceras eranrichi.

E .  - Coroniceras-Vermiceras (Verm iceras).- This low d iv ers ifie d  assemblage
has been found in only one sequence. Coroniceras rotiforme and Coronice- 
ras sp. occur with Vermiceras (Vermiceras) so lario ides and Ectocentrites  
p e ters i.

Above the level bearing Coroniceras, there is  another isolated  
one with Vermiceras (Vermiceras) ultraspiratum .

F .  - Arnioceras mendax.- In th is  assemablage besides the index species, there
are other s ig n ifica n t species, such as Tmaegoceras crassiceps and Traga- 
lytoceras adnethicum.

G. - Arnioceras c e ra t ito id e s .-  It  is  a broad le v e l, in which the second most
ch a ra cte ristic  species is  Arnioceras anomaliferum.

Above th is  le v e l, in the S ie rra  Harana, there is  a level 
containing Arnioceras c f . oppeli.

H. - Asteroceras-Arnioceras.- Above the forms already quoted appear other
Arnioceras species (Arnioceras plurip licatum , Arnioceras dimorphum) and 
sporadic exemplars of Hypasteroceras exiguum and Epophioceras la n d rio t i.

I .  - Pa ltech ioceras.- In the S ie rra  Harana the f i r s t  Paltechioceras is
preceeded by a level with Tmaegophioceras laeve.

The succession of species of Paltechioceras is  ill-d e fin e d ; Pal
techioceras boehmi occuring e a r lie r  and Paltechioceras c f . aplanatum 
la te r , At one point above the level with Paltechioceras boehmi, Epidero- 
ceras gr. grande has been found.
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Fig. 3. - Distribution of the species and faunal assemblages. 
(Capital letters refer to the assemblages).



As has already been suggested (BRAGA et al 1984a, b), these 
assemblages can only be correlated with any degree of precision with the 
biochronological d iv is io ns established for the thetysic  regions.

The Lower assemblage with Psiloceras may be considered to corres
pond with WAEHNER (1882-1898) and LANGE's (1952) Calliphyllum  Zone. The 
assemblage B contains species considered as belonging to the upper part of 
the former zone.

The level with Waehneroceras (C) corresponds to these author's 
Megastoma Zone, and that containing Schlotheimia-Vermiceras with th e ir  Marmo- 
rea Zone. Correlation of these alpine zones with standard zoning is  problema
t ic a l .  The Calliphyllum  Zone corresponds broadly speaking with the Planorbis 
Zone of DEAN et al (1961). According to LANGE (1941) i t  would correspond to 
Psilonotum and Torus Zones, i . e .  approximately to DEAN et al (o p .c it .)  
Planorbis Zone.

In LANGE's opinion the Megastoma Zone would correspond to Schroe- 
d e ri, Angerbachense and Costatum Zones, that i s ,  again broadly speaking, with 
DEAN et a l 's  L ia s icu s Zone.

LANGE (1952) considers Schlotheimia a genus ch a ra cte ris tic  of 
or 2, not only in the Mediterranean, but also in NW Europe, as do DEAN et a l ,  

which allow a loose correlation between the Angulata and Marmorea Zones.

Nevertheless, GUEX (1982), relying on data obtained in Nevada 
(USA), considers the Calliphyllum  Zone to correspond to the Planorbis and 
part of the Johnstoni Zones; the Megastoma Zone with part of the Johnstohi 
up to the beginning or Conibeary Zone. As a resu lt the Marmorea Zone would 
correspond to Conibeary Zone.

C learly , b iostratigraphic correlation  between the two palaeogeo- 
graphic realms is  very imprecise.

The subsequent Coroniceras-Vermiceras (Vermiceras) assemblage, 
characterized by Coroniceras rotiforme, corresponds to the Rotiforme Subzone.

The association of Arnioceras with Tmaegoceras crassiceps allows 
us to correlate th is  assemblage with the Lower part of Semi costatum Zone 
(BRAGA et al 1984a).

The le v e ls , in which Arnioceras occurs alone may be correlated  
with the Semicostatum Zone and possibly with part of the Turneri Zone.

The presence of Asteroceras and Epophioceras in the following 
assemblage (H) allows i t  to be correlated with the Obtusum Zone.



F in a lly , the assemblage with Paltechioceras may be correlated  
with the Raricostatum Zone, though not p rec ise ly , nor do the fauna present 
make i t  possible to estab lish  the Upper lim it  of the Lotharingian.
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FORAMINIFERAL BIOSTRATIGRAPHY IN THE LOWER JURASSIC

Philip Copestake

Detailed b iostratig raph ica l studies of Lower Ju rassic  
foram inifera were in it ia te d  in West Germany (Bartenstein & 
Brand 1937) and many papers on th is  aspect have since been 
published, e sp e c ia lly  in B r ita in , France, West Germany, 
Denmark and Sweden. Synthesis of a l l  ava ilab le  data has 
led to the recent establishment of a foram inifera! zonation 
(Copestake and Johnson 1984). The data base now availab le  
enables recognition of stages, ammonite zones and 
subzones; th is  is  of p articu lar value in situatio ns where 
ammonites are lacking, e .g . subsurface exploration w e lls , 
T ria ss ic /Ju ra ss ic  boundary in B r ita in . Further study, 
e sp e c ia lly  from poorly documented areas outside Europe is  
now required to monitor worldwide d istrib u tio n s .

INTRODUCTION

Foraminifera are of great value in subdividing and correlating  the Lower 
Ju ra ss ic . Although th is  fo s s il  group was dominantly of benthonic habit at 
th is  time (planktonic species are not recorded u n til the Middle J u ra s s ic ) , 
species show very consistent stratig rap h ic  ranges over wide geographical 
areas. This is  probably due to reg io nally  uniform palaeoenvironments and 
stable tectonics re la t iv e  to la te r parts of the Ju ra ss ic . This has led to 
the development of re la t iv e ly  th ick , complete sequences of arg illaceous fac ie s  
(the L ia s ) ,  which are p a rt icu la rly  widespread in Northern Europe. T h is , the 
“Boreal" fac ie s is  widespread in the Northern Hemisphere, extending from 
Alaska in the west, through N.W. Europe, Eastern Europe and east to Russia.
In Europe i t  extends to the Mediterranean area where i t  is  replaced by a 
Tethyan biofacies of larger foram inifera. South of the Mediterranean, the



Boreal b iofacies re-appears and is  known as fa r  north as offshore Morocco 
(Riegraf et a^. in press) and Algeria (Maupin and V ila  1976). B rie f  
published accounts from A ustra lia  (Q uilty  1981) and Papua New Guinea (Haig 
1979) and information from Argentina (Kielbowicz, pers. comm.) indicate a 
great southwards extension of the Boreal b iofacies in the Southern 
Hemisphere. The present account re fe rs  only to these Boreal assemblages.

This review outlines our present state  of knowledge and suggests avenues 
of future research regarding Lower Ju rassic  foram iniferal biostratigraphy.

The ammonite zonation referred to is  that of Dean, Donovan & Howarth 
(1961), with subsequent emendations (Howarth 1973, 1978; Cope et al .̂ 1980).

Previous Work

From the very f i r s t  record of L ias foram inifera by Strickland in 1846 to 
the 1930's, a l l  publications on these forms were taxonomic. Major 
contributions to systematics were made p a rt ic u la r ly  by Bornemann (1854), 
Terquem (1858, 1862, 1864, 1866a, 1866b), I s s le r  (1908) and Franke (1936), 
together with numerous smaller papers by workers in B rita in  and Germany.

The stratig raph ic value of Ju rassic  foram inifera was not appreciated until 
o il exploration in Germany stimulated production of important b iostratigraphic  
studies by Bartenstein & Brand (1937) and Wicher (1938). The former authors 
erected the f i r s t  zonation scheme (see figure 1 ), discussed important zonal 
species, and made comparisons with the lim ited availab le  data from other 
countries. Subsequent works thereafter la id  greater emphasis on the 
stratig raph ic value of L ias foram inifera, including detailed studies in 
England (Barnard 1948, 1950a, 1950b, 1956, 1957, 1960), Denmark (Norvang 1957, 
Bang 1968, 1971, 1972), France (Colloque sur le  L ias Francais 1961) and Sweden 
(Norling 1972). Actual zonation schemes were published by Bartenstein &
Brand (1937) (for the whole L ias of N.W. Germany, based on outcrop and 
boreholes), Barnard (1948) (two broad zones for the Hettangian and Sinemurian 
of England), Bang (1971) (for the Hettangian - Pliensbachian of Denmark, based 
on boreholes, but not dated by ammonites), Norling (1972) (borehole and 
lim ited outcrops in Southern Sweden; Hettangian-Toarcian) and Horton &
Coleman (1978) (lo ca l assemblage zones for the Lower Toarcian only of Eastern 
England) (see figure 1).



Figure 1: Published Lower Jurassic foraminiferal zonations



Ruget (1980) suggested a broad 3-fold subdivision of the Lower Ju rassic  
based on foram inifera, equating with the Lower, Middle and Upper L ia s . This 
scheme allegedly applied to N.W. Europe, although was c le a r ly  only based on 
data from France and Spain.

The drawbacks of these previous zonations is  that they were proposed for 
sing le countries only and much of the data (e .g . for Denmark and Sweden) are 
from boreholes and not tied  to ammonite records.

Since the early  1970's, further detailed work was stimulated in B rita in  by 
study of the Mochras Borehole. T h is , a 4281' (1305m), complete argillaceous  
section , is  the second th ickest in Northern Europe. Study of t h is ,  plus 
subsequent examination of other B rit ish  sections, many being studied for the 
f i r s t  time (e .g . Scotland, Yorkshire coast, east Midlands, G loucestershire, 
South Wales, Somerset coast, Northern Ireland plus several subsurface 
boreholes), led to production of a useful data base of foram inifera! 
d istribution  against ammonite zones. D eta ils of selected species were 
published in 1981 (Copestake & Johnson 1981). During th is  work, compilations 
of the total worldwide ranges of known stra tig ra p h ica lly  important species 
were made, based upon the B rit ish  data plus a l l  availab le  published data from 
other countries. This has led to the erection of a Boreal Zonation, based 
mainly on the most detailed data, i . e .  from northern Europe (Copestake & 
Johnson 1984, in p ress). This zonation u t i l is e s  the most consistently  
occurring short ranging and widespread species and thus draws together the 
previously erected schemes for individual countries ( f ig . 2 ). These schemes 
have much in common, and i t  is  c lear that many species have consistent ranges 
in several countries.

These ranges, plus those of other species, are constantly being reviewed 
as more sections are studied. I t  is  hoped that presentation of th is  review 
w ill stimulate workers in other countries, p a rt icu la rly  those from which no 
published data are currently  ava ilab le .

FORAMINIFERAL ZONATION

Index Taxa

The scheme u t i l is e s  the total ranges, concurrent ranges, and abundance



Figure 2: Boreal Lower Jurassic foraminiferal zonation and total
ranges of index species (after Copestake & Johnson 1984)
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acmes of 55 taxa. Other taxa are also  proving useful and w ill  be 
incorporated once th e ir  ranges are f u l ly  documented. Space does not allow  
i llu s tra t io n  of the index forms here, though most are well known and have been 
figured previously (e .g . Franke 1936, Bartenstein & Brand 1937, Barnard 1950, 
Norvang 1957, Colloque sur le  L ias Francais 1961, K ling ler 1962, Norling 1972, 
Ruget 1976, Copestake & Johnson 1981, in p ress). Nodosariid foram inifera are 
numberically dominant in the Lower Ju ra ss ic , and thus most index forms belong 
to th is  group. Evolution within variab le  species plexuses of th is  group is  
of p articu lar value, such as the Lingulina tenera (Bornemann), Frondicu laria  
terquemi d'Orbigny and Marginulina prima d'Orbigny plexuses.

Other groups are of value, however, such as the Epistominidae 
(p a rt icu la r ly  Reinholdella (true Epistomina not appearing until the Middle 
Ju ra s s ic ) , M ilio lina  (species of Ophthalmidium, "Sp iro locu lina1* and Tub inella) 
and Buliminacea (B riza lin a  l ia s ic a  (Terquem) and Neobulimina sp. 2 Bang).

Degree of Resolution

Some species are long ranging (e .g . Involutina l ia s s ic a  (Jones); Rhaetian 
- Lower Toarcian), while others are re s tr ic te d  to one or two ammonite zones 
(e .g . Dentalina langi Barnard; late  angulata - ea rly  buck!andi Zones), 
Marginulina turneri Copestake; turneri Zone, Saracenella aragonensis Ruget, 
tenuicostatum Zone). Concurrent ranges and species acmes also enable 
recognition of ammonite zones and subzones (e .g . la te  raricostatum zone marked 
by the concurrent ranges of Marginulina prima interrupta Terquem, Nodosaria 
i s s le r i  Franke, above the appearance of Vaginulinopsis denticulatacarinata  
(Franke); portlocki Subzone of l ia s ic u s  Zone marked by abundance level of 
Reinholdella planiconvexa (Fuchs)) (see f ig .  2 ).

PRACTICAL UTILITY OF LOWER JURASSIC FORAMINIFERA

Ammonites, where found, do offer a greater degree of resolution in the 
Lower Ju ra ss ic . Thus, the main b iostratig raph ica l value of the foram inifera 
is  in situations in which ammonites are not recovered. Such circumstances 
are more common than is  generally re a lise d . Two such applications are 
discussed here.



1. Subsurface hydrocarbon exploration

Geological subdivision and corre lation  of hydrocarbon exploration, 
appraisal and development w ells constitutes the major p ractica l in d u stria l 
application of micropalaeontology. Samples are ty p ic a lly  sm all, and comprise 
small chippings (termed ditch cuttings) resu lting  from fragmentation of the 
rock by the d r i l l  b it .  Fragmentation destroys large fo s s ils  such as 
ammonites, but m icro fo ssils are unaffected and often abundant. Ammonites do 
occur occasionally in cores, though cores themselves are ra re , and most of 
these are taken in potential reservo ir rocks, which in the Ju rassic  usually  
means sandstones, a rock type usually  lacking in ammonites.

In the N.W. European offshore area, Lower Ju rassic  sequences are 
widespread. Exploration w ells have penetrated sequences in the Viking Graben 
(Dunlin Group of Deegan & Scu ll 1977), Inner Moray F irth  (Lady's Walk Shale of 
Neves & Selley  1975), Norwegian-Danish Basin and offshore Denmark (Gassum 
Formation), Southern North Sea, offshore Netherlands, B rit ish  Southwest 
Approaches (e .g . BNOC 72/10-1A) and C e lt ic  Sea. Wells penetrating the L ias  
in a l l  these areas are dated and correlated using such age diagnostic 
foram inifera as have been discussed previously. In many cases i t  is  possible  
to id en tify  ammonite zones and occasionally  subzones in these w ells using 
foram iniferal appearances, acmes, concurrent ranges and extinctio ns. Age 
assignations are assisted  by study of ostracods and palynomorphs.

2. T r ia ss ic /Ju ra ss ic  boundary in England

The Somerset coast around Watchet has been proposed (George et a l .  1969) 
as the type area for the base of the Ju ra ss ic , because the base of the type 
Hettangian at Hettange-Grande (France) is  marked by an unconformity.
Placement of th is  boundary in B rita in  is  a problem, however, owing to lack of 
Late T r ia s s ic  (Rhaetian) ammonites, such as occur in the type Rhaetian of 
A ustria .

George et a l .  ( ib id ) thus suggested a lith o stratig rap h ic  pick for the 
boundary, at the base of the d ist in ctiv e  Paper Shale (Richardson 1911) marking 
the base of the Pre-Planorbis Beds (basal unit of the Blue L ia s ) .  This view 
was not accepted by Cope et al .̂ (1980) who, to be consistent with other



in tra -Ju rass ic  stage boundaries, preferred to place the boundary at the point 
of entry of the f i r s t  ammonite Psiloceras planorbis in the succession, at the 
top of the Pre-Planorbis Beds. The la tte r  beds would then, by exclusion, 
f a l l  in the Rhaetian. Unfortunately, th is  boundary does not coincide with 
other palaeontological changes. On a macrofaunal le v e l, marine bivalves 
typ ica l of the Ju rass ic  appear above the Cotham Member, near the base of the 
White L ia s  (Langport Member) (Poole 1979). The Cotham/Langport Member 
contact represents a tectonic horizon (slumping and erosion) and marks the 
major horizon of marine in flu x .

Palyno log ica lly , a boundary is  d if f ic u lt  to p ick , the palynofloras being 
tran sitio n a l in the Rhaetic-Blue L ias (F isher & Dunay 1981). Orbell (1973) 
id entified  two zones over th is  section , a lower R h aetipo llis Zone and on upper 
H eliosporites Zone; he recognised these zones throughout Europe and suggested 
that the zonal boundary become the T r ia ss ic /Ju ra ss ic  boundary. He stated  
th is  contact to occur within the Cotham Member in B rita in . However, Fisher & 
Dunay (1981) have identified  elements of the lower zone (th e ir R. germanicus 
Assemblage Zone) as high as the planorbis Zone of the Ju ra ss ic . These
authors conclude that there are no major palynofloral breaks that can be 
correlated p rec ise ly  with the T r ia ss ic /Ju ra ss ic  boundary.

To hopefully provide additional palaeontological information, the 
foram inifera, not previously studied across th is  boundary in B r ita in , were 
examined by the author from lo c a lit ie s  in South Wales (Lavernock), Somerset 
(Watchet) and inland Dorset. More lim ited data have also been obtained from 
the Dorset coast, Warwickshire and several B rit ish  Geological Survey boreholes 
(W ilkesley, P la tt  Lane, Stowell Park, Burton Row, Cockle P it s ,  Mochras). The 
overall foram iniferal sequence from these lo c a l it ie s  is  shown in figure 3.
The base of the White L ias heralds the in flu x  of ch a ra cte ris tic  Ju rassic  
foram inifera such as Lingulina tenera tenera (Bornemann) and Reinholdella  
planiconvexa (Fuchs) plus abundant Eoguttulina l ia s s ic a  (Terquem). The 
ostracod Ogmoconcha b risto le n s is  (Anderson) also appears here. Other 
Ju rassic  taxa appear within the Watchet Member, with a s ig n ifican t event at 
the top of th is  unit ( ju s t  below the Pre-Planorbis Beds) marked by an influx  
of tenera tenera plus the appearance of 1L̂  tenera co lleno ti (Terquem).
This defines the base of the L . tenera co llen o ti Zone (Copestake and Johnson 
1984). The Pre-Planorbis Beds contain abundant L . tenera co lle n o ti, L .



tenera tenera and Eoguttulina l ia s s ic a  plus appearances of further Ju rassic  
species namely Vaginulina parva Franke and Nodosaria metensis Terquem. The 
upper Pre-Planorbis Beds also contain the appearance (in  abundance) of the 
ostracod Ogmoconchella mouhersensis (Apostolescu), a species common in the 
Hettangian-Lower Sinemurian (disappearing at the top of the Lower 
Pliensbachian). Notably, the incoming of the f i r s t  ammonite Psiloceras  
planorbis, defining the base of the planorbis Zone, does not coincide with any 
microfaunal change, as is  the case with the associated macrofauna and 
palynoflora. The next s ig n ifica n t incomings are seen in the johnstoni 
Subzone. Several additional microfaunal events characterise  the re s t  of the 
Hettangian (see f ig . 3 ), most of these occurring elsewhere in Western Europe; 
these enable characterisation of a l l  the ammonite subzones of th is  stage.

In summary, therefore, two maj'or microfaunal breaks are seen below P. 
planorbis, and one above at the planorbis/ johnstoni Subzone boundary. The 
lowest event, at the base of the Langport Member (White L ias) contains the 
f i r s t  incoming of Ju rassic  foram inifera (e .g . L . tenera tenera) . Above t h is ,  
a more pronounced Ju rassic  in flux  (flood of L . tenera c o lle n o ti, L . tenera 
tenera, appearance )(. parva) occurs, defining the L . tenera co lleno ti Zone.
The two events together comprise a s ig n ifica n t in flux  of Ju rassic  foram inifera  
which occurs below the f i r s t  ammonites and below the suggested boundaries of 
George et aHL (1969) and Cope et aU  (1980). The lower of the two events 
does, however, f a l l  close to the boundary suggested by Poole (1979), namely at 
the Cotham/Langport Member contact; the microfaunal evidence does, therefore 
support the la tte r  placement for the T r ia ss ic /Ju ra ss ic  boundary in B r ita in , in 
the suggested type area.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) A reasonably large body of data e x ists  on foram iniferal ranges in N.W. 
Europe; a zonation framework has been proposed.

(2) The present state of knowledge in th is  area enables recognition of stages, 
ammonite zones and subzones, plus th e ir  boundaries. By extrapolation, 
th is  enables detailed corre lations to be made where ammonites are not 
recovered.



(3) In contrast, r e la t iv e ly  l i t t l e  published information e x is ts  outside the 
main European region; the availab le  data, though lim ited , do however, 
indicate the worldwide occurrence of ty p ic a lly  European microfaunas.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

(1) Detailed study of additional, complete ammonite-dated sequences, 
p a rt icu la rly  outside Europe.

(2) Synthesis with d istribution  data for other fo s s il  groups as has been 
recently  undertaken in the Cretaceous. This would include comparisons of 
appearance, abundance and extinction le v e ls .

(3) Comprehension of these worldwide palaeontological patterns in terms of 
geological/palaeontological events (c lim a tic , plate tecton ic , 
transg ressive/reg ressive).
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CORRELATION BETWEEN N-W EUROPEAN AMMONITE FAUNAS OF THE PLIENS- 
BACHIAN STAGE (LOWER JURASSIC)

Jean-Louis Dommergues, Rene Mouterde & Martin Phelps

The Pliensbachian faunas of Arr̂ onitina are fundamentally different 
in the Eurocaucasian (including NW European country) and Mediterranean 
Provinces. Consequently, the biostratigraphical correlation between 
the two regions is very difficult. However, there are a few cases where 
rare examples of species from one province have infiltrated the marginal 
area oh the other province.
Sufficient elements common to both provinces have been recognised to 

establish a reliable correlation for the upper part of the Middle Carixian 
the Upper Carixian and the lowermost Oomerian (Luridum to Stokesi Subzones). 
Theses data and the resulting correlation of Mediterranean and NW Euro
pean horizons are summarised.
For the earlier part of the Carixian it is not yet possible to present 

any unequivocal elements of correlation. The possibilities of correlation 
provided by the species of genera common to both provinces are examined 
(Tropidoceras spp., Metaderoceras spp., Oxynoticeratidae, Tetraspidoceras 
and Apoderoceras) and a tentative interpretation of stratigrapnical rela
tionships is outlined. This interpretation suggest that previous correla
tions based only on the generic ranges of "Polymorphitidae ", "Coeloceras", 
Tropidoceras and Metaderoceras are erroneous.

The profound differences in composition between the Carixian and early 
Oomerian ammonite faunas of the Eurocaucasian Province ( sensu SAPUNOV, 1971, ;
i.e.mainly NW European country : Britain, France, Germany, N.Spain, and also 
Portugal, Bulgaria, N.Turkey and the Caucasus) and those of the Mediterranean 
Province (S.Spain, N.Africa, Italy, Austria and the Bakony Mountains of Hungary) 
have been outlined and analysed in several recent studies (DONOVAN 1967,H0WARTH 
1973, ENAY 1980, DOMMERGUES 1982,1984 and DOMMERGUES,FERRETTI,GECZY and 
MOUTERDE 1983). It is not our intention to repeat here the analysis of this



provincialism, as we are primarily concerned with the details of correlation 
between the ammonite successions of the two provinces.

For the uppermost Middle Carixian, the Upper Carixian and the basal Domerian 
it is already possible to present a framework of reliable and precise correla
tions ( right hand side of fig.1). These have recently been described in detail 
elsewhere (DOMMERGUES et al.1983), so it is only necessary to summaries them 
here. In contrast, for the Lower Carixian and the lower part of the Middle 
Carixian the data are not so reliable, but they nevertheless allow certain 
parallels to be established between the faunas of the two regions ( left hand 
part of fig.1). These new data and their interpretations are critically exami
ned below, illustrating the problems of inter-provincial correlation.

I . Upper Carixian a n d  basal Domerian.

The reliable elements of correlation, for the Luridum Subzone, the Davoei 
Zone and the Stokesi Subzone, belong to two faunal groups.

The first comprises forma originating in NW Europe; which have penetra
ted the Mediterranean Province. These essentially belong to the phyletic line
age of capricorn Liparoceratidae (Androgynoceras sparsicosta (Trueman),
A.maculatum ( Young and Bird), A.capricornus (Schlotheim), A.crescens (Hyatt, 
Trueman)), and its descendant Amaltheus stokesi (J.Sowerby), and also the 
dactylioceratid species Prodactylioceras davoei (J.Sowerby).

The second comprises species of Mediterranean origin, observed in NW 
European successions ( especially Portugal, Grands Causses, Bourgogne). This 
include "Gemmellaroceras aenigmaticum,, (Gemmellaro), Reynesocoeloceras praein- 
certum Dommergues et Mouterde, Cetonoceras psiloceroides (Fucini), Protogram- 
moceras sp.1 (Dommergues et al. 1983, pi.3 fig.3-8), P.celebratum (Fucini) and 
Fieldingiceras fieldingii (Reynes) which represent several unrelated families 
(Dommerges et al. 1983, and see fig.1).

All these species have advantage of restricted stratigraphical ranges 
within their provinces of origin. Conseguently, the first group have been used 
to define the biostratigraphical units which have become well-established in 
NW Europe (DEAN et al. 1961, DOMMERGUES 1979, PHELPS in press), or can al 
least be precisely placed within these zonal schemes ( see left hand side of 
fig.1). The second group can be placed, with less precision, within the se- 
guence of Mediterranean horizons which have recently been proposed by one of us 
(DOMMERGUES 1984, see right hand side of fig.1).



For the Lower and Middel Carixian (apart from the Luridum Subzone), it 
is necessary to utilise other groups, whose stratigraphical ranges are still 
only poorly know and are perhaps appreciably longer,

a. Acanthopleuroceratidae

A typical example of the problems and potential results of correlation is 
provided by the Tropidoceras belonging to the T.flandrini (Dumortier)- 
T.obtusum (Futterer) group. These are fairly rare and localised in NW Europe 
where they have been reliably recorded from the base of the Ibex Zone (Arie- 
tiforme and Maugenesti Horizons) in Bourgogne (Nolay; unpublished data J.L.D.) 
and Swabia (SCHLATTER, 1980). However they have recently been equally well 
documented from the Lower Carixian, within the Jamesoni Subzone. In the thick 
Liassic sequence at Serre-Pongon (Hautes Alpes, France) Tropidoceras of this 
group have been found (TURIN, MOUTERDE & DOMMERGUES, in press) AO cm below 
the last Uptonia, in the middle of the range of U.lata (Quenstedt, sensu 
SCHLATTER 1980 = U.jamesoni sensu DONOVAN and FORSEY 1973) and about 2m below 
T.masseanum (d'Orbigny). T.gr.flandrini has also been observed in a similar 
stratigraphical position by MEISTER (1982 and thesis in preparation) in Avey- 
ron (Grands Causses, S. France) and has been found in association with U .lata 
in a much thinner Carixian sequence at Mole (Haute-Savoie, France, DOMMERGUES 
1984).

In the Mediterranean Province there is a horizon with abundant T.gr.flan
drini at the beginning of the sequence of Tropidoceras species; e.g. in 
Morocco (Jbel Azrou, Middle Atlas, J.C.FAUGERES and R.MOUTERDE, collection) 
and in S.Spain (Subbetic Cordillera, Andalucia, GARCIA-HERNANDEZ et al.1981, 
RIVAS 1981 and personal communication P.RIVAS and J.C. BRAGA). A rigorous cor
relation with the NE European successions is still not possible but an early 
Carixian age for this Mediterranean horizon is suggested by its relative po
sition and is further supported by the well-established Lower Carixian first 
appearance of the group in NW Europe (see fig.1).

Accepting the Jamesoni Subzone age of the first T.gr.flandrini, it 
appears that the subsequent Mediterranean species, T.mediterraneum (Gemmellaro) 
is about the same age as T.masseanum; which is well know in NW Europe at the 
extreme base of the subsequent Ibex Zone (sensu DEAN et al.1961). This infe
rence is further corroborated by the presence of T.stahli (Oppel) in the beds 
immediatly after T.mediterraneum in the Mediterranean Province and T.masseanum 
in the NW European country. This reasoninjis, of course, completly dependant 
upon the interpretation of the forms called T.stahli in both provinces as



the same species. In particular there is the possibility of confusion with 
the Mediterranean species T.catriense (Venturi), from Monte Catria (Central 
Apennines, Italy) which probably represents the middle part of the Ibex Zone.
T.catriense can be distinguished from T.stahli by its slightly more curved 
ribs, which are always simple, even on the body chamber, whereas large exam
ples of T.stahli show a more complex flandrini-like ornamentation on the 
outer whorls.

b. Metaderoceras and related genera

The use of species of Metaderoceras for correlation involves similar pro
blems and demands equal caution. In NW Europe the genus has a markedly discon
tinuous stratigraphical distribution, with two marked acmes, one in the 
Brevispina Subzone comprising the M.muticum (d'Orbigny) group, and the other 
in the middle of the Valdani Subzone, comprising M.venarense (Oppel) and 
M.beirense Mouterde. This suggests that Metaderoceras had a long stratigra
phical range in its regions of origin, which was probably in the Tethyan 
Realm. Paradoxically, Metaderoceras has not yet been proven in the basal 
Carixian of the Mediterranean Province, largely because of the scarcity of 
faunas of this age. The examples cited by DUBAR (1978, p.18, section 6,) from 
the Lower Carixian of Morocco are probably from the middle or upper part of 
the Jamesoni Zone, because of their association with Platypleuroceras. The 
great majority of Tethyan Metaderoceras, however, which belong to the M .gem- 
mellaroi (Levi) - evolutum (Fucini) group (e.g. BRAGA et al.1982, pi.1,fig.10) 
comefrom the Middle Carixian where they are often associated with either 
T.gr.stahli or T.catriense (IMLAY 1968, FREBOLD 1970, FERRETTI 1975, GECZY 
1976, FAUGERES 1978, DUBAR 1978, GARCIA-HERNANDEZ et al. 1981).

Errors have frequently been introduced into correlation by the confusion 
of Metaderoceras and related forms, with the strickly Eurocacasian family 
Polymorphitidae. For example "Uptonia" kondai Geczy, which is a senior syno
nym of M.atlanticum Dubar, belongs to the Middle Carixian M .gemmellaroi- 
evolutum group.Similar ambiguities have recently been removed by the recent 
erection of the genus Dubariceras (DOMMERGUES et al. 1984), for forms rela
ted to Metaderoceras with ribbing even more dense than M.kondai. Previously 
these have been variously attributed by different authors to Platypleuro
ceras (GECZY 1976), Polymorphites (DUBAR 1978), Uptonia venustula (Dumortier) 
(WIEDENMAYER 1977), Uptonia dayiceratoides Mouterde (FREBOLD 1970) and 
Dayiceras dayiceroides (SMITH 1983). Dubariceras apparently first occurs at 
the top of the Ibex Zone, where it accompagnies the first hildoceratid, Proto- 
grammoceras dilectum (Fucini)(DOMMERGUES et al;1984).



Consequently, although the association of Tropidoceras and Metaderoceras in 
the Mediterranean Province (the Demonense Zone of RIVAS 1981) often represents 
the Middle Carixian, it probably also represents the upper part of the Lower 
Carixian.

c. Other ammonite families

The same care must be exercised in the use of Oxynoticeratidae, which con
tinue into the Carixian or even later in the Tethys Realm, represented by forms 
with*narrow umbilici (Radstockiceras,Metoxynoticeras and Fanninoceras). In the 
Pacific Province species of Fanninoceras are a major component of both Carixian 
and Domerian faunas and have been used to establish a local zonation (HILLEBRANDT 
1973, 1981),

However, it appears that there is potential for more precise correlation at 
the base of the Carixian, using the genera Tetraspidoceras (NW and SW Germany, 
Bourgogne - Lyon, Internal Alps, Hungary etc..)Apoderoceras and its subgenus 
A .(Miltoceras) Wiedenmayer, created for MAegoceras"sellae Gemmellaro and related 
species, wich include Coeloceras pettos (Quenstedt) sensu BRAGA et al.1982 (And- 
alucia, S.Spain GARCIA-HERNANDEZ et al. 1981 and unpublished data P.RIVAS and J;c 
J.C.BRAGA; Jbel Azrou Morroco R.MOUTERDE and J.C.FAUGERES collection).

Conclusion.

Although detailed correlation between the Mediterranean and Eurocaucasian 
Provinces is already possible for the Upper Carixian and basal Domerian, only 
a few points of comparison are yet available for the Lower an Middle Carixian. 
This is partly due to the scarcity of detailed stratigraphical sequences repre
senting the lower part of the Carixian in the Mediterranean Province and partly 
caused by taxonomic confusion which is exarcerbated by the frequent homeomorphy 
of NW European and Mediterranean groups.

It is anticipated that a reliable biostratigraphical correlation for the 
earlier part of the Carixian will result from further research in two main areas. 
First, the detailed analysis of the evolution of the Mediterranean sequences 
of Metaderoceras and Tropidoceras (e.g. RIVAS and BRAGA, in preparation) and 
also the poorly known smaller groups, such as Tetraspidoceras and Apoderoceras. 
This is especially necessary, as the correlation based solely on the generic 
ranges of Metaderoceras and Tropidoceras is proabably illusory. Secondly, the 
elucidation of the precise positions of the very rare examples of stratigraphi- 
cally significant true Polymorphitidae within these Mediterranean sequences
( e.g. in Morocco and Austria).
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TOARCIAN AMMONITE ZONES IN THE GERECSE MOUNTAINS, HUNGARY 

Barnabas G6czy

In the Gerecse Mountains /Transdanubian Mid-Moun
tains/ Mediterranean ammonite faunas of Toarcian 
profiles yielded sporadic north-west European index 
gesera. These make it possible to subdivide the 
monotonous Ammonitico Rosso sequences of reduced 
thickness into 7 standard zonesf so the chronologic 
ranges of the Mediterranean genera could be deter
mined. The sporadic occurrences of north-west 
European genera suggest a connection between the 
shallow sea covering the European craton and the 
ocean basin of the Tethys - at least at the northern 
margin of the nApulian plate”. According to pre
vious studies, the "Tethyan filter” may have exis
ted even in the Pliensbachian /and Sinemurian?/.
From the Aalenian onwards the proportionsof NW 
European species increase suddenly, i.e.* the Tethyan 
filter became a Tethyan corridor. The closer connec
tion of the faunal provinces can be due to the in
creasing proximity of the two areas, and to the 
termination of the filtering effect of a submarine 
elevation. This latter process can be explained 
most probably by subduction, which brought the Apu
lian plate closer to the European craton on the one 
hand, and destroyed the former, presumed mid-ocean 
ridge on the other.

INTRODUCTION
The Jurassic formations of the Gerecse Mountains, lying north-east to 
the Bakony Mountains, were reviewed by FULOP /1971/* In 1976, J.KONDA, 
director of the Geological Survey of Hungary, initiated a systematic 
and detailed investigation in the area, and this resulted in collection



of rich ammonite faunas from the following localities:
Nagypisznice /1976-1978/,
Kisgerecse /1978-1979/,
Tolgyhat /1979-1980/,
Banyahegy /1981-1982/*

The fauna came from Ammonitico Rosso marls and limestones* The collec
tion followed the methods introduced and proved useful for Bakony 
Mts. material: collecting bed by bed on extended surfaces* The average 
surface was 17*5 and the total volume of studied rock was 610 tf.
The resulted number of the studied ammonite specimens totalled as
15,690.
The whole fauna was prepared and determined by the author in the Pale
ontological Department of the Budapest University. Determinations were 
made to specific level, where it was possible. The evaluation of the 
data was completed in the Pierre et Marie Curie University, Paris, with 
the help of Professor J. DERCOURT. The author’s personal thanks are due 
to J* KONDA and J. DERCOURT, for their valuable help.

In the quantitative, bed by bed evaluation of the faunal composition 
the splitting taxonomy was followed, but the summation was made accor
ding to the comprehensive classification of DONOVAN et al. /I98I/* A 
single exception is genus Dhmortieria, what includes the genus Catullo- 
ceras /GEMMELLARO, 1886/.

On the basis of the substantial collecting, the thin, lithologically mo
notonous sequences could be well subdivided, following the north-west 
European, especially the French zonal scheme. It was successful to record 
the vertical range of certain genera in the Mediterranean area, and to 
conclude to a paleobiogeographic change at the Toarcian/Aalenian boundary.

In subdivisioning the Toarcian, the NW European scheme of DEAN et al* 
/1961/ and the French /Thouars/ zonation given by GABILLY /1976/ was 
followed. The Harpoceras falcifer Zone of DEAN et al. seems justified 
to substitute with the Serpentinum zonal term, as emphasized by GABILLY 
and having priority /OPPEL, 1856/. The Thouarsense Zone was split into 
two zones /Thouarsense and Insigne/ —  again after GABILLY. On the other 
hand, the Dumortieria levesquei Zone, which is subdivided by GABILLY 
into two zones /Pseudoradiosa and Aalense/, was maintained. The charac



teristics ammonite faunal composition of the zones is discussed below*

ZONAL SCHEME
Dactylioceras tenuicostatum Zone
This zone was demonstrated only in the Kisgerecse profile* Here the total 
thickness of beds /Nos* 113 and 112/ belonging into this zone is 15 cm* 
Bed No* 113 yielded a specimen of Fontanelliceras cf* fontanellense 
/GEMMELLARO, 1883/* The zone is characterized by the sudden flourishing 
of Dactylioceratidae* The further precision of the Domerian/Toarcian 
boundary needs future collecting*

Hildaites serpentinus Zone
The recognition of this zone follows the concept of GABILLY /19?6/» but 
the uppermost beds yielding Orthildaites were ranged into the Bifrons 
Zone, because this genus is a synonym of Hildoceras*

The average thickness of the zone is 123 cm, and the number of the 
collected ammonite specimens is 644-* This is constituted by Phyllocera- 
tina and Lytoceratina in 77$« and Ammonitina in 23 %• Of the Ammonitina, 
54 %  is the Dactylioceratidae and 46 % is the Hildoceratidae family re
presentation. From the latter group most common are the genera Hildaites* 
Harpoceras and Polyplectus*

Hildoceras bifrons Zone
The Bifrons Zone, so commonly recorded in the Mediterranean Jurassic, 
was represented in all four profiles* The zone can be characterized by 
the whole vertical range of the genus Hildoceras*

The average thickness of the zone is 263 cm* The fauna numbers 6,236 
ammonites* Phylloceratina and Lytoeeratina become less important /45 $/, 
because of the mass occurrence of Hildoceras* Within Ammonitina the 
proportion of Dactylioceratidae decreases /17 %/, Hildoceratidae are very 
common /75 %/» while Phymatoceratidae are still subordinate /8 %/, Genus 
Collina appears even in beds characterized by Hildoceras semipolitum* 
Harpoceras endures throughout the whole zone* The lowermost “Orthildai
tes beds" are lack of Mercaticeras* The appearance of Leukadiella within 
the lower part of the zone is significant from paleogeographical point



of view* Phymatoceras occurs sporadically throughout the zone, while the 
earliest Hammatoceras appears in the upper part* Into the group of per
sistent elements belong forms with rather varied morphology: e*g* the 
oxycone Polyplectus* the serpenticone Dactylioceras and the planulate 
Phymatoceras! In the Bifrons Zone the number of Ammonitina genera /19!/ 
is strikingly large*

Haugia variabilis Zone
This zone is characterized by the appearance and sporadic occurrence of 
Haugia * the lack of Hildoceras and the relative frequency of Brodieia. 
Beds lacking Haugia and yielding the jointly occurring Hildoceras semi- 
politum and Collina were ranged into the Bifrons Zone. The Variabilis 
Zone is more or less equivalent of the Collina gemma and Paroniceras 
sternale subzones recognized by GALLITELLI-WENDT /1969/ within the now 
classical Erbaense Zone of DONOVAN /1958/.

The zone was proved by fauna in the four studied profiles* The average 
thickness is 110 cm, and the total number of the yielded ammonites is 
2f,375» The fauna is dominated by Phylloceratina /58 %/ and Lytoceratina 
/20 %/» V ithin Ammonitina, most common is the family Phymatoceratidae 
/54- %/* Especially common are the Brodieia /=Pseudobrodieia. Merlaites/ 
and Pseudomercaticeras /=Crassiceras/. From the Phymatoceratidae, domi
nant are the Phymatoceratinae /82 %/, while Hammatoceratinae are comp
letely subordinate /18 %/* 28 % of the Ammonitina is given by Hildoce— 
ratidae, with 80 % Grammoceratinae /Pseudogrammoceras/ and 20 % Harpo- 
ceratinae /mainly with "Osperlioceras*1 from the Pseudolioceras group, 
and with Polyplectus/* Dactylioceratidae /18 %/ are represented merely 
by three genera /Collina* Porpoceras* and Dactylioceras/* Harpoceras. 
Hildoceras and Mercaticeras are missing in the Variabilis Zone.

Grammoceras thouarsense Zone
The Thouarsense Zone can be identified from the appearance of Grammoce
ras*

The zone was identified in three profiles, with 120 cm average thickness* 
Within this zone ammonites become strikingly rarer. The specimen number 
is 4-39 altogether* While 1 a* Ammonitico Rosso marl of the Bifrons Zone 
yielded 30 specimens in average, this value decreases to 23 in the Thou
arsense Zone* 4-9 % of the fauna belongs to the Phylloceratina, 13 % to 
the Lytoceratina, and 38 % to the Ammonitina, respectively* Because of



the common occurrence of Pseudogrammoceras. 86 % of the Ammonitina is 
represented by the Hildoceratidae, with 99 % overabundance of Pseudo
grammoceras* In the lack of Dactylioceratidae in the zone, other Ammo
nitina /14 %/ belong into the family Phymatoceratidae. Within this 
family some advance of the Hammatoceratinae /31 %/ can be recorded, 
against the Phymatoceratinae /69 %/• The Thouarsense Zone is rarely 
recorded in Mediterranean areas* This is probably caused by the small 
thickness, the impoverishment of the fauna and the rarity /0.06 %/ of 
the indexing Grammoceras* The zone can be described rather With negative 
than positive characters* This is shown by the decrease in the number of 
genera, as well* The Thouarsense Zone yielded 7 ammonite genera, as 
opposed to the 13 genera in the Variabilis Zone*

Hammatoceras insigne Zone

In the delimiting of this zone the appearance of Pseudolillia and Phly- 
seogrammoceras.served as basis* This zone has a characteristic Hammato
ceras fauna: H* aff* insigne /SCHUBLER in ZIETEN, 1830/, H, victorii 
BONARELLI, 1899• H* capuccinum BUCKMAN, 1921 and H, speciosum JANENSCH, 
1902.
The Insigne Zone was identified in all the four profiles, with 98 cm 
average thickness* The number of the collected ammonites is 2,143, of 
which 51 % is Phylloceratina, 21 % is Lytoceratina and 28 % is Ammoni
tina* The faunal composition, as compared to that of the Thouarsense 
Zone, is changed considerably* With Pseudogrammoceras and GramMoceras 
becoming rare, Hildoceratidae fall into the background /27 %/» while 
Phymatoceratidae are advancing /73 %/. Within Phymatoceratidae family 
the ratio of Phymatoceratinae /6 %/ and Hammatoceratinae /94 %!/ is 
changed* Oxyparoniceras from the Hildoceratidae is restricted to the 
basal part of the zone* Large specimens of Polyplectus discoides 
/ZIETEN, 1831/ can be found throughout the zone* The number of ammonite 
genera is slightly larger /9/ than that in the Thouarsense Zone*

Dumortieria levesquei Zone

This zone is recorded by the appearance of Dumortieria.

The zone was identified in all studied profiles, with 149 cm average 
thickness and 2,142 ammonite specimens* 64 % of the fauna belongs to 
the Phylloceratina, 20 % to the Lytoceratina and only 16 % to the Ammo—



nitina. 53 % of the Ammoaitina is given by subfamily Hammatoceratinae, 
and 4-7 % by the Grammoceratinae. The fauna is strikingly uniform, with 
Hammatoceras. Erycites and s.l. Dumortieria species. The Levesquei Zone 
yielded a single Polyplectus specimen, and Pleydellia species are 
missing in three profiles.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the quantitative evaluation of the Toarcian ammonite 
faunas, further biostratigraphic and paleogeographic conclusions can 
be drawn.

The fauna unequivocally is of Mediterranean character, with the almost 
constant dominance of Phylloceratina and Lytoceratina. From the propor
tional increase of phylloceratids and lytoceratids in the Upper Toarcian 
one can conclude to the increasing subsidence of the sedimentary basin. 
It is noteworthy, that in the Aalenian Opalinum Zone the Ammoaitina 
consist only 13 S& of the fauna.

Regarding the relationship between zones and thickness of the sequen
ces, it is remarkable, that the average thickness values in the pelagic 
Ammonitico Rosso facies show strikingly close correlation with the 
number of NW European ammonite horiaons within the respective zones.
In the Gerecse Mts. the thinnest zone is the Tenuicostatum Zone, which 
was subdivided by GABILL7 /197&/ into two horizons. On the other hand 
the thickest Bifrons Zone correspods to 6 horizons. 6 horizons were de
signated also in the similarly thick Levesquei Zone. Id spite of local 
differences, there is a correlation between the number of horizons and 
the oceanic sedimentation rate. The Bifrons "chron" represents a longer 
time interval than the Tenuicostatum "chron".

The Bifrons Zone has special significance both from paleontological and 
biostratigraphical points of view. The number of the ammonite genera is 
largest in this zone, and similarly highest is the specimen-number/tf 
value. However, these maxima become smoothed out when one regards this 
zone as of exceptionally long endurance. Hildoceras and Dumortieria are 
index forms of easy identification. This latter fact — together with 
the longer endurance - caused probably that the stratigraphic literature 
cites the Bifrons and Levesquei /=Meneghinii/ Zones very commonly from 
Mediterranean areas.



It is remarkable, especially from the point of view of paleogeography, 
that the north-west European zonal index forms are exceptionally rare 
in Mediterranean regions. This was probably the cause for range the 
Bifrons to Levesquei time interval usually into a single unit /Erbaense 
Zone, DONOVAN, 1958/* Large-scale collecting was needed to show, that 
the "Erbaense Zone" - at least in the Gerecse Mts. - corresponds to three 
NV European zones. The zonal indices are represented within the faunas 
with the following proportional values: Haufeia with 0.008 %, Grammoceras 
with 0.06 %, and Phlyseogrammoceras with 0.00? %l These are markedly low 
values, however sufficient toplace the faciologically monotonous sequen
ces into the NV European standard zonal shheme.

The question arises: how can be explained this striking rarity of NV 
European index forms in the Mediterranean region? The question can be 
answered from paleogeographic approach.

The differentiation of the Moditerranean and NV European faunal provin
ces can be due probably to geographical isolation /GlSCZY, 1973/. This 
isolation can be related equally to the significant distance between 
the two provinces, and to an intervening submarin elevation, both factors 
having effects on the restriction of exchange between the two epipeLagic 
Ammonitina faunas /=Tethyan filter. GlSCZY, 1984/. This filter may have 
existed as early as Pliensbachian, even Sinemurian times. This is sugges
ted by quantitative data from the Bakony Mts. From the studied 11,615 
ammonites of the Pliensbachian Davoei Zone /G&CZY, 1982/* only 5 belon
ged to the NV European index form /Prodactylioceras davoei SOVERBY, 1822/ 
and 4? to the subzonal index Liparoceratidae. These specimens, while 
forming an insignificant proportion of the whole fauna, matched the NV 
European forms at species level /DOMMERGUES et al., 1983/. It is clear, 
that in the Pliensbachian and Toarcian barrier between the two provinces 
did not exist.

The situation changed at the Toarcian/Aalenian boundary.

According to the revision of the fauna of the Tuzkoves-ravine at Bakony- 
csernye /GlSCZY, 1967/, the Aalenian Ammonitina comprise 11 exclusively 
Mediterranean, 6 mainly Mediterranean, 7 cosmopolitan, 15 mainly and 36 

exclusively NV European species, respectively. This locality yielded 10 
species, which were recorded previously only from southern England! These



results were supported recently by the studies of GALACZ /I98O/ on 
Bajocian-Bathonian faunas of Gyenespuszta /Bakony Mts./. He described 
4 Mediterranean, 20 cosmopolitan and 10 north-west European species 
from the Bajocian, and 4 Mediterranean, 14 cosmopolitan and 6 NW Euro
pean species from the Bathonian* Thus the independence of the provinces 
diminished from the Middle Jurassic onwards, with the increase of number 
of cosmopolitan forms* The Tethyan filter became a "Tethyan corridor"!

The disappearance of the Lower Jurassic filter can be probably due 
partly to the increasing proximity of the two faunal provinces, and 
partly to the destruction of the supposed submarine elevation* This 
might facilitate the faunal exchange of the epipelagic Ammonitina* The 
twofold paleogeographic phenomenon can be fitted into plate-tectonic 
framework* The faunistic change at the Toarcian/Aalenian boundary can 
be explained by subduetion within the East-Mediterranean basin suggested 
by BJIJtM)UVAL et al* /1977/* Accordingly the north-eastern margin of 
the Apulian plate, with the Bakony and Gerecse Mountains as parts, came 
closer to the European craton, and the intervening submarine ridge, 
with its destruction, lost its role as a filter*
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THE LIASSIC BRACHIOPODS OF THE IBERIAN RANGE (SPAIN): STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRI
BUTION AND BIOZONATION

A. Goy, M. J .  Com as-Rengifo & F . G a r c ia - J o r a l

A Brachiopod Zonal Scale is proposed on the base of 
the detailed stratigraphic distribution of the more impor
tant species in the Iberian Range, in relation to the 
Ammonite Zones and Subzones. The proposed scheme appears 
also valid to the rest of Spanish Brachiopod Province 
during Upper Domerian and Toarcian. A whole of 6 zones, 
as well as 10 subzones, are defined from Upper Lotharin- 
gian to Lower Aalenian; i.e., Dunrobinensis, Numismalis, 
Resupinata, Jauberti, Infraoolithica and Cynocephala Zones.

The studied fauna shows clear affinities with that 
of European Province during Lotharingian and Carixian, 
becoming progressively endemic from Lower Domerian up
wards .

RESUMEN
A partir de la distribucion estratigrafica detallada, 

en relacion con las Zonas y Subzonas de Ammonites, de las 
mas importantes especies de braquiopodos del Lias de la 
Cordillera Iberica, se propone una escala zonal basada en 
estos fosiles, aplicable en el Domeriense Superior y el 
Toarciense al resto de la Provincia Espanola de braquiopo 
dos. Se han definido 6 zonas y 10 subzonas, desde el Lo- 
tharingiense Superior al Aaleniense Inferior: Zonas Dunro
binensis, Numismalis, Resupinata, Jauberti, Infraoolithica 
y Cynocephala.

La fauna estudiada muestra afinidades claras con la 
Provincia Europea en el Lotharingiense y el Carixiense, 
haciendose progresivamente endemica a partir del Domerien 
se.

INTRODUCTION

In the Lias of Iberian Range, Brachiopods constitute an abundant 
and long time known group of Fossils, several species having been already 
figured by TORRUBIA (1754). Subsequently, several species described by DES-



LONGCHAMPS (1863), DUBAR (1931) and BATALLER (1931) were based on type spe
cimens coming from the Iberian Range. Recent descriptions of new forms as 
well as some remarks on the precise distribution of identified species are 
due, in these recent years, to GOY & ROBLES (1971), DELANCE (1974), GOY 
(1974), COMAS-RENGIFO & GOY (1975, 1978), COMAS-RENGIFO (1982), GARCIA- 
JORAL (1983) y GARCIA-JORAL & GOY (1984).

It is important to note that Brachiopods have always been collec
ted bed by bed, together with Ammonites, in order to have a good reference 
on their precise stratigraphic position. The bulk of the studied assemblage 
comprises a large collection of over 18.000 specimens from more than 60 sec 
tions throughout the whole Iberian Range. Lithostratigraphic units of every 
type-section in all different parts of Iberian Range are syntethized in 
Fig. 1.

The resulting data allowed the authors to elaborate a table in 
order to illustrate the stratigraphic distribution of the more important 
species in relation to the Zonal Scheme currently proposed for the Iberian 
Range (Fig. 2).

DISTRIBUTION OF LIAS BRACHIOPODS IN IBERIAN RANGE

The first Brachiopods identified from the Lias of Iberian Range 
are of Lotharingian, Upper Sinemurian, age. The major part of them come 
from Raricostatum Zone of Prejano section (Northern Iberian Range), where 
open sea conditions are detected earlier. The central and southern parts of 
Iberian Range are characterized at that time by a stromatolitic and dolomi- 
tic sedimentation, of more restricted conditions. Among the Spiriferinacea, 
Liospiriferina rostrata and Callospiriferina tumida are common; Zeilleriacea 
are represented by Zeilleria (Cincta) cor and Z. (Zeilleria) quiaiosensis 
and Terebratulacea and Rhynchonellacea, mainly by Cuersithyris gijonensis 
and Tetrarhynchia dunrobibensis. With the exception of C. gijonensis, all 
that species are known from the ,fCeltic-Swabian Kingdom** of DELANCE (1972), 
or the "European Province** of AGER (1967) and VOROS (1980).

During Lower and Middle Carixian, the open platform conditions cha 
racterize the northern area, extending partly, towards the central part (Pre
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jano, Belchite), and Brachiopods representatives are more abundant. It is 
detected the persistance of many of the already mentioned species together 
with some new ones Cuersithyris ? davidsoni and Gibbirhynchia curviceps. On 
the other hand, among the Zeilleriidae it is remarkable the sustitution of 
Lotharingian species by Z. (C.) numismalis, Z. (Z.) waterhousii and Z. (Z.) 
cf. roemeri. At the same time, at the Eastern edge of Iberian Meseta it 
takes place the deposition of chanelized facies (of presumably shallow wa
ter) with transported Brachiopods. Besides Spiriferina walcotti, G. curvi
ceps, T. dunrobinensis and L. punctata, also already found in near areas, 
several species, such as Squamirhynchia squamiplex, Piarorhynchia ? sp. and 
Plectothyris fimbrioides, are typically found in these facies. The last spe 
cies, described from Pliensbachian of Sarthe (W. France), has been now iden 
tified for the first time in Spain. These costate Terebratulids are regar
ded as a relevant group by AGER £ WALLEY (1977) in their study on migration 
ways of Jurassic Brachiopods. According to ELMI et al. (1982), and ALMERAS 
£ ELMI (1984) it could be originated from "Terebratula" riberoi CHOFFAT, 
from the Lotharingian of Portugal.

As a whole, the referred associations belong,as the former ones, 
to the European Province; some species, such as Z. (C.) numismalis and G. 
curviceps display a large distribution, having been referred as well from 
North Africa, Sicily, Bulgaria, Hungary, etc.

During the Upper Carixian, the Spiriferinacea are practically ab
sent throughout the whole Iberian Range, the remaining other Superfamilies 
being similarly scarce in the central (Castilian Branch) and southern parts 
of it. In the northern region, and in the northern Aragonese Branch, there 
have been detected the first representatives of Aulacothyris, with Z. (Z.) 
sarthacensis sarthacensis and Z. (Z.) mariae meridiana. Among the Terebratu 
lacea, Lobothyris punctata and L. subpunctata (highly abundant during Dome- 
rian) are common. Among the Rhynchonellacea, there have been found several 
species of Gibbirhynchia and the first Tetrarhynchia tetrahedra.

Open platform conditions become generalized during Domerian, allo
wing the development of a large number of Brachiopod species, with numerous 
common taxa with England and Central Europe. In the northern part of Iberian



Range (Prejano), such conditions are quite homogeneous during the whole Do
merian, whilst in the more western part of this region (Castrovido), and in 
the Central area (Honrubia de la Cuesta, Olmedillas, Turmiel, Belchite, Sie 
rra Palomera, Coscojar), an increase of depth (bathimetric maximum) seems to 
take place during Lower Domerian, with a slight retreat (shallowing) process 
during Middle-Upper Domerian. In the southern part of Iberian Range, the 
Ammonite-bearing marly sediments dissappear, being substituted by bioclastic 
limestones similar to that of Middle-Upper Domerian elsewhere. It is worth 
to note the presence of L. rostrata, L. alpina, Spiriferina munsteri, Z.
(Z.) sarthacensis sarthacensis, Z. (Z.) quadrifida, Aulacothyris resupinata, 
L. punctata, L. subpunctata, T. tetrahedra and T. subconcinna, as well as 
some several forms of the genera Gibbirhynchia and Quadratirhynchia. On the 
other hand, there have also been found some taxa typical of more southerly 
areas, such as Plesiothyris verneuili, Z. (Z.) mariae meridiana, L. subpunc
tata (morphotype: thomarensis), and L. alpina falloti, which reaches its ac
me during Lower Toarcian.

During Lower and Middle Toarcian, the open platform marls reach 
their maximum extent (Fig. 1). However, the share of common taxa with neigh
bouring basins is slightly lower, the presence of numerous species typical 
of the Iberian basin having been detected (L. punctata arcta, L. subpunctata 
hispanica, Telothyris ? jauberti, T. pyrenaica, Sphaeroidothyris perfida, Ho- 
moeorhynchia batalleri, H. meridionalis, etc.), as well as many forms know 
from other areas besides the Iberian Range, such as Zeilleria lycetti, Stol- 
morhynchia bouchardi, Pseudogibbirhynchia jurensis, P. moorei, Sphaeroidothy- 
ris vari, etc., their populations sometimes displaying some striking peculia 
rities with respect to that described from other regions.

This set of taxa,. typical from that basin, conforms the so-called 
"Facies espagnol" of CHOFFAT (1880) and DUBAR (1931). The boundaries of that 
"Spanish faunistic realm" were delimited by DELANCE (1972), and coincide re
markably with that so-called Spanish Bioprovince of GARCIA-JORAL & GOY (1984) 
in an intermediate position between European and Mediterranean faunal assem
blages, both of them less diversifies. The individualization of this faunal 
realm is explain by DELANCE (op. cit.) as a consequence of palaeogeographic 
events at the end of Domerian. According to HALLAM (1972), an important sedi





mentary change takes place in N. Europe, towards a deeper sedimentary con
ditions, involving a faunistic turnover. Such change seems to be less noti
ceable in SW. Europe, so that, several forms such as Spiriferina, or T. te- 
trahedra, not known to cross the Pliensbachian/Toarcian boundary in N. Euro 
pe,' are found in Lower Toarcian from Spain and Portugal. This is one of the 
differencial points which allowing to separate biogeographically both fauna

Specific diversity probably decreases in Upper Toarcian, as the 
trend to appearance of taxa typical of that basin is still observed (Rhyn 
chonelloidella marini, Rhynchonelloidea goyi, Loboidothyris n. sp., ...), a 
well as some other markedly scarce in the neighbouring areas, such as A. bl 
kei. This relative minimum in the number of species also appears quite gene 
ral in Europe, and has been recently related by VOROS (1980) with the Centr 
Atlantic aperture- In the Iberian Range, some sedimentary changes, presumab 
related with the final phase of an intense crustal extension (ALVARO et al 
1979), can be observed at the upper part of Insigne Zone.

This would mean a moment of tectonic instability dominated by the 
fragmentation of the carbonate platform during Lower Dogger, and marked by 
volcanic activity, intraformational tectonics, etc, (GAUTIER & MOUTERDE, 
1964; GOMEZ, 1979; CAPOTE et al., 1982), which would imply the renewal of 
the Brachiopod Fauna. However, there have also been found several taxa com
monly found in more northerly areas (Homoeorhynchia cynocephala, Stroudithy 
ris infraoolithica...).

BRACHIOPOD ZONES AND SUBZONES (Fig. 3)

Brachiopod biozonation can be tentatively proposed in base of the 
detailed stratigraphical range of the main Brachiopod species for the Iberi 
basin and extended for the whole Spanish Province during Upper Domerian - 
Lower Toarcian (Fig. 2).

Zonal and subzonal boundaries are marked at the first occurrence 
the corresponding index species in the basin. The main characteristic asso
ciations are also described.

The here discussed zonation is found on the fact that the majo



rity of the studied species across the Iberian Range show a similar strati
graphic range, their first occurrence appearing widely isochronous. Never
theless, there have been also used some species whose stratigraphic range 
appears in some way sedimentologically dependent. This is specially the ca
se of P. verneuili and R. marini. The first occurrence of the first one 
seems to coincide with the sudden setting of open marine platform conditions 
across large areas, whereas occurrence of R. marini appears related to an 
slight increase in fine detritic sediments known to be heterochronous for 
the different parts of Iberian basin.

Correlation with neighbour european areas is favored by the co
occurrence of typically wide spread taxa together with others of marked en
demic character. In that sense, zonal index have been chosen, as far as pos
sible, among well-characterized species of wide geographic distribution.
For subzonal index, however, there have been used, in some cases, species 
geographically limited to the Iberian Range, or to the Spanish Province.

- DUNROBINENSIS ZONE

Index-species: Tetrarhynchia dunrobinensis (ROLLIER, 1917)
Associated taxa: S. aff. walcotti (SOW.), C. tumida (v. BUCH), L. 

rostrata (SCHLOT.), G. curviceps (QU.), S. squamiplex (QU.), C. gijonensis 
(DUB.), L. punctata (SOW.), Z. (C.) cor (LAM.), Z. (Z.) quiaiosensis (CHOFF.)

The index species is quite common in the Iberian Range. It has 
been first used as zonal index by TCHOUMATCHENCO (1967, 1972) for Lower Ju
rassic of Central and Western Balkans. The stratigraphic interval of this zo 
ne, (sensu TCHOUMATCHENCO) would range from base of Obtusum Zone to the top 
of Ibex Zone. The scarcity of Ammonites in the major part of Lotharingian in 
the Iberian Range makes the characterization of Obtusum and Oxynotum Zones 
uncertain. Similarly, as far as Brachiopods is concerned, T. dunrobinensis 
has still not been recorded undoubtedly below Raricostatum Zone. On the other 
hand, its stratigraphic distribution in the Carixian in the Iberian Range is 
somewhat more reduced than in the Balkans, its record having not been confir 
med in the Ibex Zone, similarly as T. "tetrahedra", as referred by REVERT 
(1971) in the Causses Region (S. France). This would be a specimen morfolo-



gically closer to T. dunrobinensis than to T. tetrahedra according to TCHOU- 
MATCHENCO (in REVERT & TCHOUMATCHENCO, 1973).

In Spain, besides the Iberian Range, the index species has been 
also recorded in the Cantabrics (N. Spain), by SUAREZ-VEGA (1974). The spe
cies has also been recorded from Upper Sinemurian of England (AGER, 1956).

- NUMISMALIS ZONE

Index-species: Zeilleria (Cincta) numismalis (LAMARCK, 1819)
Associated taxa: S. aff. walcotti (SOW.), C. tumida (v. BUCH), L. 

rostrata (SCHLOT.), T. dunrobinensis (ROLL.), G. curviceps (QU.), G. amal- 
thei (QU.), G. nerina (D'ORB.), S. squamiplex (QU.), Piarorhynchia ? sp.,
C. gijonensis (DUB.), C. ? davidsoni (HAIME), L. punctata (DAV.), L. subpunc- 
tata (SOW.), P. fimbroides (DESL.), Z. (Z.) waterhousii (DAV.), Z. (Z.) cf. 
roemeri (SCHLOEN.), Z. (Z.) darwini (DESL.), Z. (Z.) sarthacensis sarthacen- 
sis (D f ORB.).

The designation of the index species Z. (C.) numismalis is well 
justified on account of its wide geographic distribution throughout Europe 
and North Africa, having been reported even from several points in the Medi
terranean Province. In the Iberian Range, the index species is generally 
scarce. It ranges from the base of Brevispina Subzone to the extreme base of 
Domerian. Some representatives of it have been reported as well from the Can- 
tabric Range (DAHM, 1965) and from Pyrenees (DUBAR, 1925).

- Davidsoni Subzone

Index-species: Cuersithyris ? davidsoni (HAIME, 1855)

The subzone is characterized by the record, in almost its whole ex
tension, of the index species. This corresponds to a peculiar taxa with a 
distinct morphology within Terebratulids (type locality: Paraje de la Muleta, 
Soller Area, Majorca). The species is commonly found throughout the northern 
and central parts of Iberian Range, being specially abundant in the Jamesoni 
Subzone.

The index species appears normally associated to G. curviceps, a 
fairly common in the Lower and Middle Carixian of Spain, previously used as



zonal index by REVERT (1971) for the Causses area, and of distribution equî  
valent to Ibex Zone.

"T." gr. davidsoni was also used as zonal index for the Castilian 
Branch of Iberian Range by GOY (1974), who assignes the species a distribu
tion equivalent to the whole Carixian, i.e., a much larger stratigraphic ran 
ge than here assumed.

Besides Majorca and the Iberian Range, this form has also been re
corded in Portugal (CHOFFAT, 1947) in the jurassic outcrops from North of Ta 
gus River. Some other records come from Cantabrics (SUAREZ-VEGA, 1974), Py
renees (DUBAR, 1925), and the Costero-Catalan Range (BATALLER, 1926; DUBAR, 
1931). Outside the Iberian Peninsula, it has been reported from the Causses 
(REVERT & TCHOUMATCHENCO, 1973), and Provence (ALMERAS & MOULAN, 1979).

- Darwini Subzone

Index-species: Zeilleria (Zeilleria) darwini (DESLONGCHAMPS, 1863)

The stratigraphic range of this subzone extends from Upper Ibex 
Zone to the top of Davoei Zone. The marked scarcity of Brachiopods during 
this stratigraphic interval makes the lower boundary of this subzone often 
uncertain. The index species, which appears normally associated to G. amal- 
thei and G. nerina, ranges through this precise interval. Its acceptance, ho
wever, as a subzonal index species is made here with reservation, on account 
of its scarcity and still poorly known stratigraphic range.

Z. (Z.) darwini would be, according to DELANCE (1974), a relative
ly scarce carixian taxa, recorded in England, Paris Basin, NW. Germany, Swa
bian Alb, and most probably, Carpathian area.

- RESUPINATA ZONE

Index-species: Aulacothyris resupinata (SOWERBY, 1816)
Associated taxa: S. munsteri (DAV.), S. oxyptera (BUV.), L. rostra- 

ta (SCHLOT.), L. alpina (OPP.), L. alpina falloti (CORR. ), T. tetrahedra (SOW.), 
T. subconcinna (DAV.), Tetrarhynchia sp., G. amalthei (QU.), G. nerina 
(D'ORB.), G. muirwoodae AGER, G. thorncombiensis (BUCK.), Q. quadrata BUCK.,



Quadratirhynchia sp., Q. crassimedia depressa AGER, L. punctata (SOW.), L. 
punctata arcta DUB., L. subpunctata (DAV.), Z. (Z.) mariae meridiana DEL.,
Z. (Z.) sarthacensis sarthacensis (D'ORB.), Z. (Z.) sarthacensis culeifor- 
mis (ROLL.), Z. (Z.) indentata (SOW.), Z. (Z.) subnumismalis (DAV.), Z. (Z.) 
quadrifida (LAM.), A. iberica DUB., Plesiothyris verneuili (DESL.).

The Resupinata Zone corresponds to a stratigraphic interval highly 
enriched in Brachiopods, with a high number of taxa, many of which are com
monly found as well in more northerly areas. Associations typical of its lo 
wer part (G. muirwoodae, G. thomeombiensis, Z. (Z.) mariae meridiana, P. 
verneuili..)and of its upper part (S. oxyptera, S. alpina falloti, L. punctata 
arcta, Z. (Z.) sarthacensis culeiformis, Z. (Z.) quadrifida, A. iberica, ...) 
can be recognised, each of them comprising both wide spread and endemic taxa 
which permits a good correlation between Iberian and neighbouring european 
basins.

A. resupinata appears widely extended throughout Europe and N. Afrî  
ca, having also been reported from Turkey (AGER, 1959), and from Carpathian 
Mountains (SIBLIK, 1966). REVERT (1971) reports it from Margaritatus Zone (Gî  
bbosus Subzone) of Causses, and DELANCE (1974) regards it as an Upper Dome- 
rian taxa, well extended throughout Western Europe, and absent in more septen 
trional areas. In the Mspanish,f realm it ranges to the base of Toarcian. In 
North Africa the species has been reported by ELMI et al. (1982), from Dome- 
rian of Tlemcenian and Atlassic realms.

In Spain, it is commonly found in the Iberian Range, from Lower
most Domerian (Stokesi Zone) to Lower Toarcian (Tenuicostatum Zone)>its pre
sence having being also detected in upper Davoei Zone, with A. capricornus 
(SCHLOT.) and P. davoei (SOW.), by COMAS-RENGIFO (1982). A further reference 
to A. cf. resupinata, in association with Lower and Middle Domerian Ammoni
tes, in the Costero-Catalan Range, is due to CADILLAC et al. (1982).

- Verneuili Subzone

Index-species: Pleisothyris verneuili (DESLONGCHAMPS, 1863)

The range of this Subzone corresponds practically to the vertical 
extension of the index species: P. verneuili (Type locality: Josa, near the.



classical locality of Obon, Teruel, Iberian Range). The species appears sud
denly at the base of Domerian (Stokesi Subzone). Its occurrence in the stu
died area appears strikingly related to the extended development of marly 
and marly-limestones facies throughout wide areas of central and northern 
part of Iberian Range. It disappears in different moments along Stokesi or 
Margaritatus Zones, showing a similar association with facial changes detec
ted in the basin.

Throughout the whole (or the major part of) its vertical range, P. 
verneuili is recorded with S. munsteri, T. tetrahedra, G. amalthei, G. neri- 
na, G. muirwoodae, G. thorncombiensis, L. punctata, L. subpunctata, Z. (Z.) 
mariae meridiana, Z. (Z.) sarthacensis sarthacensis, and Z.(Z.) indentata, 
occuring as well with L. rostrata in the Stokesi Zone, and with T. subcon- 
cinna in the Margaritatus Zone.

The species has already been proposed as zonal index by GOY (1974) 
for the Castilian Branch of the Iberian Range, with a similar vertical range 
as here assumed.

Some other references to this species, outside the Iberian Range, 
include the classical outcrops of Thomar region (DELANCE, 1974), Pyrenees 
(DUBAR, 1925), Provence (CHARLES, 1948) and Sicily (DI STEFANO, 1891). In 
North Africa, it has been reported from the Tlemcenian Realm and from High 
Atlas, by ELMI et al. (1982) and ALMERAS & ELMI (1984).

- Quadrifida Subzone

Index-species: Zeilleria (Zeilleria) quadrifida (LAMARCK, 1819)

The Subzone corresponds to the vertical extension of the index spe 
cies, up to the present still not found in cooccurrence with the index species 
of the former one, P. verneuili. It is a common taxa in the Upper Domerian - 
Lowermost Toarcian interval, showing a high morphological variability, which 
has been accurately precised by DELANCE (1974). In the Iberian Range, its ex 
treme morphotypes (bicornea and quadricornea) are usually found separately, 
their cooccurrence together having been however recorded in certain levels 
along the central and northern outcrops of the studied area.



The distribution of both morphotypes shows a marked facies control, 
the morphotype "bicornea" appearing connected with the development of bio- 
clastic limestones during Upper Domerian - Lower Toarcian, whereas the mor
photype MquadricorneaM seems rather related to marly sediments. Therefore, 
in the Castilian Branch, where bioclastic formations range up to Lower Toar 
cian (Tenuicostatum Zone), representatives of the ,fquadricornea,f morphotype 
are markedly scarce. On the contrary, along the central part of the Aragone
se Branch and East of the Demanda Mts., the marly sedimentation begins as 
early as Spinatum Zone (Hawskerense Subzone), the Mquadricornea,f morphotype 
becoming much more common.

Z. (Z.) quadrifida appears throughout the whole, or the major part 
of its distribution, associated to L. alpina, L. alpina falloti, T. subcon- 
cinna, Q. crassimedia depressa, L. subpunctata and Z. (Z.) sarthacensis sar- 
thacensis. Moreover, it is recorded in cooccurrence with S. munsteri, T. te- 
trahedra, Q. quadrata, L. punctata, Z. (Z.) sarthacensis sarthacensis, Z.
(Z.) indentata, and Z. (Z.) subnumismalis in the Spinatum Zone, and with S. 
oxyptera, L. punctata arcta, and A. iberica in the Tenuicostatum Zone (Mira- 
bile Subzone).

Z. cornuta has been used as Zonal Index by TCHOUMATCHENCO (1967, 
1972) in Central and Western Balkans. The faunistic associations described by 
the author are, generally, similar to that found in the Iberian Range. Howe
ver, the stratigraphic range admitted for them "from the Davoei Zone to the 
Stokesi Subzone of the Margaritatus Zone inclusive”; and from Davoei to Sto- 
kesi in REVERT & TCHOUMATCHENCO (1973), is markedly lower than that recorded 
in the Iberian Range. The same zonal index has been used by GOY (1974) for 
the Castilian Branch of the Iberian Range, its stratigraphic range comprising 
Spinatum and, partly, Tenuicostatum Zones.

Z. (Z.) quadrifida appears widely extended in Europa (England, Ger
many, France, Iberia, Bulgaria) and in North Africa (Algeria, Morocco).

- JAUBERTI ZONE

Index-species: Telothyris ? jauberti (DESLONGCHAMPS, 1863)
Associated taxa: S. oxyptera (BUY.), L. alpina (OPP.), L. alpina fa-



lloti (CORR.),L. undulata (SEG.), Tetrarhynchia sp., S. bouchardi (DAV.), H. 
batalleri (DUB.), H. meridionalis (DESL.), P. jurensis (QU.), P. moorei 
(DAV.), Pseudogibbirhynchia ? nov. sp., "R." vasconcellosi CHOFF., L. punc
tata arcta (DUB.), L. subpunctata (DAV.), L. subpunctata hispanica (DUB.),
T. ? jauberti depressa (DUB.), T. pyrenaica (DUB.), S. dubari DEL., S. per- 
fida (OHOFF.), S. decipiens (DESL.), S. vari (ROLL.), Z. lycetti (DAV.), A. 
iberica DUB.

In the Iberian Range the Jauberti Zone is characterized by a high 
specific diversity with numerous taxa typical of the Spanish Province. Its 
charactheristical elements are: T. ? jauberti (Type form) from Tenuicostatum 
to Bifrons Zone, followed by T. ? jauberti depressa from Bifrons to Thouar- 
sense Zone. The type specimen of the species comes from Anchuela del Campo 
(Guadalajara), most probably from Serpentinus Zone, where the type form rea
ches its maximum development. A specimen from the Bifrons Zone (Sublevisoni 
Subzone) from the locality of Cuers (Provence), has recently been designed as 
neotype for that species by ALMERAS £ MOULAN (1982).

The type species, quite abundant in the studied area, has been re
corded in numerous localities besides the Iberian Range. Records from Portu
gal (N. Tagus River outcrops) are reported by CHOFFAT (1880, 1947), as well 
as in the Algarve (S. Portugal). It has been also recorded in the Costero-Ca 
talan Range (BATALLER, 1926; DUBAR, 1931; CADILLAC et al., 1982; CALZADA, 
1983), Pyrenees (DUBAR, 1931; DELANCE, 1969; CLUTSON, 1979; CALZADA, 1981), 
Provence (CHARLES, 1948; ALMERAS £ MOULAN, 1982) and, in North Africa, in 
Algeria and Morocco (DUBAR, 1940, 1943; GOURION, 1960; ELMI et al., 1982). 
Finally, some other records are reported from Madagascar (THEVENIN, 1908) and 
from Argentine (JAWORSKI, 1926).

- Bouchardi Subzone

Index-species: Stolmorhynchia bouchardi (DAVIDSON, 1852).

The Subzone extends through the almost whole vertical range of the 
index species as recorded in the Iberian Range, appearing suddenly at the Te 
nuicostatum Zone (Semicelatum Subzone), and being common up to Serpentinus 
Zone (Strangewaysi Subzone) associated to L. alpina, L. undulata, H. batalle-



ri, L. punctata arcta, T. ? jauberti, etc.

The group has recently revised by ROUSSELLE (1974), on the basis 
of North Africa material. The species is one of the scarce Lower Toarcian 
taxa reported both from European and Spanish Provinces, which makes it a 
strong correlation element between both provinces.

The index species has been reported from S. England, Germany and 
France, where its presence in Provence has been proved by ALMERAS & MOULAN 
(1982), though it has not, up to the present, been found in the Causses Re
gion (REVERT, 1971). In the Iberian Peninsula it has been reported from Por
tugal, in the basins around the Iberian Meseta (Betics excluded) and from 
Pyrenees (DUBAR, 1931; DELANCE, 1969; CLUTSON, 1979; CALZADA, 1981). Some 
specimens also referable to that species from Algeria have been figured by 
GOURION (1960) and ALMERAS & ELMI (1984).

- Perfida Subzone

Index-species: Sphaeroidothyris perfida (CHOFFAT, 1947)

Its extension comprises from the moment the mass occurrence of S. 
perfida is detected, in Serpentinus Zone (Falcifer Subzone), up to the first 
occurrence of S. vari in Bifrons Zone (Bifrons Subzone). The index species 
appears mainly associated to other Brachiopod taxa, such as H. batalleri, H. 
meridionalis, T. pyrenaica, T. ? jauberti, etc.., all of them typical of 
the Spanish Province, reaching their maximal abundance at this Subzone.

The type specimen of the index species comes from Portugal (lecto- 
type designated by ALMERAS £ MOULAN, 1982; CHOFFAT, op. cit. L. 5, f. 19), its 
geographical distribution being largely the Spanish Province. Except for the 
Betic Range, the index species is know throughout the whole Iberian Peninsula, 
Pyrenees, Provence and North Africa in the Oudja Region (DARESTE DE LA CHA- 
VANNE, 1930)

- Vari Subzone

Index-species: Sphaeroidothyris vari (ROLLIER, 1918)

This Subzone is characterized by a marked decrease in specific va



riability of Brachiopods in the Iberian Range, the groups being generally 
scarce and irregularly represented. It ranges from Bifrons Zone (Bifrons Sub 
zone) to upper part of Variabilis Zone, and possibly up to Thouarsense Zone 
(Bingmanni Subzone). S. vari appears associated to S. decipiens, T. ? jauber- 
ti depressa, Z. lycetti as well as to scarce Rhynchonellidae. It is frecuen- 
tly found in the Spanish Province, having also been reported from Provence 
(CHARLES, 1948; ALMERAS & MOULAN, 1982), Portugal (CHOFFAT, 1947), Pyrenees 
(DUBAR, 1925, 1931), Costero-Catalan Range (CADILLAC et a l . ,  1982) and North 
Africa, in Morocco and Algeria (GARDET & GERARD, 1946; ALMERAS & ELMI, 1984).

INFRAOOLITHICA ZONE

Index-species: Stroudithyris infraoolithica (DESLONGCHAMPS, 1871)

Associated taxa: R. marini ROUSS., R. goyi GARCIA-JORAL, T. ? jau- 
berti depressa (DUB.), S. stephanoides ALM. & MOUL., Loboidothyris nov. sp., 
A. blakei (DAV.).

The Infraoolithica Zone is characterized by the presence of some 
few taxa in association with the index species, all of them represented by a 
remarkable high amount of specimens. It ranges from Thouarsense Zone (Thouar
sense Subzone) to Aalensis Zone (Aalensis Subzone).

S. stephanoides (including "T." submaxi1lata DAV. sensu CHOFFAT, 
1947) shows a similar stratigraphic range and is usually highly abundant in 
the studied area, which would make a good contender for zonal index species. 
However, the species S. infraoolithica is here erected on account of its wi
der geographic distribution, allowing correlation with European Province.
S. infraoo1ithica is commonly found in some parts of France (Deux-Sevres, 
Provence), Lorraine and Luxemburg (BENECKE, 1905; QUENSTEDT, 1871), Southern 
Germany (ROTHPLETZ, 1886), Spain (Iberian and Costero-Catalan Ranges), and 
Morocco (GARDET & GERARD, 1946).

- Marini Subzone

Index- species: Rhynchonelloidella marini ROUSSELLE, 1975

Its lower boundary is defined by the mass occurrence of the index 
species, in the Thouarsense Zone (Thouarsense or Fascigerum Subzone), ranging



up to Insigne Zone (Insigne Subzone). Its upper boundary is delimited by 
the first occurrence of A. blakei, the index species however still per
sisting in the basin up to Pseudoradiosa Zone (Levesquei Subzone).

According to ROUSSELLE (1975) the holotype of the index species co
mes from Obon (Teruel, Iberian Range), Bifrons Zone. In turn, for the present 
authors its stratigraphic position would be slightly higher, the species ha
ving never been found below Thouarsense Zone. It usually appears associated 
to S. infraoolithica and S. stephanoides.

R. marini shows a remarkable facies dependency, being almost exclu
sively found in marly-limestone sediments. Outside the Iberian Range, it has 
been only reported from Lerida Pyrenees (CLUTSON, 1979), where Upper Toar- 
cian sediments appear strikingly similar to that of central part of Iberian 
Range. On the other hand, it is not excluded that many specimens cited as H. 
cynocephala by various authors should be better accomodated within this 
species.

- Blakei Subzone

Index-species: Aulacothyris blakei (DAVIDSON, 1878)

The lower boundary of this subzone is delimited by the first occu
rrence of the index species, approximately at the uppermost part of Insigne 
Zone. Its stratigraphic range comprises the whole Pseudoradiosa Zone, some 
few specimens having eventually been found within Aalensis Zone.

The species, originally described in England, appears remarkably 
scarce in the European Province (DELANCE, 1974), its record being, however, 
much more abundant in the central part of Iberian Range, where its stratigra
phic range (according to GOY, 1974; COMAS-RENGIFO £ GOY, 1978; GARCIA-JORAL 
£ GOY, 1984) appears slightly narrower than first assumed by previous authors. 
In the first levels of the Subzone it is still customarily recorded together 
with R. marini, and, as in the former Subzone, the main associated taxa are 
usually S. infraoolithica and S. stephanoides. The record of the species is, 
up to the present, limited to England and Iberian Range only.
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- Goyi Subzone

Index-species: Rhynchonelloidea goyi GARCIA-JORAL, 1983

This subzone comprises the uppermost part of Pseudoradiosa Zone 
and the major part of Aalensis Zone, where the index species is highly com 
mon. It is a typically Iberian taxa, the holotype coming from Villar de Co
beta (Guadalajara, Castilian Branch), and usually found together with S. in- 
fraoolithica, S. stephanoides and Loboidothyris nov. sp. Its record is, up 
to the present, limited to the Iberian Range. However, its presence both in 
Pyrenees and in Provence appears probable.



- CYNOCEPHALA ZONE

Index-species: Homoeorhynchia cynocephala (RICHARD, 1840)
Associated taxa: S. infraoolithica (DESL.), S. stephanoides ALM. & 

MOUL. and Loboidothyris nov. sp.

The species was elected as zonal index by TCHOUMATCHENCO (1967), 
assuming a stratigraphic range slightly wider than observed by the present 
authors in the Iberian Range, where it is rarely recorded below Aalensis Zo
ne. It is specially abundant during Aalensis Zone (Buckmani Subzone) and Opa 
linum Zone.

Know from many different european areas, H. cynocephala appears 
broadly extended, from England and France, as far as Bulgaria.

CONCLUSIONS

From Sinemurian to Toarcian, a growing endemism can be detected 
within the Lias Brachiopods of Iberian Range.

The most important affinities with European Province are observed 
from Lotharingian to Carixian. During this interval, however, some several 
taxa of more meridional affinities are also found, the species C. ? davidso- 
ni being of relevant stratigraphic interest for the Iberian Range and Majorca.

Meridional influences appear more important during Domerian, with 
the appearance of some Msouthern,f species, such as P. verneuili, Z. (Z.) ma- 
riae meridiana, L. subpunctata (thomarensis morphotype), etc., providing a 
first shape of the so-called Spanish Province. Such province reaches its 
maximum extension during Lower and Middle Toarcian, with numerous characte
ristic taxa (A. iberica, L. punctata arcta, T. ? jauberti, T. pyrenaica, S. 
perfida, H. batalleri, H. meridionalis...). On the other hand, it should be 
also noted the presence of some taxa known from European Province (S. bou- 
chardi, T. subconcinna...) displaying striking morphological particular fea 
tures.

The specific diversity shows a remarkable decrease in Upper Toar
cian, with the presence of many taxa geographically restricted, either to 
the Iberian Range (R. marini, R. goyi...) or to the Iberian Peninsula and 
Provence (S. stephanoides).
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OSTRACOD BIOSTRATIGRAPHY OF THE UPPER TOARCIAN IN SOUTHERN GERMANY 

Harry Knitter

Abstract: The upper Toarcian of Southern Germany can 
be devided into ten zones by means of ostracods. The 
boundary between the lower and the upper Toarcian 
can be drawn by ostracod stratigraphy and can be 
correlated with that between the crasstm-and the 
▼ariabilis-subzone. The boundary between the Toar
cian and the Aalenian can also be drawn by means of 
ostracods, but it does not coincide exactly with the 
ammonite subdivision.

Introduction
The first complete ostracod stratigraphy of the upper Toarcian in 

Southern Germany has been established by KNITTER (1983). Meanwhile some 
new profiles have been examined for ostracods as well as for ammo
nites, which show almost complete sections of the highest parts of 
lower Toarcian to lower Aalenian strata (KNITTER and OHMERT, 1983; 
KNITTER and RIEGRAF, 1984). These profiles have shown that some of the 
ranges of stratigraphical distribution of upper Toarcian ostracods 
differ slightly from the data given by KNITTER (1983). A further result 
of the two profiles mentioned above is the possibility to draw a boun
dary between lower and upper Toarcian strata, i. e. between the 
crassun- and the variabilis-subzone, by means of ostracods also.

Ostracod Stratigraphy

The Toarcian in general shows a change in ostracod distribution, 
which does not coincide with the stratigraphic division in its lower 
and upper part. At the beginning of the falciferua-zone of the lower 
Toarcian a dramatic change in faunal composition of ostracods occurs



(RIEGRAF, 1985) which can be correlated to the same event in foramini- 
feral associations (EARTENSTEIN and BRAND, 1937). At this point the 
ostracod genera of the family Healdiidae, which have been so characte
ristic for the Pliensbachian and the lower parts of the lower Toarcian, 
vanish completely. During the, in micropalaeontological sense, almost 
unfossiliferous falciferua-zone of the lower Toarcian a new faunal 
composition is established, giving a ground stock for the faunas of the 
upper parts of the lower Toarcian, the upper Toarcian and the higher 
parts of the Jurassic system.

The ranges of ostracod species in the upper Toarcian are listed in 
fig. 1. The dashed lines are for those species, which do not have any 
stratigraphic value for the subdivision of this substage. The thin 
complete lines characterize those species, which have a minor strati
graphic value because of their merely episodic stratigraphic and local 
occurrence. They can be used to support the stratigraphic subdivision, 
but should not be used to establish a stratigraphy by means of them
selves. The ranges of species used here for stratigraphic separation of 
the lower from the upper Toarcian or for further subdivision of the 
upper Toarcian are marked by a thick line.

The boundary between the lower and upper Toarcian is not characte
rized by a dramatic change in ostracod associations. Only some new 
species occur, giving a chance to draw a boundary between the two sub
stages also by means of ostracods. These species are Supratoarcina 
supratoarcensis KNITTER, 1984 and Ektyphocythere buck! (BIZCN, 1960). 
They are index fossils of the first ostracod-zone of the Upper Toar
cian, which ranges from the lowest to the higher variabilis- 
-subzone.

The end of the first zone is characterized by lack of Ektyphocy
there buck! (BIZON, 1960), which has been proven to be very constant 
in its stratigraphical level. Since no new species occur, this is the 
only possibility for drawing a boundary. This zone comprises a rather 
long section of the upper Toarcian, reaching as high as the lower 
fallaciosua-subzone. Charcteristic ostracod species, but hot index 
fossils, are the species Cytherelloidea praecadoaensis KNITTER, 1984, 
Kinkelinella costata KNITTER, 1983, Kinkelinella seraoisensis (BIZON, 
I960), and Praeschuleridea aspera KNITTER, 1983, which occur in almost



every sample from this strigraphic level. All three species have been 
recorded even from the lower Toarcian (BATE and COLEMAN, 1975; KNITTER 
and RIEGRAF, 1984, RIEGRAF, 1985).

The third zone begins with the first occurrence of Cytheropterina 
cribra (FISCHER, 1962) and Infracytheropteron groissi KNITTER, 1984 
reaching up to the higher fallaciosua-subzone.

At this stratigraphic level Otocythere callosa TRIEBEL and KLINGLER, 
1959 appears. Also Klnkellnella fischeri MALZ, 1966 can be recorded for 
the first time (see also below). From this time on the diversities of 
ostracod faunal composition increases, while in the lower parts of the 
upper Toarcian the number of ostracod species in almost every sample 
is small.

The next ostracod zone begins in the higher insigne-subzone with the 
first occurrence of the species Ektyphocythere furcata (Wienholz, 
1967) and ends in the dispansua-subzone, where Cytherelloidea cadoaen-
sis BIZON, 1960 appears reaching up to the lower levesquei-subzone.

The top of the former zone is marked by the first appearance of 
Praeschuleridea gallemannica MALZ, 1966 and Praeschuleridea punctulata
(PLUMHOFF, 1963). This zone ends in the lower moorei-subzone.

With the first occurrence of Praeschuleridea ventriosa (PLUMHOFF, 
1963) the next ostracod zone begins. Within this zone the species 
Ektyphocythere furcata (WIEN-HOLZ, 1967) and Praeschuleridea galleaan- 
nica MALZ, 1966 die out. The end of the range of these two species as 
well as the extinction of Praeschuleridea aspera KNITTER, 1983 in the 
zone below should not be used for stratigraphic purpose anymore, 
because the stratigraphic level where this happens varies in different 
localities.

In the middle of the aalensis-subzone the ostracod species Aphelo- 
cythere raaosa FISCHER, 1961 appears, beginning the next zone. Some
times this species is very rare, whereas in other profiles it is a 
abundant and very useful tool for the stratigraphic subdivision of the 
aalensis-subzone.

The highest stratigraphic marker in the upper Toarcian is the occur
rence of Aphelocythere kuhni TRIEBEL and KLINGLER, 1959 which always 
occurs in the highest aalensis-subzone just below the Liassic/Dogger 
boundary, defined by ammonite stratigraphy
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distribution of Ostracod species.



Discussion

Some data from KNITTER (1983) had to be revised. The species Ekty- 
phocythere buck! (BIZON, 1960) is described in that paper as Ektypho- 
cythere debills BATE and COLEMAN, 1975. However, the latter has been 
proven to occur only in lower Toarcian strata (RIEGRAF, personal com
munication), whereas Ektyphocythere buck! seems to be a good strati
graphic index fossil for the lower and middle variabilis-subzone. The 
other species used here as stratigraphic index fossils are less 
precise, because their first occurrence seems to be influenced ecologi
cally and cannot always be recorded. As mentioned above the species 
Kinkelinella costata KNITTER, 1983 and Praeschuleridea aspera KNITTER, 
1983 already appear in the crassua-subzone of the lower Toarcian 
(KNITTER and RIEGRAF, 1984; RIEGRAF, 1985) and therefore cannot be used 
for the separation of lower and upper Toarcian strata.

The complete lower part of the upper Toarcian shows some problems in 
ostracod stratigraphy. Until the lower fallaciosua-subzone ostracod 

diversity differs very greatly and often is very low. The only possi
bility of zonation is the use of the extinction of Ektyphocythere 
buck! in the higher variabilis-zone, a date that has been proven to be 
very precise in all sections examined. No other new species occurs 
until the lower fallaciosua-subzone. In Franconia the upper Toarcian 
until the dispansua-subzone does not contain ostracods at all, there
fore no stratigraphical statements nor those about ostracod distribu
tion in this area can be made (KNITTER, 1983).

The higher ostracod zones are well defined by characteristic 
species. One problem is the first occurrence of Kinkelinella fischeri 
MALZ, 1966, which derives from Kinkelinella seraoisensis (BIZON, 1960). 
The transition between these two species is very gradual and the limit 
can only be drawn subjectively. Kinkelinella seraoisensis has a charac
teristic irregular polygonal ornamentation on the surface of the 
valves, while Kinkelinella fischeri shows a roofshaped arrangement of 
these polygonal fields. The phylogenetic older specimens of Kinkeli
nella fischeri often are not to be distinguished from Kinkelinella 
seraoisensis. The problem is where to draw the line between these 
closely related species. Fortunately another well distinguishable 
species, Otocythere callosa TRIEBEL and KLINGLER, 1959 appears during 
the time where the transition between these two species happens. 
Finding out the proper criteria for separating the two species exact
ly, I leave to other ostracod workers. Nevertheless, this phenomenon is



very interesting in comparison with another transition between two, 
respectively three, species occuring in upper Toarcian strata. The 
species Praeschuleridea gallemannica MALZ, 1966 has its ancestor in 
Praeschuleridea aspera KNITTER, 1983, and Praeschuleridea ventriosa 
(PLUMHCFF, 1963) can be derived from Praeschuleridea gallemannica. 
These transitions are very sharp and no continuous change of features 
can be recorded. The reason of the differences may be the way that the 
change in ornamentation is made. In the transitional line Kinkelinella 
sermoisensis-Kinkelinella fischeri a complete new arrangement of the 
polygonal pits can be recorded. In the transitional line Praeschuleri
dea aspera-P. gallenannica-P. ventriosa the number of pits of the orna
mentation is changed by doubling some rows of pits respectively re
ducing them. The ornamentation of the valves is a result of the 
arrangement of the cells of the cuticula inside the valves. Therefore, 
a complete rearrangement of cells needs more time to be established 
than the simple doubling or reducing of cells. The stratigraphic result 
of this mechanism is the sudden appearance of Praeschuleridea galle- 
■annica respectively Praeschuleridea ventriosa, which therefore can be 
used as better index fossils than Kinkelinella fischeri.

As already mentioned the zones where species of the genus Prae
schuleridea are index fossils have well defined boundaries. The co
occurrence of Praeschuleridea aspera and Praeschuleridea ventriosa 
could only be recorded in some profiles (e. g. KNITTER and OHMERT, 
1983), where the thickness of the aalensis-subzone exceeds ten meters. 
This fact offered the possilbility for a detailed sampling, which may 
be the reason of clearer determination of the ranges of these two 
species. Perhaps also the extinction of Praeschuleridea aspera 
happens at different times in different localities. Therefore, the 
upper end of the range of Praeschuleridea aspera should not be used for 
stratigraphic subdivision any longer. The same facts can be recorded 
for the species Ektyphocythere furcata and Praeschuleridea galleman
nica , whose extinction can not be determined as precisely as in the 
case of Ektyphocythere buck! in the higher variabilis-subzone.

The Liassic/Dogger boundary can not be determined as exactly as that 
between the lower and upper Toarcian. The only ostracod species appea
ring close below this level is Aphelocythere kuhni TRIEBEL and KLING- 
LER, 1959. Its occurrence always just below this boundary is very con
stant all over Southern Germany. This ostracod species ought to be used



to define the micropaleontological Lias/Dogger boundary with respect to 
the fact that this boundary does not coincide exactly with the ammonite 
zonation.
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PROBLEMS AT THE TOARCIAN/AALENIAN BOUNDARY 

Wolf Ohmert

In noncondensed sections of Southwestern Germany 
as well as of Western France Pachylytoceras torulosum 
obviously proves to precede Leioceras opalinum. Its 
range .coincides with the modern 'buckmani subzone' 
placed in the uppermost Liassic in contradiction to 
the original intention of OPPEL (1856-58) and MAYER 
(1864).

Introduction

There are no problems at the Toarcian/Aalenian boundary in many regions, 
as for instance in the Aalen-area or in Northwestern Germany. There are 
no problems wherever those beds are condensed or even reworked. In such 
sections Leioceras opalinum (REINECKE) appears together with 
Pachylytoceras torulosum (ZIETEN) and some reworked late Pleydellia, 
sometimes even together with Pleydellia aalensis (ZIETEN).

But problems rise in less condensed sections and especially where these 
beds reach considerable thicknesses, as for instance in the Rhinegraben 
area. I think just those sections should be of superior interest for the 
studies of such a boundary. The only handicap in the Rhinegraben is the 
poor outcrops in the clays and marls of these stratigraphical units, 
called 'Jurensismergel' and 'Opalinuston1. Therefore in 1982/83 a new 
artifical exposure near Badenweiler was welcome. The results are 
published by KNITTER & OHMERT (1983).

For this purpose also the material of KLOCKER (1966/67) was studied once 
again. Further material could be gained from KLOCKER1s section, an old 
clay pit south of Freiburg, still accessible.



t a b .  1 z o n a l / s u b z o n a l  d i v i s i o n  a n d  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  T o a r c i a n / A a l e n i a n  
b o u n d a r y  (“ = )  i n  t h e  U p p e r  l l h i n e g r a b e n .



The problem

I will not resume the numerous efforts here again, made to solve the 
problems with this boundary. They are composed for instance by SAPUNOV 
(1964) or by RIEBER (1977). For the Rhinegraben area the different 
suggestions are listed in table 1. I only want to refer to the general 
attempt of the first Colloque du Jurassique at Luxembourg (1964, p. 84), 
where the opalinum zone has been recommended as the basal zone of the 
Aalenium. This recommendation has been believed to correspond with the 
original intention of MAYER when he established the Aalenian in 1864 (see 
DUBAR, ELMI, MOUTERDE & RUGET-PERROT 1971, p. 397). But GABILLY & RIOULT 
(1971, p. 391) already have shown that Pachylytoceras torulosum (ZIETEN), 
used as the index fossil for the basal Aalenian by MAYER (and before him 
by OPPEL 1856-58 for the Lower-/Middle Jurassic boundary), precedes 
Leioceras opalinum (REINECKE) in the Toarcian type area of Central 
Western France. These torulosum beds were put into the subzone of 
Pleydellia buckmani MAUBEUGE and into the uppermost Toarcian by GABILLY, 
ELMI, MATTEI, MOUTERDE & RIOULT (1971, p. 626), without refering to 
OPPEL1s torulosum zone, which should have the priority.

New investigations in Southwestern Germany

A similar distribution of torulosum has been observed by KLOCKER 
(1966/67) in the Rhinegraben south of Freiburg. But due to some 
misleading determinations of Pleydellia species (corrected by CONTINI 
1970, p. 55 and by KNITTER & OHMERT 1983, p. 257 ff.) opalinum seemed to 
share its range partly with torulosum. Therefore only little attention 
has been payed to these results up to now. Meanwhile new samples of the 
Badenweiler section have confirmed and completed these observations 
(KNITTER & OHMERT 1983). The sheme of distribution patterns in the 
Rhinegraben area is given in fig.l. Therein cross-sections mark the 
levels with uncompressed specimens, thick vertical lines mean compressed 
material. Dashed lines are assumed relations. This sheme corresponds with 
the main distribution patterns from the Toarcian type area as recorded by 
GABILLY (1976). Moreover it could be verified in condensed sections of 
the Swabian Alb by KNITTER & OHMERT (1983).

In the Rhinegraben sections the genus Pleydellia can be seen to appear 
for the first time in the uppermost levesquei zone (jnoorei subzone) and
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fig. 1: distribution of the main species at the Toarcian/ 
Aalenian boundary in the Rhinegraben area.



then to spread in the lowermost aalensis zone with numerous forms of 
different ribbing patterns. Those reach from wide-ribbed species as PI. 
distans (BUCKMAN) to narrow-ribbed forms as the *tenuicostatunT type of 
THEOBALD & MOINE and the extremely fine-ribbed PI. mactra (DUMORTIER). 
All of them have a broadly rounded venter which sharpens soon within the 
aalensis zone. So PI. buckmani MAUBEUGE can be traced to descend already 
early in the aalensis zone from PI. subcompta (BRANCO) with its fasciated 
fine ribbs, as mentioned by GABILLY (1976, p. 18).

Coarse-ribbed forms with stout venter lead to the group of PI. fluitans 
(DUMORTIER) in the beds with Pachylytoceras torulosum (ZIETEN); those 
with fading ribbs on the body chamber lead to PI. subcandida (BUCKMAN) (= 
Pleydellia fluitans of KLOCKER 1967 partly; fig. 16b, not fig. 16a and 
fig. 15; the characteristic cross-section of KLOCKER*s specimen is shown 
in fig. 1 of this paper) and to related forms, which all have a marked 
umbilical slope.

On the top of the torulosum beds there follow some meters of sediment 
wherein neither torulosum nor Leioceras opalinum are proved. This level 
is characterised by Pleydellia lotharingica (BRANCO) (= Leioceras 
costosum of KLOCKER 1967) showing similar differentiated ribbing patterns 
like the older aalensis group which is extinct now. In fig. 1 a rather 
fine-ribbed specimen is shown, corresponding to PI. 'raisera' (BUCKMAN). 
In these very fossiliferous layers all transitions to coarser ribbed 
forms like the type of lotharingica, even to speciemens with single 
prominent umbilical ribbs, given here as PI. aff. leura (BUCKMAN) can be 
found.

Leioceras opalinum (REINECKE) does not appear but above the 
’lotharingica- beds*. So the range of torulosum obviously precedes the 
opalinum zone.

The torulosum zone

This zone, introduced by OPPEL (1856-58), approximately corresponds with * 
the buckmani subzone in the sense of GABILLY, ELMI, MATTEI, MOUTERDE & {
RIOULT (1971) (introduced by THEOBALD & MAUBEUGE 1949, p. 282 for the 
first time) and therefore should have the priority, apart from its 
stratigraphic position whether in the Toarcian or in the Aalenian.



There have been repeated objections against torulosum as index fossil 
refering to its scarcity, its restricted occurence or its assumed 
persistent range. But a lot of index fossils only occur scarcely and in 
restricted faunal provinces. The range of torulosum proves to be distinct 
enough and also other Lytoceras species seem to be reliable time markers 
(for instance in the Upper Toarcian L. sublineatum in the lower 
variabilis zone, L. jurense in the thouarsense zone and Holcolytoceras 
coarctatum and H. germaini in the insigne zone). In the lowermost meters 
of the torulosum range of the Rhinegraben sections, torulosum is 
accompanied by PI. aalensis, which passes upwards into PI. fluitans. 
Also PI. subcandida and PI. buckmani belong to this assemblage, as 
mentioned above.

Of course the exact range of torulosum should be examined in as many 
scections as possible. In the Rhinegraben sections it is not found any 
more in the 1lotharingica-bedsf despite of their rich fauna. 
Nevertheless here these beds are placed into the torulosum zone as they 
do not contain opalinum yet. Pleydellia buckmani, still present herein, 
was observed to originate already in the early aalensis zone (see above). 
Therefore it seems to be less suitable as index fossil for these beds.

Following the recommendations of the Colloque du Jurassique at Luxembourg 
(1964) the position of the torulosum zone consequently would be the 
uppermost Toarcian. But we have to realize that this is in contradiction 
to the original intention of MAYER an OPPEL.
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FACIAL AND EVENT CORRELATIONS IN THE POLISH LOWER JURASSIC - 
SOME CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STRATIGRAPHY OF MARINE - MARGIN AND 
NON - MARINE DEPOSITS

Grzegorz Piefikowski

Liassic deposits occuring in the Northern Slope of the Holy 
Cross Mountains /Pig.1, in the frame/ represent the most eastern
margin of the Liassic Basin in Europe. They constitute an exten-
sion of the liassic sedimentary cover along the Danish - Polish
Through. In Western Poland the liassic formations do not occur
on the surface - they have become accessible owing to the dril
ling of many boreholes /Ladlez 1969/. The Holy Cross Lower Lias
sic appears on the surface and additionally 27 shallow boreholes 
have been examined. Obtained results allowed to choose Holy Cross 
Lower Liassic as a model for sedimentological, facial and corre
lational considerations /Pienkowski 13S3, 1934/. It is -.veil knowr 
that biostratigraphy based on megasoores /Marcinkiewicz 1971 - 
comp. Pig. 2 in this paper/ can not give detailed divisions, whic 
were based on lithostratigraphtcal and facial correlations /Xara- 
szewski 1962, Ladlez 1973/. According to the sedimentslogical 
investigations, previous facial interpretations of the Holy Cross 
Lower Liassic have been changed and new lithostratigrapny and 
correlation with the Jest European Easin is proposed here /Pig.2/ 

Sedimentary evolution of the Lower Liassic of the Holy Cross 
Mountains should be consider as an interaction between "cyclic" 
and "event" stratification /Linsele and Seilacher 1952/. Trans
gressions are considered here as "great events" which influenced
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?ig.1 . Paleogeographical sketch of the Hettangian Basin in Europe. 
1- Estuarine, deltaic, coastal and fluvial facies, 2 - Nearshore 
ohally facies /mainly heteroliths/ - in >/est Germany according to 
Blocs 1932, in Poland and Skane based on literature and present

observations ; b - brackisn conditions, 3 - Marine sand-w O  a. w  >

stones, 4 - uarine shales and sandstones, 3 - Shales v.'ith carbo
nate layers, 6 - Bituminous shales /"Blue Lias"/ ; m - marine ccn-
aitions. Based on compilation of Bloos 1976,
in the western part and changed in the Polish
Ladles 1965.

zons are comparable to the main eustat ic chan,
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rapid tectonical movements, but with stable sedimentation and stable, 
not rapid subsidence, the cyclicity of sedimentation is the most 
impressive feature of the Holy Cross Lower Liassic. On this back
ground the changes of sea level controlled transgressions and se
dimentary trends. Other events gave only "intercalations" without 
bigger changes in cycles - products of facial shifting. The thick
ness of an individual cycle ranges between one and several meters, 
very rare exceeding ten meters. Autocyclical processes were promi
nent here - in continental conditions mainly migration of river 
channels, in marine margin environments mainly differentiation in 
sediment supply due to the shore morphology, current directions, 
amount of sediment from rivers etc. Individual cycles may be grouped 
into "series" reflecting more general trends in the basin. Generally 
those "series" may be identified with formations /Fig.2/, but some
times they constitute minor assemblages /identified 'with members/. 
Sedimentary evolution of the Holy Cross Lower Liassic may be presen
ted as follows :

The lowermost Zagaje formation, lying with a sharp erosmonal 
contact on the different Triassic deposits, contains exclusively 
continental deposits showing gradual decreasing of energy of depo
sitions! processes ana giving the following sequence : alluvial fans 
and braided river deposits /on the marginal parts of the basin/ - 
meandering river deposits /developed on the \7hole area/ - lacustri
ne and swamp deposits /in the central part of the basin/. Fining 
upward, river cycles dominate and reversed levee - prograding or 
symmetrical lacustrine cycles occur. Lacustrine cycles are grouped 
mainly in the upper part of the formation, but on the SE and S'.Y 
margins of the basin river sedimentation was dominating till the 
upper boundary of the Zagaje formation. Rootlets, coal seams, plant 
remains are very abundant.



The beginning of the next formation - Ruszkowiee formation1 - 
is connected with rapid and widespread brackish - water transgres
sion. Lowered salinity of the transgreding sea is proved by the 
character cf scanty pelecypods - Cardinia. follini Lundgren, Cardinia 
cf. exoansa Lundgren, I^odiolus hillanus Sow., Liostrea hissingeri 
Nilsson, Taeniodon ? nathorsti Lundgren. Identical forms were found 
in Skane /Troedsson 1 9 5V  and this is most probably a contempora
neous migration of the same forms in the same basin. The character 
cf transgressive surface depends very much on the type of underly
ing sediment. In majority of cases the sea transgreded on the muddy 
sediments and the lithological contrast is weak. That is why a con
siderable parts of grey muds and heteroliths were included to the 
Zagaje formation and this transgression was not noted before. The 
transgression level may be observed on the whole area, in the mar
ginal parts where the underlying sediments were more coarse, the 
basal conglomerate may be observed. This level constitutes the 
correlational horizon of a first importance /Pig.2/. Above the 
transgressive surface the character of cyclic sedimentation is 
completely different in comparison to the Zagaje formation. Rever
sed, - coarsening - upward cycles dominate'and they represent shif
ting cf facies in the basin, caused mostly by the autocyclic mecha
nisms. Some storm intercalations may be noted. They show erosional 
bases, hummocky stratification and evidences of rapid sedimentation 
like escape structures of bivalves /Piehkowski 1984 in press/.
Graded bedding and specyfic spill - over ripples on tops are further 
evidences. An average thickness cf individual storm - generated 
bed ranges from several centimeters to 30 cm.

Previously /Karaszewski 1362, Piehkowski 1983,1531 ,in press/ 
it was called Sklcby series /formation/.



.bH tne prOXile 01 KU 3Zj£0 Wice x Ormation Some minor transgress!Ve —
regressive trends may be distinguished /Pig.2/. At the peripheries 
Ox sedimentary oasin barrier — xagocn ano deltaic cycles prevail. 
Lagoonal deposits have been found either in transgressive or re
gressive sequences, but the former case is sore prominent. It seem 
to be in a good accordance with Kraft’s /1978/ opinion,that there 
is no reason for regressive barriers to be more likely preserved 
in the geologic record than transgressive barriers. Euszkowice 
formation represents quartz - arenite assemblage and there are 
many evidences of permanent and intense wave action in the rela
tively wide and open brackish reservoir.

Some regressive trends may be observed in the uppermost part 
of the Ruszkowice formation, but these trends are much more pro
minent in the next Przysucha Cre - Bearing formation. This forma
tion was known for a long time for its siderite ore resources. 
Those siderites are grouped in three main muddy horizons called 
"ore - bearing levels". It was proved /Y/yrwicki 1366/ that majori
ty of those siderites were syngenetic or very early diagenetic. 
Indeed, they were formed in extensive, though closed and shallow 
basins, riant roots may be observed in many parts of the "ore - 
bearing horizons". The source of iron were extensive swampy areas 
around "ore basins" with deltas and rivers. The "ore basins" may be 
treated as large lagoons separated from the open reservoir by bar-

river deposits /"inter - ore levels"/,
more coarse deltaic and
The last of those periods
.mental conaitiens returned
!ss deposits are sandy and
:C formation /Karaszewskithey were induced to tne next ustrov 

1962, Piehkowski 133.3, 1934/, but due to the sedimentoiogioal 
character they should belong to the Przysucha Ore -- bearing forma
tion. In comparison to the Euszkowice formation, barrier - lagoon,



deltaic and river cycles are much more frequent, shore prograding 
cycles are rare and grouped mainly in the lf.7 part of the area stu
died. Because of its muddy character and faunal finds /in a fact 
faunal occurences are much more numerous in the huszkowice and 
Ostrowiec formations/, the Przysucha Ore - bearing formation was 
previously regarded as the formation of strongest marine influen
ces /Karaszewski 1962, Badlez 1969/. This view must be postponed 
and reinterpretation of paleogeographical character of the Przysu
cha fn. makes correlational problems more clear /Pig.2/.

The uppermost Cstrovviec formation /Sinemurian/ shows sedimen
tary development simiiiar to that cf the Huszkowice formation.
The transgressive level covers continental deposits of the upper
most part of the Przysucha formation. In the upper part of the 
Cstrovviec formation regressive trends may be observed, .hoove the 
Cstrovviec formation C-ielniow formation occurs. The later formation 
/Lower Pliensbachian/ comprises fully marine fauna /liaraszewski and 
Kopik 1970/.

After all, the correlational and stratigraphical suggestions 
should be presented. Two main transgressions have been observed 
in the area studied : first :n the Lower/iliddle Hettangian, second 
in the Lower Sinemurian. Haliam /1973/ has shown> that:"Fhe shallow 
marine Jurassic sequences in northwest Europe reveals a number of 
widespread, synchronous cycles cf deepening and shallowing water, 
independent of local tectonics and facies development. The most 
favoured by the evidence eustatic model involves a rapid rise of 
sea level followed by a longer phase of stillstend and then rapid 
fall. These changes are tentatively related to episodes of uplift 
and subsidence of oceanic ridges'.' Those "great events* obviously 
influenced the sedimentation on the adjacent marine - margin and 
even continental areas. Sometimes those influences seem to be bet
ter visible on those marginal areas than in the open epeiric seas



Knowing the •age of those eustatic events in the marine basins of
YYestern Europe, it seems to be possible to correlate their age with 
the marginal and continental basins /Fig.2/. In the result, it is 
possible to correlate unfossiliferous marginal formations with the 
formal stratigraphical division based on ammonites. Initial assump
tion for such a correlation are : weak regional tectonics /confir
med for Hettangian and less for Sinemurian by Kallam and Sellwood 
1976/, relatively flat paleorelief /actual for Lower Liassic/ and 
relatively stable subsidence and sedimentation. On 3uch a backgro
und strong global changes of sea level coming from distant oceanic 
regions influenced in the same time eoeiric seas and marginal reser
voirs. Upwelling of the erosional base could strongly influenced 
the character of the river sedimentation, which is visible in the 
profile of continental deposits /Fig.2, Zagaje formation/. It is 
visible, that the first influence of brackish - marine water did
not come to the Holy Cross Mountains in the Lowermost Hettangian.

/The first influence of Planorbis transgression in U Surope is pro
bably connected here with the start of sedimentation after a long 
period of strong erosion and denudation /uppermost Hhaetian - 
Subplanorbis Zone/. Development of the' Planorbis transgression lea 
to the flattening of the landscape caused by an extensive sedimen
tation of muds and clays of lacustrine origin /uppermost part of 
the Zagaje formation/. It seems to be possible, that the small 
transgressive impulse in the Liassicus time /Hallam 1 9 7S, ? Blocs <
1 9 7 6/ was enough strong to have this flat and low area cover by 
the shallow brackish sea /transgression in the base of the Ruszko-

Jl
’.vice formation/. On the other hand, the Upper Hettangian /and nay '
be the lowermost Bucklandi Zone/ show regressive tendencies m  j

,  «
•vest Europe /Blocs 1976, Hallam 1973/ and in Skane /-roeds son 1951/i 
as well as in Norwegian - Danish Basin / csvze±se~j. 1973/. ---ose re— >

gressive tendencies are reflected in the Przysucha formation /?ig.2/.
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Pig.2. Correlation of the Lower Liassic of the Holy Cross Ilountains 
/Poland/ with the West Europe, based on great transgressive - reg
ressive evenxs. Column 6 : a - coal seams, b - siderite bands, c - 
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Holy Cross fountains - a - main, b- intermediate, c - small scale,
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Lower Sinemurian is the time of a big 
Europe /Hallam 1973/, Skane /Trcedsso.

transgression in the west 
195V, Norwegian - Danish



Basin /Bertelsen 1973/ and Bornholm /Gravesen et al. 1982/. This
transgression is obviously connected with the transgression in 
the lower part of the Ostrowiec formation. While the Lower Sine- 
murian shows transgressive character, the Middle and Upper Sine- 
murian are characterized by more or less visible regressive trends, 
especially in the Obtusum /W Europe, Hallan 1973/ and Oxynotum 
/France, Germany/ Zones. Regressive trends occur also in Raricos- 
tatum Zone in Yorkshire /Kallam 1973/, in Skane /Troedsson 1951/ 
and in Norwegian - Danish Basin /Michelsen 1973/. Sinemurian cor
relations based on transgressive - regressive trends seem to be 
not so clear as the Hettangian ones, perhaps owing to the local 
tectonic movements.

Mentioned above correlations should be important for future 
works in adjacent areas, like Skane, East Germany and Norwegian -
Danish Basin. My scheme /Fig.2/ is in a quite good accordance 
with that presented by Bertelsen /1976/ for Norwegian - Danish 
Basin. It should be also noted, that marine ?jerritslev formation 
/Michelsen 1978/ has its brackish counterparts in the Polish 
Middle Hettangian and Lower - Middle Sinemurian.
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PRESENTATION OF THE AMMONITE FAUNA IN THE TRANSITION LOTHARIN- 
GIAN/CARIXIAN OF SOUTHWESTERN GERMANY AND NORTHERN SWITZERLAND

Rudolf Schlatter

INTRODUCTION

In th is preliminary note about the ammonite fauna in the transition  
Lotharingian/Carixian of SW-Germany and Northern Switzerland i t  should 
be documented the b iostratigraphic and biogeographic sign ificance  of 
an investigation area, situated near the southern margin of the north
west European l ia s s ic  ammonite province (sensu DEAN et a l . 1961).

THE INVESTIGATION AREA

One of the most s ig n ifican t change in lith o fa c ie s  of the l ia s s ic  
deposits can be observed in the transition  Lotharingian/Carixian from 
SW-Germany (Middle Swabian Alb) in d irection to Northern Switzerland.

In the Middle Swabian Alb (eastern of Stuttgart) the upper Lotha- 
ringian (from the oxynotum- to the raricostatum-Zone) is  developed as 
dark clays ("Obere Betatone" sensu S0LL 1956) interrupted by three 
ch a ra cte ristic  marlstone beds (Mergellagen I I - IV ,  see f ig . 1 ), whereas 
in direction to Northern Switzerland (Wutach, Klettgau) there is  a 
considerable change in lith o fa c ie s . The so-called  "obiiqua-Schichten" 
are developed (see f ig s . 2-4). The oyster Gryphaea obliqua (GOLDFUSS) 
is  ch a ra cte ristic  for th is calcareous marlstone beds with phosphatic 
nodules. The lithology of th is  layers (thickness about 1 meter) shows 
great s im ila r ity  to the "Calcaire ocreux" of Lorraine. The obiiqua- 
Schichten represent equivalents from the oxynotum-Zone to the base of 
the Pliensbachian, defined by the f i r s t  appearance of Apoderoceras 
nodogigas (QUENST.).

The obiiqua-Schichten have been studied by several authors. A 
summarized account with bibliographic notes is  given by HOFFMANN (1964) 
and SCHLATTER (1983, 1984).



Since 1979 the present author is  employed on a documentation about 
the ammonite fauna and biostratigraphy in the tran sit io n  Lotharingian/ 
C arix ian . E sp e c ia lly  in th is  tran s it io n  part the ammonites are rare  
and of the most part of bad preservation. This study [in  preparation 
for press] was supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation (grant 
2.146-0.78).

In th is  short report some in teresting  biogeographic aspects to the 
ammonite assemblage in the obiiqua-Schichten should be treated.

F ig . 1. - Litho logy, ammonites and zonal subdivison of the "Schwarzer 
Ourap" (Lotharingian s . l . )  in the Middle Swabian Alb [adapted from 
URLICHS 1977].



Fig 2 .-  Sections representing the l i  
and Carixian in the Klettgau and 
Carixian is  situated in the beds

thology of the upper Lotharingian  
Wutach region. The lim it  Lotharingian/ 
of the obiiqua-Schichten.



THE AFFINITIES OF THE FAUNA

The ammonite fauna is  a mixed one and includes elements ch a ra c te r is t ic  
of the Eastern A lps, Median Prealps / Langeneckgrat (see DONOVAN 1958), 
on the one hand, and B r ita in , Baden-Wurttemberg and the Rh6ne basin on 
the other (see f ig s .  3 -4).

F ig . 3 .-  C h aracte ristic  section representing the situation  in the upper 
Lotharingian where the fac ie s has partly  changed from the clayey  
"Obere/^-Tone sensu SOLL (1956) into the more condensed calcareous 
fac ies of the obiiqua-Schichten. Lo ca lity : Sunthausen (near Donau- 
eschingen, Wurttemberg) [according to SCHLATTER 1984].
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F ig . 4 .-  Sections representing the ammonite succession in the 
tran sitio n  obtusum-Tone (o. T. )  and the obiiqua-Schichten  
(o.S. )  in the Klettgau and Wutach region. For the l oc a l i t i e s  
see f i g.  2 [according to SCHLATTER 1983].

The following ammonite genera have been recorded (Wutach area, K le tt
gau) in the obiiqua-Schichten.

C = Carixian part of the obiiqua-Schichten
L = Lotharingian part of the obiiqua-Schichten

Asteroceras ( L ) ,  Aegasteroceras (L) ,  Echioceras ( L) ,  * Leptechioceras 
( L) ,  Paltechioceras (L) ,  * Plesechi'oceras ( L) ,  * Orthechioceras ( L ) ,
* "Echioceratoides" (L) ,  Oxynoticeras (L) ,  G leviceras ( L ) ,  * Paroxynoticeras 
( L ) ,  Eoderoceras ( L , C) ,  * Ophideroceras ( L) ,  * Metaderoceras ( L) ,  Apo- 
deroceras (C) ,  Epideroceras ( *L , C) ,  Hemimicroceras (L) .



This genera [* ]  are restricted  as fa r  as known to the Wutach region 
and the Klettgau (south of the Danube).

In the Middle Swabian Alb the following genera are restricted  accor
ding to the present state of investigations.

Crucilobiceras ( L) ,  B ife rice ras ( L) ,  Angulaticeras (L) ,  Leptonoto- 
ceras (L) ,  Phricodoceras (C).

On the maps ( f ig s . 5-11) the biogeographic d istribution  of some im
portant ammonite genera and species of special palaeogeographic in terest  
is  represented.

Explanatory note to the f ig s . 5-11:

Geographical d istribution  of certain  ammonite genera and species in the 
Lotharingian of Central Europe. The mixed fauna in the investigation area 
[marked by an a ste risk ] shows a f f in it ie s  to the Tethyan and the NW-European 
province (sensu DEAN et a l . 1961).
Of special in terest is  the abundance of the genus Epideroceras, which is  a 
good palaeogeographic index of northern margin of the Tethys (see DOMMERGUES 
1982). The palaeogeographic indications outside the investigation area have 
been adapted mainly from DONOVAN (1958, 1967), GETTY (1972, 1973), HOLDER 
(1964), HOFFMANN (1964) and MOUTERDE (1953).

The heavy broken lin e  marks the southern and the eastern boundary of the 
North-West European province (sensu DEAN et a l . 1961, p i. 75).



F ig . 5. Oxynoticeras F ig . 6. Gagaticeras, Palaeoechioceras

286



Fig. 7. Ophideroceras 287
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F ig . 11. C ru cilo b ice ras, Hemimicroceras, B ife rice ra s

The great p icture is  given in the table 1 which shows the geographic 
d istrib u tio n  of the most important genera present in the obiiqua-Schichten.

Explanatory note: Broken lin e  ind icates rare occurrence.
? not investigated or questionable records.



Genera Wutach/Klettgau NW-European Province Median Prealps Eastern Alps
(generalized) Langeneckgrat

Echioceras
[raricostatum group] ________________________________________________________________________________

Leptechioceras _________________________________________________________________________________________

Paltechioceras _________________________________________________________________________________________

Oxynoticeras _________________________________________________________________________________________

Gleviceras _________________________________________________________________________________________

Paroxynoticeras ________________________________________________________ ? _______

Eoderoceras _________________________________________________________________________________________

Ophideroceras __________________________________________________________  ?

Metaderoceras __________________________________________________________  ? _______

Apoderoceras __________________________________________________________  ? ?

Epideroceras __________________________________________________________  ____________________________

Hemimicroceras ____________________________________________________________ ? ?

B ifericeras 1 1 1

290
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BI0STRATI6RAPHY: The table 2 shows the biostratigraphic relations between the Middle Swabian Alb 
and the area south of the Danube (Baar, Wutach, Klettgau) in the transition  
Lotharingian/Carixian.

Table 2 Explanatory note: The species in brackets means no proof of the occurrence of the index-
species. In th is case i t  is  very useful to indicate the ch aracte ristic  
ammonite assemblage.

DEAN et a l .  1961 Swabian Alb
adapted from URLICHS 1977

Wutach/Klettgau horizons

taylori-Subzone taylo ri ( ta y lo r i) nodogigas

aplanatum-Sz. \ aplanaturn aplanatum/nobile
V no proof G leviceras, Epideroceras

macdonnelli-Sz. J macdonnel1i macdonnelli, Orthechioceras ssp.
raricostato ides- Sz. raricostatoides raricostatoides raricostato ides, delicatum, subplani-

+ densinodulurn (densinodulum) costa
subplanicosta

oxynotum-Subz. oxynotum (oxynotum) ?
simpsoni-Subz. praecursor simpsoni simpsoni, polyophy11 urn

Eoderoceras bispinigerum (BUCKMAN)
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PLIENSBACHIAN BRACHIOPOD ZONES IN THE BAKONY MTS. /HUNGARY/ AND 
THEIR CORRELATION WITH OTHER EUROPEAN AREAS

Attila VOROS:

The author established three tentative brachio- 
pod zones in the Pliensbachian of the Bakony Mts 
/Hungary/: /!/ Cuneirhynchia ? palmata zone 
/= uppermost Sinemurian + Uptonia jamesoni Zone/ 
/2/ Lokutella kondai zone /= Tragophylloceras 
ibex Zone + Prodactylioceras davoei Zone/ and 
/3/ Apringia ? stoppanii zone /= Amaltheus 
stokesi Zone to Pleuroceras spinatum Zone/.
These zones are equivalent to the brachiopod 
zones published from southern France and Bul
garia from the same time-interval but the zone 
boundaries are shifted. It seems that the faunal 
changes commenced a little earlier in the Bakony 
/Mediterranean province/ than in the other two 
areas /NW-European province/.

Brachiopods, generally and traditionally, have been regarded 
as ’'facies fossils" consequently of very limited biostrati graph
ical significance. However, palaeoecological evaluation of many 
brachiopod faunas revealed that brachiopods were not true facies 
fossils; on the other hand, the great specimen number and the 
wide distribution are two important factors enhancing their im
portance in stratigraphy.

In Palaeozoic sequences brachiopods are significant biostra- 
tigraphical markers: this subject was reviewed by WATERHOUSE 
/1977/. For Mesozoic times the phylum Brachiopoda lost a bit from 
its: importance, nevertheless, attempts have been done to construct 
brachiopod zonal schemes, e.g. in the Jurassic sediments of west
ern Europe /ALMIRAS et al. 1971/.

Turned to the Pliensbachian, here the number of well-studied 
and well-documented brachiopod faunas is regrettably little.



Even more restricted the number of detailed biostratigraphical 
studies where the brachiopod distribution data are based on sound 
ammonoid biostratigraphy. The surveys by REVERT /1971/, TCHOUMA- 
TCHENCO /1972/ and ALMERAS & MOULAN /1979, 1982/ meet the above 
requirements /though the two latter deal only with terebratulids/. 
All these works are focused on faunas of NW-European character.

Only a few NW-European brachiopod species can be found in the 
Mediterranean province therefore brachiopod biostratigraphy has to 
be developed on new basis here. On the classical terrains of the 
Mediterranean Jurassic /in the Alps and in peninsular Italy/ mod
ern, bed-by-bed collections of brachiopods were not carried out 
so far, therefore the Bakony Mts. /Hungary/ appeared to be a suit
able starting point. A very fortunate quality of the Pliensbachian 
brachiopod fauna of the Bakony Mts. is that the brachiopods have 
been collected in almost all localities together with abundant am- 
monoids. This is due to the uniquely detailed and voluminous col
lecting work done by Dr. J. KONDA and his co-workers. The ammonoid 
fauna has been investigated and evaluated very thoroughly by GJtiCZY 
/1970, 1976/ and this enables us to establish the stratigraphical 
ranges of our Mediterranean brachiopod species more precisely than 
ever previously.

The results of this work were published quite recently by the 
author /VGrOS 1982, 1983/. Stratigraphical distribution of 101 
species was investigated. Many of the species were represented by 
only one or a few specimens occurring in a single bed of one sec
tion. There were, however, 24 species with relatively short ranges 
and frequent and widespread occurrence which were regarded as 
really important stratigraphically. On the basis of the numbers 
of appearances vs. disappearances at ammonoid zone boundaries, 
three brachiopod zones were outlined:

1. Cuneirhynchia ? palmata zone. Characteristic taxa /beside 
the name-species/ are Seotocrurella ? uhligi. Gibbirhvnchia ? sor- 
dellii and Aulacothvris ? amvgdaloides. Extends from the Sinemuri- 
an to the Pliensbachian; its probable time-span: uppermost Sine- 
murian to Uptonia jamesoni Zone.

2. Lokutella kondai zone. Characteristic taxa /beside the 
name-species/ are Kericserella inversaeformis and Gibbirhvnchia 
orsinii. An important feature of this zone is the abundant occur
rence of smooth Spiriferinids. Time-span: Tragophylloceras ibex 
Zone + Prodactylioceras davoei Zone.



5. Apringia ? stoonanii zone* Characteristic taxa /beside 
the name-species/ are Stolmorhvnchia ? revnesi. S. ? bulga. Ap
ringia fraudatrix. A. ? atlaeformis. A. ? suetii, Linguithvris 
cornicolana and /probably/ Apringia ? altesinuata. An important 
feature of this zone is the locally abundant occurrence of the 
concavo-convex Koninckinids. Time-span: Amaltheus stokesi Zone to 
Pleuroceras spinatum Zone /Domerian substage/.

Table I. shows the correlation of these zones with the above 
mentioned brachiopod zones of southern France and Bulgaria. It is 
clearly seen from the correlation chart that the length of these 
zones - both in the NW-European /Bulgaria, Causses/, and in the 
Mediterranean /Bakony/ provinces - is considerably longer than 
that of the ammonoid zones: one brachiopod zone corresponds to 
two to five ammonoid zones. The only exception is the Gibbirhyn- 
chia curviceps zone of southern France /equalized to the Ibex 
Zone/, but this can be considered local subzone because the "zone 
marker" occurs in definitely older beds in other parts of Europe 
/Jamesoni Zone, England: AGER 1956-67; Villany: AGER & CALLOMON 
1971/* After this reduction, three brachiopod zones correspond to 
the upper Sinemurian to Pliensbachian time-interval both in the 
NW-European, and in the Mediterranean provinces. The zone bound
aries are synchronous in the two NW-European areas but in the 
Bakony Mts. they set in a little earlier.

This shift in the brachiopod zonation can be due to palaeo- 
geographical and evolutionary factors. There is an old idea /clear
ly proved in the case of ammonoids: GECZY 1976, 1984; ENAY & MAN
GOLD 1982/ that the majority of taxa have an earlier appearance 
and a longer range in the Tethyan areas of relatively stable en
vironment than in the European shelf and epicontinental seas. A 
similar interpretation seems to be reasonable in our case too.

During investigation of this problem on the species level 
we meet the difficulty arising from provinciality. The brachiopod 
faunas with 64 species from the Causses /southern France/ and 
with 101 species from the Bakony Mts. /Hungary/ have only 6/1/ 
species in common. The ranges of these common species are shown 
in Fig. 1. It is apparent that /except the two terebratulids/ the 
species appear a little earlier in the Bakony than in the Causses. 
In contrast to the ammonoids, however, these brachiopod species 
disappear earlier in the Tethyan locality than in the NW-European 
one. Although this evidence is regrettably scarce, we may suppose
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Fig. 1. Stratigrachical distribution of the Pliensbachian brachio- 
ood species occurring both in the Bakony and in the Causses

that the shift in the brachiopod zonation is in connection with 
the faunal changes commencing earlier in the Tethyan region.
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